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About the National Institute 
of Justice 

The National Institute of Justice (NIJ), a component of the 
Office ofJustice Programs, is the research and development 
agency of the U.S. Department of Justice. NIJ was estab
lished to prevent and reduce crime and to improve the 
criminal justice system. Specific mandates established by 
Congress in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968, as amended, and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 
1988 direct the National Institute of Justice to: 

Sponsor special projects, and research and develop
ment programs that will improve and strengthen the 
criminal justice system and reduce or prevent crime. 

Conduct national demonstration projects that employ 
innovative or promising approaches for improving 
ctiminal justice. 

Develop new technologies to fight crime and improve 
criminal justice. 

Evaluate the eJJectiveness of criminal justice pro
grams and identify programs that promise to be suc
cessful if continued or repeated. 

Recommend actions that can be taken by Federal, State, 
and local governments as well as by private organiza
tions to improve criminal justice. 

Carry out research on criminal behavior. 

Develop new methods of crime prevention and reduc
tion of crime and delinquency. 

The National Institute of Justice has a long history of 
accomplishments, including the following: 

Basic research on career criminals that led to develop
ment of special police and prosecutor units to deal with 
repeat offenders. 

Research that confirmed the link between drugs and 
crime. 

The research and development program that resulted in 
the creation of police body armor that has meant the 
difference between life and death to hundreds of police 
officers. 

Pioneering scientific advances such as the research and 
development of DNA analysis to positively identifY 
suspects and eliminate the innocent from suspicion. 

The evaluation of innovative justice programs to deter
mine what works, including drug enforcement, com
munitypoIicing, community anti-drug initiatives, pros
ecution of complex drug cases, drug testing throughout 
the criminal justice system, and user accountability 
programs. 

Creation of a corrections information-sharing system 
that enables State and local officials to exchange more 
efficient and cost-effective concepts and techniques for 
phmning, financing, and constructing new prisons and 
jails. 

Operation ofthe world's largest criminaijustice infor
mation clearinghouse, a resource used by State and 
local officials across the Nation and by criminal justice 
agencies in foreign countries. 

The Institute Director, who is appointed by the President 
and confirmed by the Senate, establishes the Institute's 
objectives, guided by the priorities of the Office of Justice 
Programs, the Department of Justice, (md the needs of the 
ctiminal justice field. The Institute actively solicits the 
views of crimina I justice professionals to identify their most 
critical problems. Dedicated to the priorities of Federal, 
State, and local criminal justice agencies, research and 
development at the National Institute ofJustice continues to 
search for answers to what works and why in the Nation's 
war on drugs and crime. 
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Foreword 

In recent years, management of heavy drug caseloads has 
become a challenge for all prosecutors, even many who are 
not in urban jurisdictions. While most prosecutors are no 
longer e»:periencing the dramatic increases in drug caseloads 
that were common at the end of the 1980's, drug prosecu
tions continue to dominate the caseloads of many offices. 
Successful management of drug cases has emerged as a 
critical component of the prosecutor's mission. 

This report focuses on the experiences offive prosecutors' 
offices that implemented innovative ways to reduce their 
drug caseloads by redefining and e»:panding the role of the 
prosecutor to include civic activism and policymaking with 
respect to the entire drug problem in their communities. 
These offices have sought to lighten drug caseloads by 
spearheading or cooperating with a proactive, multipronged 
attack on all aspects ofthe drug problem. They have brought 
an array of antidrug programs under their auspices, includ
ing school-based drug education, close cooperation with 
drug treatment programs and special drug courts, targeting 

repeat offenders for aggressive prosecution, and participa
tion in multijurisdictional task forces to pursue high-level 
drug traffickers. 

The prosecutors in these case studies have committed 
themselves to a management strategy that several National 
Institute of Justice reports have called the "comprehensive 
problem-reduction approach." But the details of their pro
grams are not similar, and no one program or set of 
programs has emerged as the key to implementing this 
strategy. The Institute hopes that this report will provide a 
road map and helpful examples for prosecutors who are 
taking a broad view of their role in the community, and who 
are interested in long-term strategies for the reduction and 
management of heavy drug caseloads. 

Michael J. Russell 
Acting Director 
National Institute of Justice 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Scope and Objectives 

This report is intended to assist elected prosecutors and their 
top administrators in formulating an effective response to 
heavy drug caseloads. Since the mid-1980's, heavy drug 
caseloads have placed an enonnous burden on prosecutors 
across the country. Inresponse to thls challenge, prosecutors 
have instituted a number of programs to make drug prose
cutions more efficient and effective. In some offices, pros
ecutors are combining a wide range of programs-from 
prevention to interdiction-to create a new, comprehensive 
approach to managing heavy drug caseloads. This report 
reviews the spectrum of programs that selected prosecutors 
have used to respond to the problem of heavy drug caseloads, 
and singles out a promising managerial approach, compre
hensive problem reduction, which is common to a number 
of jurisdictions l1lat reported success in coping with heavy 
drug caseloads. In addition, this report highlights and 
discusses two specific programs that some prosecutors 
considered to be partieularly effective in controlling drug 
caseloads in their jurisdictions. 

Background: The Emergence 
of Heavy Drug Caseloads 

The advent of heavy drug caseloads coincided with the 
emergence of crack and street trafficking as a major law 
enforcement concern. Although widespread use of cocaine 
among the general popUlation began in the mid-1970's, and 
peaked in the early 1980's, itwas not until tbemid-1980's
when crack appeared-that large numbers of police arrests 
for drug offenses began to show up in the felony courts. 
Media accounts, official government statements, and recent 
case studies by scholars provide a consistent account of the 
change in drug use and trafficking patterns that occurred in 
the mid-1980's. These sources suggest that, with the advent 
of crack, the use of cocaine shifted from predominantly 
casual to addictive use. This change was facilitated by drug 

traffickers who focused on a new group of potential cocaine 
users-disadvantaged residents of inner cities. The aggres
sive marketing of cocaine wholesalers and the proliferation 
of street dealers triggered a response ill the law enforcement 
community that produced record increases in drug arrests in 
many urban jurisdictions by 1987. I 

Early Prosecutorial Responses 

Statistics alone suggest that prosecutors responded to the 
surge in drug arrests generated by the crack epidemic in a 
new and innovative manner. A 1989 review of arrest 
dispositions in Los Angeles, Manhattan, San Diego, and 
Washington, D.C.-cities that were hit early by the explo
sion in drug cases-showed that prosecutors in all four cities 
responded to tlle increase in caseloads by "getting tough" on 
defendants arrested for drug crimes. Arrest disposition data 
from these cities for 1982 and 1987 show that while the 
number offelony arrests increased dramatically, the propor
tion of arrested defendants convicted and sent to prison 
increased even more rapidly. Specifically, the prosecutors in 
all four jurisdictions responded to heavy drug caseloads by 
indicting a higher fraction of arrested felony drug offenders 
in 19J1,7 than in 1982. Consequently, they obtained a dispro
portionately greater number of dmg convictions to felony 
charges in 1987 than in 1982. Once defendants were 
convicted in thefelonycourt,judges eitller maintained prior 
rates of imprisonment or sentenced an even higher fraction 
to prison. The end result was that while felony dmg arrests 
increased by 136 percent from 1982 to 1987, the number of 
imprisonments increased 317 percent. In other words, the 
chance that a defendant arrested on a felony drug charge 
would go to prison more than doubled.2 The opposite had 
occurred two decades earlier, when street crime increased 
rapidly while prison populations declined.3 

Recent statistics concerning commitments to prison on drug 
charges indicate that tlle "crack down" response was wide
spread. A 1991 survey of drug arrests and prison commit-
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ments in 18 States in 1985 and 1989 found that every State 
during this period increased the rate of imprisonment for 
drug arrests. Overall, the ratio of prison commitments to 
arrests doubled. In some States, such as New York and 
Florida (both of which e;.;perienced high volumes of drug 
arrests), the arrest to imprisonment ratio tripled.4 

The statistical evidence of a "crack down" by police, pros
ecutors, and judges is supp0l1ed by our interviews with 
prosecutors in jurisdictions with heavy drug caseloads. As 
discussed in chapter 2, after the initial crisis created by the 
flood of new cases was brought under control by a combina
tion of aggressive prosecut.ions and additions to staff, many 
prosecutors began to look for more long-term solutions to 
the elevated level of drug prosecutions. This report looks at 
several jurisdictions that have made a commitment to long
term, comprehensive strategies to manage drug prosecu
tions, and attempts to illustrate how such highly individu
alized strategies are designed and implemented. 

Defining Comprehensive 
Problem Reduction 
A comprehensive problem-reduction strategy involves a 
proactive, multi pronged attack on drug abuse fornmlated to 
examine all levels of the drug problem in a jurisdiction
from drug education in the schools, to the deterrence and 
treatment ofnsers, to the prosecution of street sellers and the 
pursuit of high-level drug traffickers.s The combination of 
programs included in such a strategy is highly specific to the 
needs of a given jurisdiction and must take into account the 
character ofthe community, the nature oflocal drug abuse, 
and any requirements imposed by State and local govern
ment. Comprehensive strategies do, however, have in com
mon three broad stages: 

Problem de.finition-in which the prosecutor increases 
his or her contacts with the community and with 
relevant law enforcement agencies in order to under
stand the full scope ofthe drug problem in thejurisdic
tion. Problem definition is both the first task in the 
creation ofa comprehensive problem-reduction strate
gy and an important ongoing, evaluative component of 
the strategy itself. 

Formulating an appropriate response-in which the 
prosecutor designs and implements a range of pro
grams to respond to the specific needs ofthe communi
ty. This is also the stage at which problems within the 
criminal justice system are addressed: legislative re
form may be sought (e.g .• to raise the penalties for 
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specific drug crimes, to simplify an onerous adminis
trative procedure); and cooperative efforts with other 
local agencies may be instituted to increase overall 
prosecutorial efficiency (e.g., joint efforts between po
lice and prosecutors, or between judges and prosecu
tors, such as the creation of special drug dockets). 

Defendant targeting-intensive case screening is then 
needed to ensure that defendants are placed in appropri
ate programs. 

Some aspects of comprehensive problem reduction are 
reminiscent of strategies that were part of the response to 
street crime two decades ago, such as intensive case screen
ing and career criminal targeting. Those that are new for 
prosecutors, and are more commonly thought of as aspects 
of community policing programs, are those that emphasize 
interagency cooperation, community involvement, and pre
ventative education. In our interviews, prosecutors who had 
implemented a comprehensive attack on drug abuse in their 
jurisdictions viewed such efforts as essential to their mission 
as elected officials and justified the effort as an investment 
in lower future caseloads. 

Information in This Report 
This report was prepared with infornlation from four sourc
es: a literature review; an analysis of the FBI's Uniform 
Crime Report (VCR) data; telephone interviews with pros
ecutors injurisdictions with heavy drug caseloads; and visits 
to five case-study sites during 1991, with updates ofthe site
visit information to reflect current practice at the end of 
1992. The literature review included media articles, re
search literature. government documents, and statistical 
publications relevant to the current drug problem. The 
literature review was supplemented by secondary analyses 
of the UCR 1989 arrest data to identify jurisdictions expe
riencing high levels of cocaine and heroin arrests (see 
appendix A). The results of this analysis and the literature 
review were used to develop a structured interview guide for 
a telephone survey of prosecutors injuri.sdictions that were 
experiencing a high volume of drug arrests (see chapter 2, 
table 1, for a listing of jurisdictions ill which prosecutors 
were interviewed). The interview guide was designed to 
elicit two types ofinformation: first, the prosecutors' views 
on the scope of drug crime intheir jurisdictions; and second, 
a description of how dmg cases are handled in their offices, 
including any program or combination of programs specif
ically designed to expedite or reduce heavy drug caseloads. 

Five case-study sites were chosen from the interview sample 
on the basis ofthe broad range ofprograrns in place at each 
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site, a reported high level of control over their dmg c.aseloads, 
and geographical distribution. Site visits were conducted by 
the authors at Miami, Florida; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; 
Oakland, Califomia; Portland, Oregon; and Seattle, Wash
ington. Four of these sites were selected as examples of 
comprehensive problem-reduction strategy. In chapter 3, 
case studies for these sites provide brief descriptions of the 
range of programs comprising the jurisdiction's compre
hensive problem-reduction strategy; however, the authors 
have not undertaken ~U1 evaluation of the efficacy of the 
component programs. The two programs presented in sep
arate case studies in chapter 4, the Oakland probation 
revocation model and the King County Special Deputy 
Program, are considered in greater depth. 

Survey results and case-study information are presented as 
follows: 

Chapter 2 provides an overview ofinformation collect
ed in interviews with prosecutors in 22 jurisdictions, 
including prosecutors' opinions conceming the char
acter of their local drug problem, initial and revised 
responses to heavy dmg caseloads, arid trends in drug 
abuse. 

Chapter 3 focuses 011 four jurisdictions where the 
elected prosecutors employed comprehensive problem
reduction strategies. Case studies review a wide range 
of programs in Miami, Florida; Oklahoma City, Okla
homa; Portland, Oregon; and Seattle, Washington. 

Chapter 4 highlights and critiques two programs that 
have been particularly successful in helping to control 
heavy drug caseloads in theirjurisdictions. Case studies 
are presented on the Oakland, Califomia, probation 
revocation program, and the Seattle-based King Coun
ty Special Deputy Program. The Oakland Probation 
Revocation Jvfodel is currently in use in several urban 
jurisdictions in Califomia. The Oakl~d model in
volves the use of prosecutor-initiated probation revoca
tions to speed the incarceration of offenders who are on 
probation when arrested on drug charges. The King 
Cou11.tySpeciai Deputy Program trains and uses volun
teers from private law firms to prosecute a limited 
number of selected drug cases. 

Chapter 5 reviews the major findings of the report and 
summarizes tlle key steps in implementing a compre
hensive problem-reduction strategy to control heavy 
dmg caseloads. 

Endnotes 
1. See Herbert 1. Abelson and Judith Droitcour Miller, "A 

Decade of Trends in Cocaine Use in the Household 
PopUlation," Cocaine Use in America: Epidemiologic 
and Clinical Perspective, eds. Nicholas J. Kozel and 
Edgar H. Adams, NID A ResearchMonograph 61 (Wash
ington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 19S5); 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Re .. 
ports, 1989 (Washington, DC: U.S. GovernmentPrint
ing Office, August 5, 1990); Crime in Florida: 1989 
Annual Report(Tallahassee, FL: FloridaDepartment of 
Law Enforcement); National Household Survey on 
Drug Abuse, 1974-1990 (Rockville, MD: National 
Institute on Dmg Abuse); Office of National Drug 
Control Policy, National Drug Contl'ol Strategy (Wash
ington, DC: The WhiteHouse, U.S. GovernmentPrint
ing Office, September 1989): Michael Manning, 
"Crack's Destructive Sprint Across America," The New 
York TimesAtfagazine, Octobel'9, 1989; Terry Williams, 
The Cocaine Kids (New York: Addison-Wesley Pub
lishing ComprulY, Inc., 1989); Marcia R. Chaiken, 
"Identi~ying and Responding to New Forms of Dmg 
Abuse: Lessons Learned from 'Crack' and 'Ice'" 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department ofJustice, National 
Institute of Justice, 1993). 
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Glazer (Washington, DC: The Urban Institute, 1976). 

4. Kenneth E. Carlson and Tammy Enos, "Bulletin: Re
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Department of Justice, National Institute of Justice, 
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Chapter 2 

Overview of Prosecutors' Response to 
Heavy Drug Caseloads 

How the Prosecutors Were Selected 
In 1989, 50 metropolitan areas accounted for 76 percent of 
the nation's arrests for cocaine offenses (see appendix A). 
Selection of sites for telephone interviews with prosecutors 
who had experience managing heaVy drug caseloads was 
based on several priorities. First, the participation of as 
many prosecutors in the top 10 cocaine anest areas as 
possible was sought, since these areas alone accounted for 
45 percent of all cocaine arrests in 1989. The response rate 
for the top 10 cocaine anest areas was 70 percent. Second, 
to capture any geographic variation in the nature of the dmg 
problem or in the prosecutorial response to high volume 
drug arrests, sites sunoIDlding each ofthe four major drug 
import cities (New York, Los Angeles, Miami, and Hous
ton), as well as five noncoastal jurisdictions, were selected. I 
All of these jurisdictions were among the top 50 anest areas 
in 1989, except one interior jurisdiction that was included 
01.1 the basis of its highly publicized, aggressive prosecutorial 
response to a sudden increase in dmg cases. (See table 1 for 
a complete listing of interview sites.) 

Prosecutors' View 
of the Drug Problem 
The proje'ct sought to ascertain whether the drug problem, 
in the view of local prosecutors, was consistent with that 
chronicled by journalists and researchers in specific city 
case studies. In telephone interviews, prosecutors in the 22 
cities were asked to state their view of the problem-
specifically, whether their drug caseloads had increased; the 
drug that accounted for the increase; when the increase first 
began; the types of offenders that accounted for the high 
volume of anests; how the police were generating large 
numbers of arrests; and whether· they knew how drugs 

entered their communities and who was dealing which 
dmgs to different user groups. 

The description of the caseload problem provided by the 
prosecutors was highly consistent both across offices and 
with the media, case-study, and official accounts. All pros
ecutors reported caseload increases, in most cases sharp and 
unexpected increases, beginning in the mid-1980's; the 
increases were attributed to crack; and the largest volume of 
cases involved street dealers and, in some cities, a combina
tion of street dealers and users. East Coast and West Coast 
cities typically identified the year of onset of the problem as 
1985. Interior cities and those located some distance from 
the major import points typically identified the onset of the 
local drug problem as one or two years later. Although police 
tactics for making arrests (buy and bust, informants, reverse 
stings, street sweeps) varied among the cities surveyed, no 
one complained that the police were bringing bad cases. In 
the ca~e of street-sweep anests, prosecutors werespecifi
cally asked their opinion regarding the quality of arrests. 
Where street sweeps 'Were commonly used, prosecutors 
reported that they typically produced good anests. 

Prosecutors were also asked what their offices' priorities 
were in prosecuting dmg offenders, and in particular, their 
opinion regarding the effectiveness of street-level enforce
mentversus the dismption of local dealer networks and their 
connections to natiunal suppliers (e.g., local interdiction). 
All reported that street dealers and dealer networks were a 
prosecution priority, but difference in opinion regarding the 
most effective drug enforcement and prosecution strategy 
was considerable. Some prosecutors thought street enforce
ment was most effective in their community, some thought 
local interdiction was the most effective strategy, and some 
felt both strategies were necessary. At least in part, these 
responses appeared to be related to geographic location. The 
drug unit prosecutor in Oakland, California, for example, 
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New York Area 

* New York City, NY 
* Philadelphia, PA 

Middlesex COUlllty, NY 
Bridgeport, CT 
Trenton, NJ 

* Baltimore, MD 

* Los Angeles, CA 
* Oakland, CA 
* San Francisco, CA 
* San Diego, CA 

Portland, OR 
** Seattle, W A 

Denver, CO 

,Miami Area 

Miami,FL 
Tampa,FL 
Atlanta, GA 

Houston Area 

Houston, TX 
New Orleans, LA 

Noncoastal Areas 
, 

Detroit, MI 
** Kansas City, KS 

Oklahoma City, OK 
Dayton,OH 

* Thesejurisdictions were among the top 10 arrest areas in 1989 (according to UCR data; see appendix A). Top 
10 jurisdictions not interviewed were Washington, DC; Newark, NJ; and Riverside, CA. 

** Two jurisdictions in the interview sample-Seattle and Kansas-are not among the top 50 in appendix A. The 
Seattle Metropolitan Police Department did not report arrests to the FBI in 1989. Other available information 
indicates tll~t Seattle would be among the top 50 if arrests had been reported. Kansas City was added to ensure 
representation of noncoastal midwestern cities that typically did not show up among the top 50. A number of 
midwestern cities, however, were just below the 50-jurisdiction cutoff point. Kansas City was chosen because 
of its highly publicized problems and apparent success in dealing with Jamaican gangs. 

thought that, given their close location to major points of 
entry for virtually all types of drugs, their local strategy 
could do little to dent the flow of drugs into their area. Hewas 
convinced, however, that they could have an impact on 
supply and demand on the street. On the other hand, a drug 
unit prosecutor in Oklahoma City was adamant that a 
strategy of local interdiction, diligently pursued, worked in 
her community. Their drug prosecution strategy included 
aggressive efforts to identifY members of drug networks and 
lock tllem up for long periods of time. 

6 Prosecutorial Response to Heavy Drug Caseloads 

Not all respondents were able to answer questions about who 
brought drugs into their communities and who was dealing 
which drugs to different user groups. Those who could, it 
was later discovered, were among the group of offices 
identified as having the most innovative and comprehensive 
approaches to the current drug problem. In short, they 
appeared to have an understanding of the overall problem 
their communities faced that went beyond the immediate 
problem of processing heavy caseloads. 



Initial Response: Coping With 
the Sudden Caseload Increase 

The three most commoll initial responses to the sharp 
increase in cocaine arrests that occurred in the mid- to late' 
1980's were to increase staff, to reorganize the department 
to allow for' the creation of a special drug unit, and to 
intensify prosecutions. In this initial response stage, most 
prosecutors reported that their offices had attempted to 
manage the increase in drug cases with heightened effi
ciency and larger staffs. Some were able to operate with 
traditional prosecutorial methods for a year or more before 
reorganizing their staffs to include one or more drug 
experts. However, at the time of the interviews, only one 
office among the interview sample had no specialized unit 
to deal with drug cases. Roughly half of the jurisdictions 
interviewed reported that their offices had responded by 
instituting a "get tough" policy on drug cases-tightening 
plea policies, seeking higher sentences, and using repeat 
offender statutes more often; another 23 percent reported 
that their office's plea policy on drug cases had always been 
strict, and that the increase in cases had no effect on tIlis 
policy. Only three jurisdictions (14 percent) reported a 
relaxed plea policy in response to tile increase in drug cases 
(two of these jurisdictions were major urban centers). 

Other responses that were reported as occurring during this 
initial stage included legislative reform; tile formation of 
local or StateIFederal task forces; application for grants to 
institute task forces, address special problems, or create 
special dockets; the use of drug forfeiture; and more inten
sive case screening. None of these responses was wide
spread. Slightly less tIlan one-fourth of the jurisdictions 
created horizontal (across local jurisdictions) or vertical 
(incorporating State or Federal agencies) task forces to 
tackle drug problems. Only 2 ofthe 20 prosecutors reported 
that their District Attorneys had actively campaigned at a 
State level for mandatory sentencing for drug crimes (as part 
of a general "crack down" response). 

Revised Response: Managing 
Ongoing Heavy Drug Caseloads 

Most prosecutors' offices had been caught off guard by the 
sudden increase in drug cases in the mid-1980's. As a result, 
time was needed to assess the problem and to formulate a 
coherent response. The steep caseload increases reported 
during the early years of the crack epidemic made tIlis 
process of evaluation even more difficult. It was impossible 
for many prosecutors to estimate what sort of resources 

would be necessary even a year in advance. As of 1991, 
however, almost 60 percent of the prosecutors interviewed 
reported that their office's drug case loads had either pla
teaued (36 percent) or begun to decline (23 percent); only 
tIuee prosecutors (14 percent) reported a continued sharp 
increase in drug cases (these prosecutors were all located in 
major urban centers); and the rest reported continued 
gradual increases. As drug caseload growth has slowed, a 
broader range of more organized responses has been imple
mented. The revised response, as described by the respon
dents, included a continuation ofille "crack down" response 
seen in the first stage, paired with a range of new programs. 
The majority oftIlese new responses to heavy drug caseloads 
fall into three broad categories: 

defendant targeting (including the targeting of repeat 
offenders, programs to revoke probation of drug offend
ers, and intensive case screening). 

expediting cases (including special drug dockets, pro
grams to expedite pleas. and ad hoc arrangements to 
process arrests from street sweeps)2: and 

cooperation (including State and Federal cooperation, 
cooperation with local law enforcement, and commu
nity programs and dntg education). 

In addition to tIlese types of programs, prosecutors reported 
the following: extensive use of cross-designation to pros
ecute high-level dmg dealers; participation in various grant 
programs, such as multijurisdiction task forces; aggressive 
legislative reform efforts; and the widespread use offorfei
ture in drug cases. 

In terms of the day-to-day management of heavy drug 
caseloads, most prosecutors relied on intensive case screen-

. ing and local cooperation (police and community): 

Case screening. The most common drug case manage
ment strategy emphasizes tile careful screening of 
cases. In sonie jurisdictions this involves the full-time 

. assignment of a prosecutor to assist the polic€- in the 
preparation of cases; in others, prosecutors make daily 
trips to precincts to meet with police and screen cases. 
By contrast, in other jurisdictions, there is little contact 
between prosecutors and police, but careful consider
ation is given to charging in order to elicit a particular 
sentencing outcome or to place appropriate defendants 
in diversionary programs. 

Local law enforcement and community cooperation. 
The second most widespread case management tool is 
the development of progranls or informal arrange
ments with local law enforcement. The content oftIlese 
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programs appears to be less important than the fact of 
cooperation between prosecutors and police. Prosecu~ 
tors in jurisdictions that reported a close cooperative 
relationship with police were more likely to take a 
proactive approach to case management and to be well 
informed about their communities' dmg problems. In 
most cases, close cooperation with law enforcement 
was accompanied by or complemented with involve~ 
ment in community programs. Prosecutors involved in 
both police and community programs were more likely 
to advocate a holistic approach to case management, 
that is, one that attempts to address all levels ofthe dmg 
problem, from dr.lg education to the interdiction of 
high~level traffickers. 

Targeting repeat offenders for special treatment was also a 
common case load management tool (especially in regard to 
the revocation of probation; see chapter 4). Approximately 
half of the prosecutors interviewed emphc1sized the impor~ 
tance of State and Federal cooperative efforts to the overall 
success of their programs. In five jurisdictions, legislative 
reform was considered a cornerstone oftheDistrict Attorney's 
program. 

The primary finding from interviews with prosecutors 
concerning their dmg case load management was that those 
offices with a wide range of programs-as opposed to any 
particular set of programs-appeared to be better equipped 
to cope with the large volume of cases than those that relied 
on a few programs or those that had resisted specialization. 
Jurisdictions that pursue a deliberate policy of diverse 
programs are labeled as those with comprehensive problem~ 
reduction strategies. As will be seen in the following 
chapter, the two most common approaches to case managew 
ment-case screening and cooperation-are both extremely 
important elements in building a comprehensive problem
reduction strategy. Thus, the interviews with prosecutors 
would suggest that many offices that have not actively 
pursued a comprehensive antidmg strategy in the pan: 
already may have programs in place on which to build such 
an effort. 

Perception of Drug Abuse Trends 
Prosecutors were asked to comment on the current trend in 
dmg case loads in their jurisdiction and, where appropriate, 
to answer whether they felt the trend toward lower caseloads 
in their jurisdiction was significant. All but one respondent 
were hesitant to equate a leveling off in dmg cases with an 
actual decline in the drug problem in their area. Thirtywtwo 
percent of the prosecutors interviewed attributed fluctuaw 
tions in dmg arrests (either the initial increase or the current 
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decline) to shifts in law enforcement tactics or funding. 
Others were less willing to speculate as to the reason for the 
decline but were skeptical about declaring a victory over 
drug crime in their jurisdiction. These concerns were sup
ported by discussions with prosecutors and District Attor
neys visited for this study. One District Attorney raised the 
question whether the structure of drug distribution is again 
undergoing fundamental changes, and whether law en
forcement and prosecutors are once again one step behind. 
In particular, several prosecutors noted an increase in the 
sale and use of heroin, and a breakdown in the traditional 
groups associated with the sale and use ofheroin, crack, and 
methamphetamines. In other words, the sale and use of 
various drugs are no longer limited to specific ethllicities or 
socioeconomic groups. 

These speculations intensify the need for the sort of 
interagency alld community-based efforts described in the 
case studies in chapter 3. One clear advantage of a compre
hensive problem-reduction strategy is that it p~ovides the 
avenues for communication-between police and prosecu
tors, between criminal ju&tice agencies and the commu
nity-that can help alert prosecutors to new trends in drug 
crime and avert a repetition of the crisis in criminal justice 
that accompanied the appearance of crack. Comprehensive 
problem-reduction strategies are also conducive to the 
development of an information base that can help prosecu
tors to assess more confidently the effectiveness oftlleir, and 
other criminal justice agencies', efforts to combat drug 
crime. 

Endnotes 
1. Generally, the top 50 cocaine arrest areas have large 

urban populations. The geographic location of high 
arrest areas, however, exhibits a pattern that is distinct 
from that of all large cities. High cocaine arrest areas are 

. concentrated in the popUlation corridors surrounding 
four cities-New York, Los Angeles, Houston, and 
Miami-where international cocaine trafficking orga
nizations have located their importation and domestic 
distribution operations. Of the top 50 metropolitan areas 
in cocaine arrests, 37 are located in either California, 
Florida, Texas, or tlle northeastern seaboard, north and 
south of New York City. Only six are located in 
noncoastal, or interior, States. 

2. See Joan E. Jacoby. Edwa!d C. Ratledge, and Heike P. 
Gramckow, Expedited Drug Case Management Pro
grams: Issues/or Program Development (Washington, 
DC: U.S. Department of Justice, National Institute of 
Justice, October 1992). 



Chapter 3 

Comprehensive Problem-Reduction 
Strategies for Prosecutors: 

Four Case Studies 

As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the prosecutors who 
reported the greatest degree of control over their drug 
case loads shared a common managerial approach: a 
proactive, comprehensive attack formulated to address all 
levels of the drug problem in their jurisdiction, from the 
need for early drug education to the pursuit of high-level 
drug dealers. In the case studies that follow, the common 
thread is the three-stage process used to arrive at the drug 
strategies: 

problem definition; 

formulating an appropriate response; and 

defendant targeting. 

Defendant targeting, the final matching process between 
defendants and appropriate dispositions, is the essence of 
the comprehensive problem-reduction approach. When the 
majority of lower-level drug violators can be deterred by 
education and public relations campaigns, or diverted to 
treatment or other community programs, prosecutors are 
better able to focus their attention on violent drug crime, 
repeat offenders, and the investigation of higher-level drug 
cases. The process of evaluation and response is, of neces
sity, ongoing, since it is the nature of the drug problem to 
change rapidly in response to the introduction of new 
products or to evade successful law enforcement tactics. 

One other characteristic ties these case studies together: the 
elected prosecutor's commitment to community involve
ment and drug education. Regardless of whether the overall 
philosophy of the prosecutor is traditionalist or innovative, 
all actively involve their offices in community drug educa
tion and problem-reduction efforts. As will be discussed 

below, the prosecutors in all four of the case-study sites 
employ full-time community liaisons who oversee their 
offices' community involvement and who act as resources 
for citizens concerned about drug crime. The prosecutors in 
these districts view their participation in drug education and 
community programs as an investment in lower fl1ture drug 
caseloads and crime. 

Enhancing Traditional 
Prosecutorial Methods to Suit 
Modern Needs: A Case Study 
in King County, Washington 

Background 

In King County, Prosecuting Attorney Norm Maleng has 
kept the focus of his office on refining the effectiveness of 
traditional prosecutorial methods. His goals have been the 
maintenance of careful case screening, appropriate and 
prompt charging, minimal plea bargaining, and a high trial 
and conviction rate. Although in some prosecutors' offil:es 
the effectiveness of these processes collapsed in the face of 
heavy drug caseloads, Maleng has kept them aHve by a large 
investment in prosecutor training, frequent rotations of 
prosecutors between units, aggressive pursuit offunding for 
staff increases, and selective incorporation of new programs 
that are aimed to enhance-rather than to replace-existing 
prosecutoriai methods. 

The King County Prosecuting Attorney announced his 
comprehensive drug program in 1986, but it continued to 
take shape over the next few years as the Prosecuting 
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Attorney, working in conjunction with law enforcement and 
the community, confronted the full scope of the drug 
problem in Seattle. Initially, the program included the 
formation of a Special Drug Unit within the prosecutor's 
office and a call for more efficient charging of drug dealers 
as well as higher sentences for drug crimes. Maleng also 
directed his office to focus more intently on street-level drug 
crime, targeting tlle low-level buyers and sellers of the t~en 
relatively new drug crack. At the same time, tlle Prosecutmg 
Attorney emphasized tlle need for better treatment options 
for addicts and the importance of drug education bOtll in the 
schools and in the community at large. 

Between 1986 and 1989-some speculate as a result ofthe 
Prosecuting Attorney's aggressive new antidl1lg policies 1-

dl1lg arrests in King County skyrocketed. In 1986, only 450 
dl1lg cases were filed; by 1989, dl1lg filings peaked at 2,504 
cases.2 After a drop in filings in 1990 (2,054) and 1991 
(2,034), the office's dl1lg caseload appears to be stabilizing. 
At its peak, dnJg cases comprised approximately 40 percent 
of the office's felony case load (up from 10 percent in the 
early 1980's). Today that number is somewhat lower
approximately 30 percent of the total felony filings-but the 
absolute volume of drug filings remains high. 

To accommodate this explosion of dl1lg cases, the Special 
Drug Unit has been expanded from 2 deputies in 1986 to 21 
deputies in 1992. This staff increase has allowed for spec.ial
ization within the unit: 2 deputy prosecutors are full-tIme 
case filers; 2 deputy prosecutors are full-time administra
tors-I heads the unit, the other heads the unit's trial 
division; 12 deputy prosecutors are in the trial division; 1 is 
a gang specialist; and 4 are assigned full-time to major 
police precincts under the Case Development Deputy Pro
gram. In addition, tl1e unit is supported by one person who 
calendars cases and two paralegals who focus on coordinat
ing witnesses for trials. On average, deputy prosecutors 
other than the two senior administrators and the Case 
Development Deputies are rotated out ofthe unit after four 
to six months. The Chief Deputy of the Criminal Division 
considers these frequent rotations a key aspect ofprosecutor 
training, and, from a practical standpoint, tl1ey have the 
effect of preventing prosecutor burnout under the weight of 
the unit's heavy trial schedule. Outside the unit, a coordina
tor for the office's dmg education and community programs 
lends indirect support, including passing dl1lg crime infor
mation from community members to the dl1lg unit. . 

Four aspects of the King County Prosecuting Attorney's 
dl1lg program ai~ outlined below: first, the role of Case 
Development Deputies as in-house police advisors; second, 

. an overview of the programs supported by the community 
drug education liaison; and third, tlle use of off-limits or 
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SODA orders to exclude known dl1lg traffickers from 
frequenting designated high dl1lg-crime PADT areas. Fi
nally, a campaign for a countywide sales tax to benefit 
criminaijustice agencies (a new project designed to increase 
staffing resources) is discuss~d. One furtller program, the 
King County Special Deputy Program, is described in more 
detail in chapter 4. 

Case Development Deputies 

The Special Dmg Unit currently has four deputy prosecutors 
working full-time on-site with local police in different 
precincts: one with the Seattle Police Department; two with 
the King County Sheriff's Narcotics Unit; and one in 
Bellevue with the East Side Task Force. The program, 
which has been in operation for less than two years, grew out 
of one deputy prosecutor's work with the King County 
Police. His original job description was to assist the King 
County Police in clearing a backlog offorfeiture cases, and 
to provide ad hoc assistance and advice to police regarding 
the investigation and filing of dl1lg cases, As the deputy 
prosecutor spent more time with the police and learned how 
cases progressed, the enormous benefits of prosecutorial 
input at the level of police investigation became clear to both 
police and prosecutors. As a result, the experiment was 
expanded to include three more deputy prosecutors. 

One interesting aspect of tlle program is that the role of the 
Case Development Deputy is not predetermined-it is 
allowed to develop according to the needs ofthe precinct or 
unit to which tlle Deputy is assigned. Although the primary 
assignment of the :first Case Development Deputy was 
forfeitures, he soon was assisting with investigative work, 
accompanying police on raids (as an observer), and provid
ing seminars on legal aspects of case preparation. Another 
deputy prosecutor beg:m work by advising a federally 
funded multijurisdictional task force that taugets higher
level dmg dealers, but now is expanding her duties to 
include the coordination of the complicated financial asset 
and real property forfeitures that accompany such cases. To 
date, the presence of a Case Development Deputy has 
offered tile police the following basic services: 

assistance Witll forfeitures (both personal and real 
property); 

immediate legal advice for officers planning a case; 

seminars and memos on recent legal rulings affecting 
search and seizure and forfeiture; 

24-hour review of search warrants and tlle guarantee 
that approved warrants will be defended in court; 



assistance with cooperation agreements; and 

limited case filing. . 

According to a police serge~Ult'who works closely with one 
Case Development J;)eputy, having instant. access to a 
prosecutor allows police to avoid the frustration of present
ing cases that are not accepted by the prosecutor's office. 
Although similar legal advice could, in theory, be obtained 
by contacting a prosecutor based in the prosecutor's office, 
the fast-paced nature of drug investigations discourages 
officers from pausing to seek fonnal advice. The program 
has also given police ~m opportunity to explore the more 
complex legal issues affecting their investigations with 
someone who is more closely attuned to police priorities and 
concerns than is the average prosecutor. 

Beneji ts/or the prosecutor. These greatIy intangible advan
tages for tile police have yielded a quantifiable effect on drug 
prosecutions. The head of the Special Drug Unit, Alfred 
Matthews, credited the CaseDevelopmentDeputies with an 
increase in successful prosecutions; as well as a contribution 
to tile decrease in the time lag oetween felony drug arrests 
and trial (down from approximately ·1 year to 3 months).3 
Better police awareness of search and seizure 'limitations , 

, more carefully drawn search warrants, and improved po
lice-prosecutor relations have resulted in a highei' quality of 
filings and have greatly simplified the task oftlle prosecutor. 
Both police and Case Development Deputies suggest that 
even greater efficiencies could be achieved if celtain cases 
were prosecuted vertically-that is, if deputy prosecutors 
who have been involved in advising police on a specific 
investigation were able not only to file the case but to take 
it to court. 

That no extra funding is required to place a deputy prosecu
tor in a police precinct is another notable aspect of the 
program. In some cases, due to the Case Development 
Deputies' involvement with forfeiture and federally funded 
programs, Case Development Deputies have been removed 
from tile prosecutor's payroll, creating a cost savings. For 
example, in the first year·ofthe program's operation, the 
Case Dev~lopment Deputy working with the King County 
Police Department was able to help them to reduce their 
backlog of200 forfeiture cases significantly, thereby gener- , 
ating some $800,000 in forfeitures, and seizures totaling $2 
million; his salary is now paid by a transfer offunds from the 
Sheriff's Drug Forfeiture Fund to the Prosecuting Attorney. 
A second Case Development Deputy, whose duties are to 
assist with real property forfeitures, will be paid by transfers 
from the sanle fund. 

Legal issues. Alt1lOugh the Case Development Deputy 
program is the sort of cooperative effort that should lead to 
enhanced protection of th,e rights of suspects and defen
dants, prosecutors participating in such programs should be 
aware of their potential liability for damages if their advice 
to police results in a rights violation. Although prosecutors 
have traditionally been immune from civil liability in their 
role as legal advisors, that position has recently been 
modified by the Supreme Court. In Burns v. Reed (1991),4 
the Court extended only qualified immunity from civil 
liability to prosecutors who advise the police. The greatest 
danger lies in legal advice given without obtaining suffi
cient information from tlle police concerning the nature of 
the investigation and who is involved. John M. Wulfers (a 
fonner assistant district attorney who is now in private 
practice in Chicago), in his remarks to the National District 
Attorneys Association Summer Conferences in 1991, urged 
prosecutors to continue providing assistance to the police, 
but also to take adequate precautions to protect themselves 
against litigation: 

[I]t will now pe in;1pOltant for prosecuting attor
neys to perform this role [police advisor] very 
deliberately. This approach will require the pros
ecutorto develop a clear understanding ofthefacts, 
frequently from the officer over the telephone. If 
the officer's questions involve tlle gathering of 
evidence, it is essential for the prosecutor to know 
what information the officer is attempting to de
velop and by what means. Is the officer interview
ing a witness or a suspect? Does the officer already 
have a search or [an] arrest warrant? These obvious 
points and otIlers should be quickly clarified by the 
prosecutor, so that appropriate advice can be given 
on an informed basis.6 

As an additional safeguard, Wulfers suggests t.hat prosecu
tors keep a memorandum describing each call for legal 
advice. Burns poses a dilemma for prosecutors: their options 
are either to refuse to advise the police, or to withhold advice 
until tlley have become thoroughly apprised of the details of 
the investigation (thus opening themselves to potential 
liability). Since most prosecutors would find the first option 
unacceptable, the increased information mld familiarity 
with investigations offered by the Case Development Deputy 
program would offer a, higher degree of protection for 
prosecutors than occasional contact with police by phone. In 
addition, the ongoing legal training offered by Case Devel
opment Deputies should reduce the likelihood of accidental 
violations of suspects' or defendants' rights by the police
with or without advice from a prosecutor. 
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Community Coalition. 
Building an.d Drug Educatiolt 

Like the first Case Development Deputy, the Comnumity 
Programs Liaison came to her job with only a general 
mandate and has been permitted to develop the position to 
serve the needs of the community and the King County 
Prosecuting Attorney's drug program. In the position's 
current form, the Community Programs Liaison focuses on 
three areas: 

. Legislative initiatives undertaken or supported by the 
Prosecuting Attorney. These projects range from lobby
ing for a local sales tax to increase criminal justice 
revenues, to HIe creation of model legislation requested 
by the community, such as the Drug Loitering or SODA 
(Stay Out of Drug Area) ordinance (discussed below). 

Contact with local criminal justice and community
based antidrug organizations. In this capacity, the 
Community Programs Liaison assists community orga
nizations in coordinating programs, exchanging infor
mation, or seeking funding from business or various 
government sources. She also schedules speaking en
gagements and meetings between civic groups and the 
Prosecuting Attorney. 

Representing the Prosecuting Attorney on advisory 
boards and other bodies that direct the funding or 
programming of community projects. 

The primary community program with which the King 
County Prosecuting Attorney's office is involved is a 
countywide program called Drugs: Draw the Line!. This 
program, which is funded under the 1989 Onmibus Drug 
Bill, is an umbrella organization brought together by the 
United Way in Seattle to receive and redistribute State 
monies allocated for local programs aimed at drug educa
tion, community action against drugs, and drug treatment. 
The program's fiscal agentis the King County Department 
of Human Resources, and there is general oversight by the 
Human Resources Council, a coalition of county and local 
officials. The King County Prosecuting Attorney's Commu
nity Programs Liaison was appointed by the Human Re
sources Council to sit on the steering committee of Drugs: 
Draw the Line! and thus the King County prosecutor's office 
has valuable input into the kinds of drug programs fostered 
by the community. 

To date, Drugs: Draw the Line! has distributed between 40 
and 60 grants, ranging in value from $20,000 to $80,000, 
with the average grant being around $20,000. The projects 
that have received support are extremely diverse: 
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Drug education programs, including straightforward 
school-based drug education programs, as well as less 
direct approaches to the problem, such as the provision 
of drug-free dances or other positive activities for youth 
and parents. 

Community programs, including community policing 
teams, a program to assist low-income tenants in 
identifYing and eliminating drug problems in their 
buildings, and the creation of drug-free zones around 
specified schools . 

Treatment and support groups, including drug abuse 
110tIines and a program to assist African-Americans in 
gaining access to drug treatment and counseling. 

The Community Programs Liaison also serves on the steer
ing committee for an anti gang organization, the Regional 
Alliance on Gang Activity (REAGA). REAGA is funded by 
schools on a voluntary basis at 50 cents per pupil. In return, 
REAGA provides teachers with in-service training on gang 
activity, an educational video, and a handbook. The pro
gramfocuses on truancy issues and attempts to develop lines 
of communication among schools, the community, police, 
and the King County Prosecuting Attorney's office. 

Off-Limits or Stay Out 
of Drug Area (SODA) Orders 

Perhaps the most important law enforcement program to 
grow out of the prosecutor's increased contact witIl the 
community is a drug loitering ordinance that designates 
specific zones as Protected AgainstDrug Trafficking (PAD'!) 
areas. The authorityfor such designations grew out ofa State 
Omnibus Drug Bill passed in 1989. In response to commu
nity complaints that known drug traffickers, once free on 
pretrial or supervised release, returned immediately to 
certain communities to resume selling drugs, the Prosecut
ing Attorney implemented a provision of the act that permits 
prohibiting known drug traffickers from frequenting high
drug-activity areas (these orders are popularly referred to as 
SODA orders). Most commonly, SODA orders are issued 
under the following circumstances: 

as a condition of pretrial release; 

as a condition of sentencing-which may include all 
periods of community placement or community super
vision; and 

as part of an eviction action for drug trafficking or 
permitting drug trafficking on a premises. . . 



How SODA orders work. There are four police precincts 
within the city of Seattle. Each precinct was requested to 
prepare an affidavit certifying certain zones as areas of high 
narcotics activity (see appendix B). These affidavits desig
nate a total of 11 P ADT areas. P ADT areas are only 
generally described in the legislation as "any specifically 
described area, public or private, contained in an off-limits 
order" (see appendix C for the full text of the legislation); 
but, with each SODA order, a precise written and graphic 
representation of the proscribed P ADT area or areas is 
included. 

A "known drug trafficker" is defined as "any person who has 
been convicted of a drug offense in this State, another State, 
or Federal court who subsequently has been arrested for a 
drug offense in tlus State." The term "drug offense" is 
defined as a felony drug violation under Waslungton State 
law or any violation in another jurisdiction involving the 
"manufacture, distribution, or possession with intent to 
manufacture or distribute, of a controlled substance or 
imitation controlled substance." SODA orders generally 
restrict the known drug trafficker from entering or remain
ing in the restricted area for a period of 1 year. If the known 
drug trafficker is found to be in violation of his SODA order, 
he is subject to arrest and is held without bail until a defensl;l 
attorney schedules a bond hearing with the court. Excep
tions to SODA orders may be given by the court under 
special circumstances. For example, a known drug traf
ficker may be permitted to enter the restricted area to reach 
a place of employment or to receive health care. Recently, 
a new policy to "rush file" all cases concerning drug 
traffickers (even those currently arrested for drug posses
sion) has used SODA orders to deter these offenders from 
returning to their ordinary sales areas. Although tltis is a 
new program, it has received strong community support and 
the initial response from the residents ofPADT areas has 
been positive. Programs such as tltis assist the police in 
making more lasting inroads on street-level drug crime, and 
offer hope to neighborhoods that have become centers for 
drug activity. 

Looking to the Future: The King 
County Criminal Justice Sales Tax Campaign 

In 1990, the Washington State Legislature was approached 
by group of law enforcement officials, including the King 
County Prosecuting Attorney, Nornl Maleng, who were 
concerned that the burden of financing criminal justice 
efforts to fight drug crime was placing a severe drain on local 
government and starving other needs wi tltin tlle county. The 
legislature responded with the Criminal Justice Funding 

Act, which made funds available to counties from two 
sources (the full text ofthe act is foun d in appendix H). First, 
it drew on mOlues raised by the motor vehicle excise tax to 
provide immediate relief for counties with the most severe 
crime problems (in the case of Seattle, the assistance took the 
form of a lump sum, followed by ongoing payments for 3 
years). Second, the legislature authorized three urban Wash
ington counties, including King County, to go to the voters 
to request a 0.1 percent sales tax to support criminal justice 
programs in ilieir respective counties. 

The proposed sales tax-which amounts to a penny on a $10 
purchase-was projected to raise an estimated $20 million 
per year. Under the legislature'S plan, the revenues would be 
split evenly between King County and various cities, includ
ing Seattle. The monies were earmarked for "public safety 
purposes" only, and the legislation was accompanied by a 
provision that prohibited tlle supplanting of existing local 
criminal justice programs. The coalition of local criminal 
justice officials, plus the King County Executive, Tim Hill, 
put together a comprehensive plan outlining how the addi
tional funding would be distributed among criminal justice 
agencies and tllen embarked on an aggressive lobbying 
campaign directed both at the COllnty Council and the 
voters. Dan Satterberg, who coordinated the Prosecuting 
Attorney's efforts in favor of the tax, credits tlle careful 
planning and presentation of a spending plan before going 
to the voters or the County Council with the ta;'{ plan's 
acceptance. 

A public relations campaign organized by the Citizens for 
Public Safety (COPS) produced an effective pamphlet out
lining for voters the costs and benefits of the plan (see 
appendix 1). Major points of the plan outlined in the 
pamphlet included the addition of 

8 judges; 

22 deputy prosecutors; 

42 King County police officers; 

6 special assault investigators; 

a countywide program for family violence victims; 

an information sharing network for police agencies; 

a community police team for crime prevention; and 

increased courtroom security. 

Although these benefits were yet to be realized at the time 
of our site visit, tile Prosecuting Attorney expected the 
increase in staffing to improve the efficiency of drug pros-
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ecutions significantly and to relieve some of the burden on 
the unit's trial attorneys. 

Comprehensive Problem 
Reduction with Emphasis on 
Demand Reduction: A Case 
Study in Portland, Oregon 

Background 

Portland is the urban center of Multnomah County, a 
metropolitan area with a population of approximately 1.3 
million. For a city of its size, it has surprisingly serious drug 
and crime problems. As noted in chapter 2, Portland ranks 
among the top 50 metropolitan areas in the nation for 
volume of cocaine arrests. Between 1985 and 1988, 
Multnomah County experienced a 106 percent jump in drug 
cases. In addition, drug testing of arrestees in Portland jails 
suggests that drug-related crime is a serious concern; the 
District Attorney has estimated that roughly 90 percent of 
the burglaries and robberies in the county are motivated by 
drug abuse. Portland's drug problem is also more diverse, 
and affects a wider range of demographic popUlations, than 
in many cities of its size. Crack and powdered cocaine 
arrests are only part of the problem faced by police and 
prosecutors; black tar heroin and metllamphetamines are 
also widely sold and used in specific communities. 

The Multnomah County District Attorney, Michael D. 
Schrunk, has responded to tllis challenge by fornlulating 
what he has called a "comprehensive drug strategy." In 
1986, Schrunk branched out from case processing and 
traditional supply reduction efforts to help lead an effort to 
form a community coalition for combating drug abuse in the 
Greater Portland area. The result was the establishment of 
the Regional Drug Initiative (RDI). Although the idea ofa 
communitywide effort did not come directly from tlle Dis
trict Attorney's office, the office has provided active over
sight and made significant efforts to build coalitions with all 
relevant sectors ofthe pubUcand private community. Schrunk 
has swnmarized his office's drug policy as follows: 

Success in dealing with drug abuse requires a 
strategy of reducing the supply of illegal drugs by 
enforcement efforts, while at tlle same time reduc
ing the demand by fostering changes in social 
attitudes and increasing opportunities to recover.7 

The idea tllat the war on drugs must befoughtfrom all fronts 
is not new; however, the idea tllat prosecutors can-and 
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should-try to incorporate all facets of the antidrug effort 
into their programming is a significant departure from the 
traditional role of the prosecutor. 

In Portland, discussions with prosecutors, the Public De
fender, the Director of Community Corrections, a Circuit 
Court judge, and community leaders suggest that coordinat
ing the effot1;s of all these agencies and actors against drug 
abuse is working. Especially in the area of treatment, one 
finds an unusual degree of cooperation among the Public 
Defender (whose office maintains a database of some 800 
drug treatment and conununity placement options in the 
Greater Portland area), tlleDistrict Attorney, and the courts. 
STOP (Sanction-Treatment-Opportunity-Progress), a pre
trial release supervision program, outlined below, is one 
such interagency effort. With the addition of tlle ne\w Law 
Enforcement Committee in 1991, tlle Regional Drug Initia
tive is also becoming involved in advancing the idea of an 
integrated regional drug enforcement policy. 

The District Attorney's emphasis on treatment and public 
education, exemplified by RDI and tlle STOP program, is 
balanced with the third program outlined briefly below, the 
Regional Organized Crime/Narcotics Task Force (ROCN). 
ROCN maintains law enforcement pressure on the supply of 
dmgs entering the community. Like many other supply
reduction task forces operating throughout the country, 
ROCN is anmltiagency, cooperative program that draws on 
State and Federal resources, as well as those of local law 
enforcement. !J 

In the program outlines below, the role of the prosecutor is 
not always dominant. In programs such as RDI, tlle District 
Attorney has simply chosen to play a major role and to 
involve his office in a broad-based effort. Similarly. in the 
STOP program, the prosecutor's office is one of several 
agencies needed to make the process work. The connection 
between these programs and tlle District Attorney's drug 
strategy is his conscious effort to build and SUppOlt these 
multiagency and community programs, and his belief that 
such programs will ultimately redound to the benefit of law 
enforcement. 

The Regional Drug Initiative (RDI) 

History o/the program. RDI was formed in December 1986 
by a small group of Portland law enforcement and business 
leaders as a vehicle to explore and address the full range of 
community and law enforcement issues raised by drug 
abuse. The aim ofRDl's founders was to create a powerful 
coalition of public- and private-sector leaders who not only 
could explore what needed to be done in tlle Portland area 



to combat drug abuse but also were able to make policies and 
mobilize people and resources to meet those needs. TheWI 
Task Force was initially chaired by Schrunk and was 
composed of approximately 50 policymakers from govern
ment, education, law enforcement, corrections, citizens' 
groups, religious organizations, treatment providers, and 
private business. Later, representatives of health insurance 
agencies were added. 

Although RDI was chaired by the Multnomah County 
District Attorney until October 1992, Schrunk made a 
concerted effort to distance law enforcement from the initial 
stages of the Task Force's development. The Task Force's 
policy has been to try to encourage participation from all 
sectors ofthe community; because, it was thought that a law 
enforcement-rather than a community-olientation might 
discourage the development of a diverse membership. Other 
underlying principles of the Task Force's operation include 
decision making by committee and nonpartisanship. Al
though it might have been feared that such a democratic and 
unstructured approach would be inefficient, a quarterly 
meeting observed for this case study suggests that govern
ment by committee has fostered a sense of group responsi
bility and mutual respect among the participants (some of 
whom are political or institutional adversaries outside the 
forum of the Task Force). The majority of the Task Force 
members-<iespite demanding positions in government, 
business, or other fields-~ppear to be active, contributing 
members. Potentially valuable members are not removed for 
non participation, but the overall ethic of the Task Force is 
one of great personal commitment. 

RDI literature documenting the development of the Task 
Force emphasizes their common belief that 

the problem of drug abuse cannot be solved by law 
enforcement alone; 

drug abuse is not a victimless crime; 

no one single agency or organization has the resources 
to combat drugs; 

responsibility for changing the trend of.use and abuse 
belongs to all members; and 

the few available resources must be leveraged to achieve 
a focused impact. 

The Task Force also formulated a common goal that was 
politically and institutionally acceptable to all members: a 
drug-free county. Schrunk credits the early consensus ofthe 
group on a common goal with their ability to move on to the 

difficult tasks of problem definition and the creation of 
specific plans of action. 

The Task Force's first course of action was to gather 
accurate and complete information concerning the scope of 
the drug problem in the Portland area. Eight study groups, 
comprising TaskForce members and 100 volunteer experts, 
were formed to focus on specific popUlations and topics: 

offenders and drug abuse; 

low-income populations and drug abuse; 

drugs in the workplace; 

barriers to treatment for minorities and special-needs 
populations (including deaf and handicapped groups); 

dual diagnosis clients and drug abuse (the dual diagno
sis client is one who is both drug involved and suffering 
from some form of mental illness); 

youth and drug abuse; 

women and drug abuse; and 

families and drug abuse. 

Each study group was directed to determine the impact of 
drug abuse on the particular population and to formulate 
recommendations. The work of these groups was aug
mented by public meetings and interviews with experts in 
the various fields. 

The culmination of this first stage of Task Force develop
ment was a plan of action entitled Community Agenda to 
Combat Drug Abuse (hereafter the Conuuunity Agenda), 
which was approved by the full Task Force in October 1987. 
The Community Agenda identified six primary goals and 
sample actions: 

Goal 1. Foster and change social attitudes regarding 
drug usc. 

Sample Action Direct a public infornmtion campaign di
rected at youth. 

Goal 2. Make communities safe from drug abuse and 
crime. 

Sample Action Eliminate neighborhood drug houses. 

Goal 3. Support healthier lives for citizens and families. 

Sample Action Prevent fetal drug syndrome; provide de-
toxification services for drug addicts. 
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Goal 4. Promote a more productive wOl'k force. 

Sample A ction Adopt substance abuse policies in all work
places, 

GoalS. Provide an attractive climate for economic de
velopment. 

Sample Action Encourage businesses to use vacant com
mercial space in target areas. 

Goal 6. Increase coordination among government, busi
ness, schools, service providers, and citizens. 

Sample Action Develop coordinating bodies to focus on 
service for youth, mentally ill drug abusers, 
and minorities. 

The Task Force urged government agencies, schools, busi
nesses, and other organizations and institutions to support 
these goals by fornlally adopting them and to incorporate 
them in their programs. The Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration (DEA) recognized the RDI Community Agenda as 
a model conmlUllity coalition document for demand reduc
tion. 

Since that time, RDI has begun to implement projects 
relating to these goals and increased their efforts to monitor 
community attitudes and other, more quantifiable, drug 
indicators (see below). RDI's funding-which until 1990 
had consisted primarily of private grants, pro bono services, 
donations of material, and small grants from government 
agencies-was altered dramatically in 1990 by a $2.25 
million grant from the Federal Office for Substance Abuse 
Prevention (OSAP). The Federal grant permittedRDI to add 
5 staff persons and to branch out into drug-abuse prevention 
programming. One other significant public information 
project, a posi tion paper (see appendix D) that focuses on the 
potential impact of legalization in the arenas of health, 
workplace, crime and criminal justice, was completed in 
1990. The position paper has been distributed to antidrug 
organizations in Portland and elsewhere around the coun
try, and has been used in legislative hearings in Oregon. 

Focus on drugs in the workplace. The strong positive 
response to the Ct)mmlmity Agenda from the business sector 
led to RDI's first major venture: a campaign to educate 
employers and the public about the problem of drugs in the 
workplace and the resources available in the conmlUnity to 
assist employed drug abusers. This campaign included a 
series of employer workshops on drug abuse issues; the 
production of a videotape promoting workplace drug abuse 
policies; and various documents and pamphlets for employ
ers. These projects were funded under a grant from the 
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Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
that was awarded toRDIin conjunction with a local business 
organization.9 In addition, RDI assisted with distribution 
and encouraged the production of similar documents and 
programs by other groups, and held a conference for more 
than 200 employers called Drugs in the Workplace: Prac
tical Solutions for Employers. The information campaign 
aimed at employers was supplemented with a highly sUCm 

cessful media campaign centered on the theme "Drugs 
Don't Work." In 1990,RDI was called on to share informa
tion about its Drug-Free Workplace Project at a seminar, 
sponsored by the World Affairs Council of Oregon, that was 
attended by delegates from 21 countries. 

Ongoing problem assessment and program evaluation. 
RDI's efforts to define and monitor the problem of drug 
abuse in Portland have continued beyond the initial plal1~ 
Iring stages of the Task Force. In 1990, RDI published its 
first annual Drug Impact Index. The purpose oftIle Index is 
to attempt to quantiJ.y the impact of drug abuse on the area 
and to provide a means of monitoring progress toward the 
Task Force's goal ofa drug~free county. The Index relies on 
existing data and is not presented as a scientific measure
ment or evaluation device. It seeks to draw attention to the 
fact that no one indicator or measure of the drug problem in 
a community is sufficient. It is also intended to serve as a 
model for other conmlUnities that are looking for ways to 
comprehensively define the drug problem ill their areas (a 
copy of the Index is included in appendix E). Ten indicators 
have been selected, although data are not available in all of 
these categories in Portland at present. (The Task Force felt 
that it was important to establish that a particular indicator 
was needed, even if information was not currently avail
able.) The 10 indicators are as follows: 

Annual number of drug overdose deaths (as reported by 
the State Medical Examiner's Office) 

Annual number of births of drug-affected babies (as 
reported to the State Children's Services Divisi.on) 

Percent of adult arrestees testing positive for specified 
drugs (data from the National Institute of Justice's 
Drug Use Forecasting [DUF] Project) 

Annual number of hospital emergency room visits for 
dmg- or alcohol-related causes (data potentially avail
able from the Drug Abuse Warning Network [DAWN]; 
data currently not available in Oregon) 

Annual number of students referred for alcohol and 
drug policy violations (data from self-reported school 
surveys and Oregon public schools) 



Annual number of adult arrestsfor drug offenses (data 
from the Uniform Crime Report) 

Annual number of juvenile arrests for drug offenses 
(data from the Uniform Crime Report) 

Parent training participation (data reported by Port
land Public Schools) 

Positives in pre-employment drug testing (data re
ported by Oregon Medical LaboratOlies) 

To assist other communities in the development of similar 
indexes, the Western Center for Drug":Free Schools and 
Communities in Portland has produced a companion guide 
for the Index, "Developing a Community Profile: A Hand
book for Using Pre-existing Data in Prevention Planning." 

Another undertaldng of the Task Force was to draft and 
administer a suxvey ofMultnomah County adults concern
ing community attitudes about alcohol and other dmgs. TIle 
suxvey results are expected to sexve as a baseline from which 
it will be possible to track the evolution of community 
attitudes toward drugs. The suxvey was administered to 500 
randomly selected people over the age of 18. The suxvey 
covered a broad range oftopics, including attitudes concern
ing the severity of various social problems; perceptions of 
abuse patterns; perceptions concerning the safety of various 
drugs; the availability of drugs; access to treatment; the 
adequacy of laws; and the respondents' degree of contact 
with people who have drug abuse problems. 

Advantages ofpartic~pationfor prosecutors. The projects 
discussed above may be worthy, but they may not seem 
immediately relevant to the priorities of some prosecutors. 
Schrunk addressed tllis issue in a presentation to the Law 
Enforcement Demand Reduction Symposium i~ 1988. He 
argued that in addition to the intrinsic value of demand 
reduction efforts, 

[t]here are other advantages that corne with the 
Regional Drug Initiative model. It is an opportu
nity to really build bridges and move law enforce
ment into collaborative policy development in
stead of the adversarial or confrontational roles 
tlmt sometimes develop between law enforcement 
and community groups. [By] building these bridges 
in a nonadversarial setting. law enforcement has 
the opportunity to work with community groups in 
a positive, constructive mode before significant 
controversies develop. This makes law enforce
ment'sjob easierin the long nm. The collaboration 
not only allows everyone to share in the solution 

but also allows everyone to share in the problem. 
Each person owns the problem rather than law 
enforcement owning the entire problem of drug 
abuse. 

The other advantage is, of course, that the process 
can be applied to small, medium, and big cities. If 
there are those who wish to step back initially and 
not participate, they can be drawn in at a later date. 
It is a process that can proceed at the pace and 
resources of those who are engaged in it. 10 

After over five years of operation, RDI appears to have 
yielded tlle sort of benefits that Schrunk anticipated in 
regard to increased community/law enforcement coopera
tion and goodwill. 

Pretrial Release 
Supervision: The STOP Program 

Background. STOP (Sanction-Treatment-Opportunity
Progress) is designed to avoid the prosecution of dmg 
offenders who are also drug users by getting them directly 
into treatment from court. A number offactors contributed 
to tlle creation oftllis program. First, in Multnomah County 
a high proportion of all adult males arrested are confirmed 
recent drug users: 64 percent in 1989; and 60 percent in 
1992. 11 Although tllese figures are declining, the Circuit 
Court judges ofthe county estimate that 85 to 90 percent of 
all criminal defendants are involved in at least occasional 
dmg use. In addition, county judges feel that dmg involve
ment is a major contributing factor to these defendants' 
arrests on nondmg charges. County judges were also fms
trated tllat, because of pr'Jcedural changes accompanying 
the institution of sentencing guidelines, many drug-in
volved offenders were unable to receive treatment until after 
the adjudication of their criminal charges -- thus increasing 
the chance tlmtfurtller drug or drug-related crimes would be 
committed by drug users awaiting trial 

At the same time, experiments with special drug dockets 
were demonstrating to both the courts and other criminal 
justice agencies that focusing judicial resources on drug 
cases can successfully expedite a large volume of cases. (In 
1990, the "fast track docket"-two judges hearing exclu
sively drug cases-resolved between 2,800 and 3,000 cases.) 
Following a visit to Mianli, where a similar program is in 
place (described later in this chapter), Judge Harl Haas 
subnlitted a proposal to creat.e a special drug docket that not 
only expedited cases but also channeled drug-using offend
.ers directly to t~eatmentas a part of pretrial supervision. The 
resulting program, which had the support of the District 
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Attomey, corrections officials, and treatment providers, had 
been in operationfor only afew months when this case-study 
site was visited. Since it was too early to offer any comments 
on the program's operation, this section·focuses on the 
structure of the STOP program and its aims. 

Who is eligible Jor STOP. The eligibility criteria for STOP 
were developed by the District Attomey's office. The initial 
criteria for participating were as follows: 

person is charged with a drug offense and is in posses- . 
sion of a small amount of a drug consistent with 
personal USIil; 

defendant has not participated in the Conditional Dis
charge Program or this program before; 

there is no evidence of signillcant and substantial drug 
dealing; 

there are no other felony crimes or serious misdemean
ors pending or charged in the sanIe charging instru
ment other than tramc offenses; 

the defendant's criminal history places him in the 
proper sentencing range for eligibility for the program 
(specific guidelines are given, subject to review of the 
Senior Deputy, who may decide that a defendant's 
criminal history is too serious for him to be included in 
the program); 

if the defendant has a hold from another jurisdiction, 
the Senior Depuiy will review the case to determine if 
the defendant is eligible to participate in STOP; 

there is no gang at1iliation; and 

those charged with driving under the influence of 
intoxicants (DillI) in the same charging instrument 
will be excluded. 

Under these criteria, it was hoped that approximately 50 
arrestees could be diverted to treatment per month. 

How STOP works. Under the STOP program, the arrestee 
waives his right to a jury trial and grand jury, undergoes a 
period of prescribed drug treatment and counseling, and
iftreatment is successful-has his charges dismissed with 
prejudice and sealed (see appendix F for sample forms used 
in this process). Supervision ofthe arrestee is suppliedby the 
court itself; the arrestees must present themselves to the 
court every 30 days or be subject to rearrest. Judge Haas had 
expected that some arrestees .might not appear for monthly 
supervision, but to date this aspect of the program has 
presented no special problems. The following steps describe 
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a typical defend~U1t' s progress through the system leading to 
his participating in STOP: 

Day 1: Arrest-Following arrest, defendants will be in
terviewed by recognizance officers and released or 
retain~d in custody. 

Day 2 Arraignment-Atarraignment, defendants will be 
advised of their rights to a speedy trial, court 
appointed attorney, etc., as well ns their opportu
nity to apply for the STOP program. Defendants 
who are interested in STOP will be referred to the 
STOP courtroom on day 3. 

Day 3: STOP Hearing-Defendants will be advised of 
their rights to trial, attorney, etc., and also be 
advised as to the STOP program. The defendant 
will be told that the STOP program will run for a 
period of 12 months and that treatment will com
mence that day. The court retains the right to add 
up to 4 additional months to provide the defendant 
additional opportunity to complete his obligation 
under the program. The defendant will be advised 
that the court will be notified of any missed urinaly
sis tests or failure to appear for treatment or of any 
other problems complying with the program. Fail
ure to comply will result in a Gourt appearance on 
a show of cause order or arrest warrant within 2 
days of court notification. !2 

The treatment component ofthe program, which is based on 
a Miami program discussed later in this chapter, uses 
acupuncture to stabilize the drug user so that intensive drug 
counseling can begin (a similar treatment program ill the 
South Bronx has experienced considerable success in treat
ing cocaine addiction).!3 The defendant's progress is tracked 
by periodic minalysis. 

Aims oJthe STOP program. The STOP program is designed 
not only to expedite cases and to avoid the prosecution of 
users, but also to benefit drug-addicted defendants and to 
create systemwide economies in the administration of crimi
naljustice, Some or the STOP program's primary goals are 
the following: 

to get the defend:· nt into treatment faster; 

to reduce property crimes associated with drug-ad
dicted defendants; 

to cut the cost of indigell~ defense (estimated cost 
savings for Multnomah County generated by 600 diver
sions: $150,000); 



to cut police overtime for testifYing before grand juries 
in drug cases (total estimated savings: $] 10,000); 

to cut probation costs (total estimated savings: $100,000; 
or a reduction in existing caseloads); 

to increase monitoring of defendants while in treat
ment; and 

to move toward the provision of drug treatment on 
demand. 

In addition to savings generated by the program, STOP 
requires the defendant to pay a compensatory fine of $300. 
Assuming that only half of all defendants will be able to pay, 
Judge Haas estimated that th~l total annual savings and 
revenues for Muitnomah County generated by the program 
could be as much as $500,000. The benefits of the STOP 
program are, however, expected to be considerably broader 
than economic efficiency, because it attempts to reduce one 
of the underlying causes of crime in the community
untreated drug addiction. 

Supply Reduction Under the Regional 
Organized Crime/Narcotics Task Force (ROCN) 

In 1987, the muitiagency effort that eventually became 
known as the Regional Organized CrimelNarcotics Task 
Force (ROCN) was brought together by the Multnomah 
County District Attomey, with the support of the P0l1land 
Mayor. The Task Force, which encompasses Clackamas, 
Muitnomall, Washington, and Columbia counties, was 
intended to investigate mid- to high-leve! drug cases in an 
effort to stem the supply of drugs that was then flooding the 
jurisdiction. The idea of a task force to pursue higher-levei 
drug cases received strong support from Ule local offict:. of 
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), and police 
drug and vice squads contributed four or five narcotics 
detectives to the eff0l1. Initially, the Task Force was headed 
by a police captain; a lawyer was a.dded to assist with 
forfeitures and search warrants, and clerical support was 
obtained. At the same time, the District Attorney's office 
noted that Federal grants to assist such local efforts were 
available under the Bureau of Justice Assistance's (BJA) 
Organized Crime Narcotics Trafficking Enforcement Pro
gram (OCN). The receipt of an OCN grant provided the 
fledgling Task Force with "buy money" to purchase drug 
information and other services necessary to cooperatively 
investigate cases. This grant money, essential to the Task 
Force, allowed it to make major drug buys for the first time. 
In 1988, further funding for the effort was obtained from the 

State of Oregon under the Drug Control and System Im
provement Formula Grant Program. (This program was 
intended to support the development of task forces such as 
the one already under way in Portland.) 

These grants required the Task Force to build a more formal 
structure (see figure 1). The cooperative effort, which until 
this time had been led by the District Attorney and run out 
of his office, was given a new name-ROCN-and the 
relationships between various government agencies partici
pating in the effort were laid out in an intergovernmental 
agreement. The Task Force was also expanded to included 
drug enforcement activities in three Oregon Counties-
Multnomah, Washington, and Clackamas. In addition to 
the formal governing structure, a management team con
sisting of one elected official fTom each signingjurisdiction 
was formed. This management team, which is composed of 
District Attorneys, Chiefs of Police, and Sheriffs from 
participating counties and cities (eight members total) 
meets quarterly to review the funding and activities of the 
Task Force, and to provide counsel to the governing board 
of commissioners and the current director. 

Between 1988 and 1990, ROCN concentrated on building 
staff and resources. Forfeitures generated by the Task Force 
began to generate profits, and all the involved agencies 
agreed to leave these funds with the Task Force. One goal 
ofthe effortis to become independent of outside funding, or 
to at least become less vulnerable to grant loss; to this end, 
an endowment for the Task Force is being built. As of mid-
1991, some $2.5 million IwJ heen accumulated; but with an 
annual operating budget tif .tpproximately $1 million, the 
Task Force still needs to seek grants and other assistance. A 
requirement for participation in the Task Force continues to 
be that the participating agencies donate not only map power 
but also basic salades for their representatives (ROCN' 

, provides fringe benefits, overtime, and trainiIlg). 

Apart from forfeitures, the Task Force llaf~ been successful 
in generating a large number of high-level drug arrests. 
Bet\veen 1987 and 1991, 357 persons were arrested by Task 
Force agents and J 76 of these have been prosecuted feder
ally.TheseFederal prosecutions were undertaken primruily 
by cross-designated members of the MultnomahCounty. 
District Attorney's office with tbe assistance of the U.S. 
Attorney. Overall, the District Attorney cOI,siders these 
supply-reduction efforts to be "[t]he first point of attack in 
any effort in combatting drugs," 14 He emphasizes, however, 
that all levels of supply must also be pursued, and that high
level programs, such as ROCN, must be supported by 
aggressive street enforcement. 
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Zero Tolerance and Prevention: A 
Case Study in Oklahoma County, 
Oklahoma 

Background 

Metropolitan Oklahoma City, with a population of 1 mil
lion, is one ofthe few noncoastal juri~~ictions to fall among 
the top 50 cocaine arrest areas, although the arrest rate for 
drug offenses is generally below th(1.t of large cities on the. 
East Coast and West Coast. The Oklahoma County District 
Attorney, Robert Macy, and his experienced narcotics pros
ecutors view Oklalloma County as particularly vulnerable to 
the marketing activities of domestic drug traffickers because 
of their location at the crossroads of several interstate 
highways connecting cocaine import cities to major interior 
markets. They are quite specific about connecting the 
increase in their drug case load with the appearance of crack 
and the arrival of gang members from Los Angeles. Before 
1986, the local cocaine trade was limited to cocaine powder 
~lat was sold in gram amounts at $100 per gram to upper-
1l1come buyers. Los Angeles gang members first appeared in 
Oklahoma County in 1985. By 1986, they had established a 
visible presence in the African-American community, a 
network oflocal drug retailers, and a thriving trade in crack 
rocks at $5 per rock. The low cost and easy access to crack 
from local street dealers quickly created a new population of 
users, a sudden and sharp increase in arrests for drug sales 
and possession, and an upsurge in reported thefts and 
burglaries. The latter was interpreted by local authorities as 
the direct resul t of crack users' need for money to buy drugs. 
From 1985 to 1987, the number offelony drug cases more 
than doubled, and thefts and burglaries reported to the 
Oklahoma City police increased 20 percent. 

T~einitialresponseoftheDistrictAttorneywastwoprong~.d. 
FIrst, he established within his office a policy of zero 
tolerance to all types of drug offenses, which meant all drug 
offenders, including users, received some kind of formal 
sanction. Second, he led the community effort to mobilize a 
law enforcement response to the gang problem. When 
leaders from the African-American community failed to 
persuade other elected officials to recognize the presence of 
Los Angeles gang members in specific neighborhoods and 
their connection to the drug trade, they came to the District 
Attorney for help. He worked with African-American com- . 
munity leaders to get an organized police response and 
followed up police efforts with tough prosecution of drug! 
gang crimes. The office Narcotics Unit was able to get jury 

sentences of 20 to 30 years for several gang members 
convicted on drug sale charges. The District Attomey 
personally sought and obtained the death penalty for a gang 
member/distributor who murdered a local drug dealer. 

When the crack epidemic hit Oklahoma County, a quick 
response was facilitated by the fact that several components 
of the current antidrug strategy were already in place. The 
District Attorney had a Narcotics Unit with several years' 
experience in prosecuting drug cases. A Controlled and 
Dangerous Substances (CDS) revolving fund for the reposi
tory of local drug forfeiture money already existed, and the 
distribution of the fund monies is controlled by the District 
Attorney's office. The availability of forfeiture money al
lo~e~ . the office to quickly fund a number of antidrug 
actlVltIes that they would not otherwise have been able to 
afford, particularly the purchase of equipment and training 
for the police. Finally, jury sentencing was effectively used 
by the Narcotics Unit prosecutors to obtain substantial 
sentences for defendants in high-profile drug cases even 
before drug penalties were stiffened by the State legislature. 
By statute, OklallOma juries sentence all defendants con
victed at trial. Waiver of jury sentencing requires the 
consent of both the defendant and the prosecutor. 

The cornerstone of the office's revised, or long-term, re
sponse to the drug problem is still a policy of zero tolerance. 
Direct enforcement efforts, however, are now supplemented 
by vigorous involvement in the initiation of community 
prevention efforts focused on youth. The Oklahoma County 
District Attorney provides public leadership for these ef
forts. Day-to-day activities are the responsibility of the 
Special Programs Coordinator, who was hired in 1987 to 
work with a wide range of community organizations and 
agencies to develop coordinated approaches to prevention. 
Also, the comprehensiveness of zero tolerance enforcement 
has been enhanced by the expansion of the Narcotics Unit 
and the creation of three additional special units: an Asset 
Forfeiture Unit, a Multijurisdiction Task Force run by the 
District Attorney's office, and, recently, a new Gang Unit 
that will handle drug cases involving gang members. The 
organization and activities cfthese specialized prosecution 
tmits are discussed below. Most attention is devoted to the 
operation ofthe Narcotics Unit, which handles the bulk of 
the narcotics cases. The development and operation of the 
first youth prevention effort aimed at the problem of school 
truancy is also described. Each discussion points out the 
importance of legislative reforms initiated by the District 
Attorney's office to enable and enhance the effectiveness of 
Oklahoma County's antidrug efforts. 
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Narcotics Enforcement: Specialized Units 

About a year after taking office in 1980, the Oklahoma 
County District Attorney obselVed that once drug cases 
passed the legal hurdles of search and seizure, the defen
dants almost always plead guilty. He concluded that drug 
ca::;es are unique and that their successful prosecution 
required specialized legal skills, particularly in the area of 
search and seizure. To acquire these skills, he created a two
attorney Narcotics Unit in the early 1980's, lc~g before 
heavy cimg caseloads became a problem. In 1985, just be
fore the crack epidemic, the Narcotics Unitstill had only two 
attorneys who handled all drug cases as well as forfeitures 
and drug-related gang cases. By 1991, the Narcotics Unit 
included eight attorneys, and forfeiture and gang cases were 
handled by separate units. Three to four of the Narcotics 
Unit attorneys were funded out of the CDS revolving 
forfeiture fund. The Asset Forfeiture Unit, which was set up 
in 1988, includes one attorney with a background in civil 
law, and two support staff. Every drug case is now reviewed 
within a few hours of arrest to identify potential assets for 
seizure. The forfeiture cases proceed simultaneously in civil 
court, but much of the civil paperwork is included in the 
criminal case file to reduce the administrative cost of civil 
notification requirements. Typically, the forfeiture case is 
not closed until after the conclusion ofthe criminal case, to 
prevent civil discovery from jeopardizing the criminal case 
outcome. In the first 3 years of operation, collections 
increased from approximately $230,000 to $800,000. The 
primary mission ofthe unit, however, is not to raise money 
but to end drug dealers' enjoyment of the fruits ofthe drug 
trade. 

At the time of the site visit, a Gang Unit had just been 
formed. A description ofthe unit is not included here other 
than to note that its creation was intended in part to alleviate 
some of the caseload pressure on the Narcotics Unit. Finally, 
aMul tijurisdiction TaskForce was fo nned in the prosecutor's 
office in 1988 with funding from the Bureau of Justice 
Assistance. The task force includes two attorneys and one 
investigator from the prosecutor's office and another 12 to 
13 investigators from local, State, and Federal agencies. The 
mandate of the task force is to target mid- to high-level 
traffickers who are not the target of other local, State, or 
Federal investigations. In the first 2 years of operation, the 
unit succeeded in "bringing down" a locally based network 
involved in the manufacture and national distribution of 
methamphetamines. At the peak of the investigation, a 
minimum of 3 ° additional investigators were recruited from 
local, State, and Federal agencies to help with the investi
gation. At the time of the site visit, cases resulting from the 
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investigation were still being tried and more arrests were 
expected. 

In short, the Oklahoma County District Attorney has created 
an organizational structure that seeks to ensure that dmg 
defendants at all levels, from users to high-level traffickers. 
are aggressively pursued for prosecution and are subject to 
both criminal and civil penalties. The special unit structure 
has also resulted in a high degree ofintegration of police ~md 
prosecution activities. a characteristic that all the individu
als who were interviewed saw as an essential component of 
effective narcotics enforcement and prosecution. 

The Narcotics Unit. Other than proactive targeting of 
trafficking networks (the role ofthe Multijurisdiction Task 
Force), the Narcotics Unit handles the prosecution of all 
levels of drug defendants. The head of the unit from 1989 to 
mid-1991 estimated the composition ofthe caseload to be 50 
percent users, 25 percent street dealers, and somewhat less 
than 20 percent local distributors. A small percentage of 
cases involve top-level national or international traffickers 
arrested either through their connections to local networks 
or through the interdiction efforts of the State Highway 
Patrol. Oklahoma County does not have open-air drug 
markets or "street bazaars," so the police do not generate 
arrests through street sweeps. Most drug arrests are gener
ated by routine patrol officers through obselVation on the 
street, traffic stops, arrests for other crimes, or the investi
gative activities of narcotics detectives. The zero tolerance 
policy means a formal sanction is sought for defendants at 
all levels. Convicted first -time users typically have their cars 
seized and are put on probation with a condition oftreatment 
and/or community selVice, or receive a deferred sentence 
with similar conditions. Prosecutors pursue incarceration 
sentences for all levels of sellers, with the amount of time 
tied to the amount and level of dealing. 

The current head of the Narcotics Unit, who has been trying 
drug cases for several years, strongly believes that special
ization is critical to effective narcotics prosecution. Dmg 
dealers and, in big cases, their defense attorneys are narcot
ics experts. To have the upper hand, the prosecutor must also 
be.an ex-pert. From his or her perspective as a trial lawyer, 
bemg an expert means having detailed and thorough knowl
edge of search and seizure as well as State narcotics law. It 
also means detailed knowledge of the ins and outs of the drug 
trade. Knowing how dealers and drug organizations operate 
helps attorneys make points in court and develop arguments 
for trial. Tllis knowledge also provides a sound empirical 
foundation for developing strong office policies and for 
seeking legislative changes that help prosecutors win cases 
and get effective sentences. The office has aggressively 
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pursued a variety of legislative reforms, including redefin
ing narcotics violations and restructUling penalties to put 
teeth into prison sentences for major narcotics dealers; the 
adoption ofa State RICO statute to simplifY the prosecution 
of major networks; and the reform of asset forfeiture laws to 
reduce the burden of proof and allow net worth forfeitures, 
thereby expanding the potential targets for seizure. 

A second benefit of a specialized Narcotics Unit is that it 
creates the collective knowledge required to distinguish 
among different types of drug defendants and to match 
defendants to appropriate dispositions. In drug cases, more 
information than the immediate charge is often required to 
determine the type of defendant one is dealing with. Even 
prior records may not be very helpful. A number ofprosecu
tors interviewed for this report remarked that, typically, 
higher-level drug dealers will not have prior records. By 
concentrating' all cases in one unit, attorneys begin to 
recognize dames and see patterns in the arrest caseload that 
provide clues to identifYing the most serious defendants. 
Regular day~to-day contact with police officers and narcot
ics detectives also allows prosecutors to tap their superior 
knowledge about drug operations. The District Attorney's 
development of a close working relationship with the police 
.in Oklahoma County was repeatedly mentioned as an 
advantage by members of all the specialized narcotics units. 
The District Attorney, a former cop, generally views the 
police and the prosecutor as a single team in law enforce
ment, and thinks this teamwork is especially critical with 
respect to narcotics enforcement. Up to the point of arrest, 
the police take the lead, with backup provided by .the 
prosecutor. After arrest, the roles reverse, with the prosecu
tor taking the lead and backup provided by police. 

Perhaps the most important payoff of a close working 
relationship with the police is that prosecutors can pass back 
to the police the specialized knowledge they have acquired 
regarding search and seizure through routine communica
tion as well as ,formalized training. The head ofthe Narcot
ics Unit believes that if the police are given the tools, they 
will produce better arrests and be more aggressive in 
enforcing the narcotics laws. Without specific knowledge of 
search and seizure law and how it applies to particular 
situations; the prudent patrol officer typically errs on the 
side of caution to avoid potential violations of Fourth 
Amendment restrictions. From the, police perspective, to 
fully use the legal knowledge of the prosecutor's office, 
officers need to feel free to call on prosecutors for help in 
nonroutine emergency situations involving search and sei
zure or other legal issues. In drug arrests, timin'g is often 
critical and a quick response to officers' questions is essen-

, tial. This type ofinteraction is easier if offic~rs and prosecu-

tors know and trust one another. It also means that an 
important operational aspect of a Narcotics Unit is that at 
least one member of the Narcotics Unit is on cali on a 24-
hour basis. 

Finally, prosecutors in Oklahoma COl;lnty have capitalized 
on their relationship with the police to increase their 
knowledge of the drug trade by having them bring in 
informants to talk about the drug business. All prosecutors 
agreed that for both the police and the prosecutor, infor
mants are the best source of information on the local drug 
scene. Drugs are in essence the center of their lives. They 
know who is dealing what kind of drugs to which users and 
the major sources of supply . They also like to talk about what 
they know. The police have always known this, and Okla
homa County prosecutors are now effectively using the same 
tactic to infortn themselves abo).lt drug use and supply 
trends. It was obvious in telephone and in-person interviews 
thatthe Oklahoma County District Attorney and his narcot~ 
ics attorneys had clear and consistent views on the nature of 
drug use in the community and the national and interna
tional routes of supply by type of drug. 

Oklahoma County prosecutors have also learned that the 
. most effective tool for getting arrests of top-level drug 

dealers is through informants. Without informants it is 
extremely difficult to reach the high-level dealers who know 
how to insulate themselves from other enforcement tactics. 
The key to making cases through informants, though, is the 
existence of stiff mandatory prison sentences to create an 
incentive for cooperation. One former head ofthe Narcotics 
Unit has worked with the State legislature since the mid-
1980's to make sure that the Oklahoma drug statutes 
provide the kinds of sentences they think they n~ed to control 
drug dealing in their community. Prosecutors in other 
jurisdictions often report that to bbtain appropriate sen
tences for high-level dealers, they must work with the local 
U.S. Attorney to get cases tried in the Federal courts, where 
the penalty structure provides stiff sentences for drug deal~ 
·ers. 

Drug Abuse Prevention Efforts for Youth 

The Okl?,homa County District Attomey began prevention 
efforts in 1987 by hiring a Special Programs Coordinator 
and charging her with the broad mandate of "doing some
thing in the area of prevention for youth." For 1 year, she 
talked to everyone in OklallOma County who had anything 
at all to do with youth and youth services. At tIle end of 1 
year. the OklallOma CO,unty Coalition of Citizens and 
Professionals for Youth ~as formed to identify specific gaps 
in youth services in Oklahoma County. The Coalition is 
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composed of representatives of 40 agencies, including 
police, human services, schools, State welfare agencies, and 
the District Attorney. After another year of committee 
studies and plmming meetings, the Coalition identified 
school tmancy as a problem that was not being addressed. 

The schools did not have the resources to track down 
absentee students on a daily basis, and the police had no 
authority to stop school-age youth they observed on the 
street and return them to school. In short, because no one was 
assigned to handle the task, nothing got done. To fill the gap, 
the Coalition created a nonprofit community-based organi
zation, Youth Cornerstone, to design and implement a 
tmancy prevention progranl. The Youth Cornerstone board 
is composed of community and business representatives 
who are independent of the various agencies who serve on 
the Coalition. The Oklahoma County District Attorney's 
Special Programs Coordinator serves as the board's execu
tive director. A second staff member, a Project Coordinator, 
was also donated by the District Attorney's office to help 
with the development and implementation of the truancy 
program. 

In designing the program, they built on the experience ofthe 
police in San Jose, California, who had set up a truancy 
program with the specific goal of reducing daytime burglar
ies by tmant youth. In San Jose, when the police were given 
the legal authority to pick up and detain youths of school age 
on the street during school hours, daytime burglaries were 
reduced by 40 percent. 

Based on the San Jose program, it was clear that two initial 
steps were required. First, legislation was needed to give 
police the authority, in essence, to act as truant officers. 
Second, a mechanism needed to be created to hold the truant· 
youth, to notify their parents to retrieve them from tmant 
custody, and then to remind parents oftheir legal responsi
bility to keep children in school. The Oklahoma County 
District Attorney worked with the State legislature to pass 
the necessary legislation. The Program and Project Coordi
nators worked with the schools, the police, and youth 
services to design the operations and staffing of the THRIVE 
(Tmancy Habits Reduced, Increasing Valuable Education) 
program's first truancy center. 

The THRIVE Truancy Center. The first THRIVE center 
opened in 1989; a se<""0nd hadjust opened at the time of the 
site visit for this report. The Youth Cornerstone board 
planned to have a total offour centers, onefor each quadrant 
of the county. The truancy-center concept was based on the 
recognition that, for the program to work, the police would 
need a place to bring truant youth so they could qukkly 
return to patrol. If the police had to find parents or negotiate . 
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with school authorities, they would have little incentive to 
pick up tmant youth. It was also decided that the center 
would have to operate with existing resources. Staff and 
facilities had to come from in-kind donations based on 
agreements among the cooperating agencies. 

The first center operated out of a single classroom of a 
specialized middle school just south of downtown Okla
homa City. The staffing ofthe center consisted of one police 
officer donated by the Oklahoma City Metropolitan Police 
(to ensure security); one employee of the Oklahoma City 
school system; a social work practicum student; mld the 
center director, who is the Oklahoma County District 
Attorney's Special Projects Coordinator. The center also 
had an agreement with the county Youth Services Agency 
to take youths at the end of the day if center staff could not 
locate their parents. 

When a police officer sees school-age children or youths on 
the street during school hours, he or she is authorized to pick 
them up and bring them to the center. The majority of the 
kids are ages 14 to 15, but center staff have processed 
children as young as 5 and as old as 17. The center does not 
deal with intoxicated youths or those high on drugs. Thefirst 
step in processing is a background check to determine if 
there are any outstanding warrants or if the child is a 
runaway. The patrol officer is responsible for returning 
runaways to parents directly; youths wanted on a warrant are 
taken directly to court. For all others, center stafffill out an 
intake form to record essential identification information, 
current school enrollment and att~ndallce status, prior 
agency involvement, and the circumstances oftlle immedi
ate police pickup. Center staff tllen call parents to inform 
them that they need to be at the center within an hour to pick 
up the tmantyouth. Parents are responsible by law, and they 
are told that they must come (almost all do). 

Finding a parent is the most common problem faced by staff 
in processihg cases. The Center Director estimated that in 
about half the cases a parent cannot immediately be located, 
but the kids usually come up with information-such as tlle 
name of a neighbor or relative-that eventually allows a 
parent to be contacted. The center also has an on-site 
computer connection to school records that helps with 
phone numbers and addresses. They will not release youths 
to friends or neighbors and almost always insist on the 
appearance of a parent. In rare instances, they may release 
to a close relative. 

Center staff follow up by checking with the school to 
determine if the youth is attending class. The District 
Attorney's juvenile division also checks the intake list to 
identify youths who, byvirtue ofbetng picked up for tmmlCY, 
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have violated the terms of their juvenile court probation. 
Also, the Distlict Attorney sends a letter to the parents of 
evety youth processed by the center, to formally remind 
them that by law in the State of Oklahoma they are respon
sible for keeping their child in school. 

During the 1990-1991 school year, the center processed 627 
youths, with a recidivism rate significantly below 10 per
cent. The Oklahoma City school system recorded a signifi
cant reduction in the dropout rate, and the Oklahoma City 
Police Department measured a 24 percent decline in day
time burglaries during this period, although neither ofthese 
indexes was set up to serve as a rigorous evaluation of the 
programs' impact. To the Program Coordinator, the most 
encouraging indicator of the center's value was that in 
community areas that did not yet have a THRlVE center, 
residents were eager to establish one. 

Comprehensive Problem 
Reduction in an Import City: 
A Case Study in Miami, Florida 

Background 

The Dade County State Attorney's office has been dealing 
with a narcotics enforcement problem of national signifi
cance since the increase in Colombian cocaine exports to the 
United States began in the late 1970's and early 1980's. The 
head of the Narcotics Unit, which handlt';Sl high-level distri
bution cases, dates the increase in the unit's trafficking 
caseload to 1982-1983. Florida Department of Law En
forcement arrest reports indicate that between 1981 and 
1982, arrests for the sale of narcotics increased by 84 percent 
in Dade County. Between 1982 and 1983, trafficking arrests 
increased by another 50 percent Possession arrests of users 
and street dealers during this time period were essentially 
flat. 

At one time, the Dl11g Enforcement Administration esti
mated that 75 percent of all cocaine imported to the United 
States came through Dade County. In the early 1980s, 
routine police stops by local police departments began to 
produce arrests of defendants in possession of very large 
amounts of cocaine. The Narcotics Unit's cases are basically 
kilo (and above) arrests of national-level distributors work
ing out of Miami for Colombian cartels. The Dade County 
State Attorney's Narcotics Unit handles about a thousand 
trafficking cases per year. Most are arrests made by local 
police agencies, but the unit also handles Federal cases 
(involving amounts ofless than 3 to 4 kilos) declined by the 

u.s. Attorney. In the view of tlle Miami enforcement 
community, kilo dealers are a dime a dozen. 

Long before the appearance of crack, the Florida State 
Legislature responded to international and national cocaine 
trafficking operations in Florida by passing stiff mandatory 
minimum sentences for dl11g trafficking. Sale of as little as 
28 gratH:; of cocaine is punishable by a mandatory minimum 
prison sentence of 3 years. Sale of 400 grams is punishable 
by a mandatory minimum sentence of 15 years. The penalty 
schedule is tied to drug amounts and provides for prison 
sentences up to life WitllOut parole regardless of prior record. 
Narcotics prosecutors in Miami, as elsewhere, pointed out 
that high-level cocaine dealers typically do not have prior 
records. In line with the statutory intent, the State Attorney's 
disposition policy regarding bOtll high- and low-level deal
ers is "sales mean jail," regardless of amount. 

Within the Dade County State Attorney's office, the inten
sity and longevity of cocaine trafficking has resulted in a 
high degree of integration of narcotics enforcement among 
units within the office and with outside agencies, such as 
cooperation between local and State police and between 
local agencies and Federal investigators and prosecutors. 
Within the office, Narcotics Unit attorneys screen all traf
ficking arrests. Cases involving less than a kilo are handled 
in regular felony trial units on a random assignment basis, 
like other felony cases. Narcotics Unit prosecutors, how~ 
ever, screen and file the initial charges, and the head of the 
Narcotics Unit reviews the disposition of every trafficking 
case to ensure that office plea policies are followed. 

Cross-designation of the eight Narcotics Unit attorneys to 
prosecute cases in Federal court is common. Prosecutors are 
cross-designated on a case-by-case basis; even so, the head 
of the Narcotics Unit has been cross-designated continu
ously since he came to the office 4 years ago. He is also on 
call, via a beeper, on a 24-hour basis to respond to ad hoc 
requests for advice from police officers and to approve 
search and arrest warrants. Other prosecutors in the Narcot
ics Unit may be assigned to similar 24-hour on-call duty to 
provide legal advice to long-tenn investigations. In long
term, targeted investigations by local or State police, Nar
cotics Unit prosecutors get involved early and help on a day
to-day basis to decide investigation strategy and to build 
cases. 

The then Dade County State Attorney, Janet Reno, and the 
head of the Narcotics Unit, were also notified in advance of 
any major operation of the Metro-Dade police TNT (Tacti
cal Narcotics Team). The TNT program is designed to go 
after street crack dealers. Location targeting is highly 
sophisticated, beginning with geographic analysis of em-
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pirical data on crime and dmg dealing. Statistical informa" 
tion is then supplemented with qualitative information from 
neighborhood residents, informants, and surveillance teams. 
The investigation ultimately culminates in a "street"sweep" 
buy-busHeverse"sting operation." First, narcotics officers 
go in and arrest dealers in a buy and bust operation; offici;!rs 
then pose as dealers to arrest users. In advance of such 
operations, the Narcotics Unit prepares special training 
sessions for police officers on search and seizure law. The 
State Attorney's office also augments the staff available to 
process the resulting arrests, which may nmnber as many as 
60 to 70 arrests in a single night. 

The lev(~l of antinarcotics practice in Miami, in short, is 
highly sophisticated and exhibits a high degree of coopera" 
tion among levels of government and across crirninaljustice 
agencies. Some of this cooperation is formal and takes the 
form of joint task forces under the aegis of Federal initiatives 
such as HIDT A (High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas) 
and OCDETF (Organized Crime and Drug Enforcement 
Task Force) programs. A great deal of the cooperation, 
however, is informaL As the head of the Narcotics Unit 
pointed out, even though the trafficking problem is large, 
the number of people involved in enforcement on a daily 
basis is relatively small. Over time, dmg enforcement 
personnel get to know each other well and are joined by a 
common mission. 

Despite the high level of sophistication and dedication to 
antidmg trafficking efforts, Miami, like most other East 
Coast and West Coast urban areas, was hit hard by the crack 
epidemic. In 1986, a second sharp increase in dmg arrests 
occurred in Dade County. From 1985 to 1986, dmgposses" 
sion arrests increased by 55 percent; the 2-year increase 
from 1985 to 1987 was 72 percent. Arrests for narcotic sales 
also went up, but much less dramatically. Although the State 
Attorney's office had in place many of the mechanisms that 
other offices would initiate in response to crack (e.g., 
changes in dmg statutes, specialized units, and cooperative 
law enforcement initiatives), it was not prepared for a new 
class of defendant created by crack-the addicted user. The 
remainder of this case study describes the Miami response 
to the nonviolent defendant user. In response to this new 
problem, cooperative efforts were forged with the courts, the 
Public Defender, and treatment professionals to create 
Miami's Drug Court. 

The Miami Drug Court 

The impact of crack on crime and the community was first 
recognized by the Dade County State Attorney's Chief 
Assistant for Community Affairs. One aspect of the Chief 
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Assistant's formal duties is to serve as legal counsel to the 
Dade County grand jury, which hears all capital murder 
cases. In the summer of 1986, the number of murders tha~ 
were related in some way to crack stmck both the Chief 
Assistant and the members of the grand jury as a new and 
serious problem. Subsequently, the grand jury initiated an 
lllvestigation of a host of drug-related issues and local 
government responses to specific dmg problems. 

One aspect of the grand jury investigation involved a 
random urinalysis study of arrestees held by the Dade 
County Department of Corrections. In Dade County, all 
felony arrestees are routinely processed through the jail 
before court arraignment and release. The study conducted 
in 1986 included a sample of 450 arrestees who were tested 
within 24 hours of arrest. Seventy percent of the sample 
tested positive for cocaine; 90 percent tested positive for one 
or more dmgs other than alcohol. Tllis finding, combined 
with the fact that by 1987 fully one"third oHhe felony court 
caseload involved defendants arrested on dmg charges, lead 
the grand jury to conclude that dmg abuse was creating the 
court's caseload, yet nothing was being done to address 
defendants' dmg problems. A subsequent grand jury docu
mented the lackoftreatmentfor dmg"dependent defendants 
and came up with a list of recolUmendations, which basi" 
cally instmcted the judiciary to explore the possibility of 
developing special courts devoted to dmg treatment. In 
making its charge to judges, the grand jury stated the 
following in its report: 

UnfOliunately, it has come to the point where 
judges must become trained in the area of sub
stance abuse. The Final Report of the White House 
Conference for a Drug Free America (June 1988) 
concluded that, "Judges should use more innova" 
tive measures to deal more effectively with first 
time dmg offenders ... so they (offenders) learn 
that illicit dmg use has negative consequences." 
The report suggests the establishment of special 
courts to deal with tIlis dmg problem and the 
imposition of restrictive yet rehabilitative treat" 
ment. ls 

In the words of the Dade County State Attorney's Chief 
Assistant, she and the grand jury came to realize that WitIl 

the appearance of crack and intensified narcotics street 
enforcement, the criminal justice system had become re" 
sponsible for a host of nontraditional defendants. Because 
no mechanism existed to deal with these defendants' spe" 
cific problem-dmg addiction-they were merely being 
cycled and recycled through the court system with no 
consequence or any help. Furthermore, because so many of 



these defendants had a host of social problems in addition 
to being arrested, ref,'ldar judges were not equipped to deal 
with them. A specialized court was needed. 

Previously, the State Attorney had tried to work out a 
probation-based treatment program for drug defendants, 
but it was ultimately scrapped. The key problem was that 
judges did not like it. Inevitably, defendants with drug 
problems end up back in court for a wide variety ofprobation 
violations. From thejudges' point ofview, these defendants 
merely clogged their dockets and diverted time and re~ 
sources from more serious cases involving violent crimes. In 
Miami, the Dade County State Attorn~y knew that convinc
ing judges to take low-level drug cases seriously would 
require taking them out onhe regular dockets and obtaining 
the backing of the ChiefJudge. Once the Dade County State 
Attorney and the Chief Judge agreed on the need for a drug 
treatment court, the judiciary took the lead in setting up a 
court. In November 1988, the Florida Supreme Court 
granted the Associate Chief Judge in Dade County a I-year 
leave from the bench to create a plan. 

In addition to agreement between the judiciary and the 
prosecutor, involvement of the Public Defender and the 
treatment community was necessary. To obtain their coop
eration, the State Attorney conceded that the drug COlut 
would be a diversion program. This was necessary to 
persuade the public defense bar to relax the traditional 
adversarial approach of criminal defense. lithe defense bar 
had challenged every move, the discretion ofthe judge to use 
treatment to deal with defendants' problems would have 
been constantly thwarted. The creation of a nonprobation 
diversion program was also important for obtaining tlle 
cooperation of treatment professionals. 

How the Miami Drug Court Works. 16 Miami's Drug Court, 
officially known as the Diversion and Treatment Program 
(DATP), began operation in June 1989. About 4,500 defen
dants had entered the program as of February 1993. The 
principal criterion for participation is an an-est for possesfl 

sion of any controlled substance other than marijuana. 
Defendants with a history of violent crime or more than two 
previous felony convictions tlmt are not drug related are 
ineligible. The program is also not open to dmg sellers. 
Despite these relatively strict criteria for program participa
tion, the caseload ofthe special dmg court accounts for about 
20 percent of all the felony drug cases. 

Initial intake screening is done by the Pretrial Services 
Agency in the jail immediately after arrest. People who meet 
the eligibility criteria are celled separately in the jail from 
other defendants. Their first appearance in court is before 
Judge Goldstein, the Drug Comtjudge. A treatment special-

ist explains the program to each defendant and tells them 
that participation in the program is voluntary. If the defen
dant does not want to participate, which is not com111on, he 
or she will be sent to an initial appearance court for routine 
felony case processing. Defendants who agree to participate 
remain under the custody ofJudge Goldsteinfor the duration 
of the Diversion and Treatment Program. Within about 2 
weeks, the case is also screened by the Dade County State 
Attorney's felony trial screeners to ensure that a valid legal 
case exists. Participants are sent to the Dmg Court from 
other courtrooms when ajudge thinks an addicted defendant 
can benefit from the program, and the defendant's current 
and prior offenses are close to the program eligibility 
criteria. 

Once in the custody of the Drug Court, defendants must 
report immediately to one oftwo treatment clinics to begin 
the first phase of a three-phase treatment program. The first 
two phases concentrate on making the defendant dmg free 
through acupuncture, counseling, and regular urine screen
ing. Acupuncture treatment for addicts started in China, 
when doctors observed that surgery patients who also 
happened to be addicts experienced reduced withdrawal 
symptoms as a side benefit of acupuncture prescribed for 
pain relief. 17 DuringPhase I ofthe program (2 or more week;'1 
of detoxification), the defendant reports to the treatment 
clinic daily for urine screening and a voluntary 45-minute 
acupuncture session. To graduate from Phase I, the defen
dant must have seven consecutive clean urines and regular 
attendance at the treatment clinic. During Phase II (2 or 
more months of stabilization), defendants report periodi
cally for urine screening, individual and group counseling, 
and, if desired, further acupuncture sessions. In Phase Ill, 
the aftercare phase, participants change sites to one of the 
campuses of Metro Dade Community College. During 
Phase III, Wllkh lasts at least 8 months, random urine 
screening and counseling remain central to the program, but 
education and job skills training are also major goals. At 
each phase, graduation depends on remaining substance 
free; showing up for treatment, counseling, and training 
sessions regularly; and being assessed by treatment counsel
ors and Judge Goldstein as progressing toward a perma
nently drug-free life-style. In addition to the availability of 
acupuncture, a unique aspect of the Miami Dmg Court 
treatment program is that the defendant's progress is tracked 
regularly and personally by Judge Goldstein. 

At a final court appearance, Judge Goldstein releases the 
client from the program and court supervision. Twelve 
monUls later, the court seals the an-est record of any graduate 
with no previous felony conviction who has not been 
rearrested and has paid the program fee. First-time offend-
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ers may then legally report on any job application that they 
have never been arrested. 

The daily Drug Court docket is both similar. to and different 
from that of regular courts. All the traditional actors are 
present: thejudge, prosecutor, public defender, court clerks, 
pretrial services representatives, and Department ofCorrec
tions officers. In addition, however, there is a treatment 
specialist who acts as a liaison between the court and the 
treatment clinic, a comnulllity treatment specialist who 
finds residential facilities for defendants who need residen
tial care, and a social worker who works for the Public 
Defender's office to help it keep track of defendants with 
mental-health as well as drug problems. Like all courts, the 
docket is heavy, about 80 cases a day; but the nature of the 
interaction is personal, not adversarial. The defendant 
speaks to Judge Goldstein directly and not through the 
Public Defender. Judge Goldstein, in tum, knows defen
dants by name and directly questions defendants about their 
treatment progress and failure. He typically does not call 
tltem defendants but "patients," and refers to the jail as "his 
hotel" to which he will send "patients" for 2-week periods 
of "motivation" if they fail to stay clean or do not show up 
at the treatment clinic. A computer link to treatment atten
dance records and urinalysis results that is right on the 
judge's bench is an obvious aid in promoting patients' 
truthfulness. While the prosecutor is there to represent the 
interests of law enforcement, and the Public Defender is 
available to represent tlle interests of defendants, both join 
the judge either in praising defendants who are doing well 
or in reprimanding defendants who are not trying. 

The National Institute of Justice and the State Justice 
Institute have jointly funded a rigorous treatment outcome 
evaluation of the Miami Drug Court. 18 Independent pro
gram data, although not as complete as the evaluation data, 
are encouraging. Among the approximately 4,500 clients 
admitted since the program began, about 60 percent either 
have graduated or are still in treatment. Program staff 
estimate that whereas typical recidivism rates range up to 60 
percent, only 11 percent of defendants who have completed 
the program have been rearrested in Dade County on any 
criminal charges in the year after charges were dismissed. 
(However, follow-up infommtion on participants who failed 
to complete the program is not yet available.) Judge 
Goldstein is obviously highly motivated and skilled in 
dealing with addicted defendants and tlleir many personal 
and social problems. Along with Judge Goldstein's dedica
tion and skill, the most striking aspect oftlte Drug Court is 
the degree of enthusiasm tllat courtroom participants, from 
the prosecutor to clerical staff, expressed in reporting tlteir 
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opinion that the program is working. All indicated that they 
had been skeptical initially, and all also said they had seen 
sufficient success to convince tllem tlmt the Drug Court 
works. 
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Chapter 4 

Expediting Cases and Increasing Staff: 
Two Case Studies 

The following case studies focus on programs which address 
two ofthe mostconuuon concerns of prosecutors with heavy 
drug caseloads: the need to process cases more efficiently 
and the need for more staff. The two programs discussed 
below are considered effective by the prosecutors in the 
jurisdictions in which they originated, and one program
the Oakland Probation Revocation model-was formally 
evaluated in 1938 by the Center for the Study of Law and 
Society, University of California at Berkeley, as part of its 
report on the Targeted Urban Crime Narcotics Task Force. 
Although no such empirical evaluation exists for tile King 
County Special Deputy Program, the case study highlights 
possible concerns for prosecutors who might be interested in 
implementing a similar program in their jurisdictions. 

Prosecutor-l nitiated 
Probation Revocation for 
Drug Offenders: A Case Study 
in Alarneda County, California 

Background 

The Alameda County District Attorney's office handles the 
fOUrtll highest volume of cocaine arrests in the nation. I The 
majority of these arrests are generated from one district in 
Alameda County, the city of Oakland. In the early 1980's, 
the appearance ofparamiIitary organizations-a local pre-

. cursor to drug gangs-permanently changed tlle character 
of dmg crime in Oakland. These new organizations were 
more violent and took a bolder approach to drug sales, 
moving the retail cocaine trade from behind closed doors to 
the streets. This shift: in marketing strategy roughly coin
cided with tlle appearance of "rock" or "crack" cocaine. By 
1984, community groups were urging stronger law enforce-

ment efforts to curb the drug-related violence which had 
come to dominate certain parks and neighborhoods in 
Oakland. As in many other jurisdictions in the mid-1980's, 
police response to these new conditions and the co nmmnity , s 
pleas for help led to a sudden escalation of drug arrests 
which sent ripples throughout the local criminal justice 
system, straining prosecutorial resources and eventually 
threatening to overload the Alameda County court system. 

Following an initial period in which the District Attorney 
focused on traditional administrative means of rapidly 
disposing ofthe influx of cases, a more comprehensive plan 
of drug case management was formulated. As in Portland 
and Seattle (see chapter 3), the aim oftlle District Attorney's 
new approach was overall problem reduction. The plan 
consisted of a broad spectrum of components, including (I) 
increased contacts and cooperation with community groups, 
healtll agencies, law enforcement, and city officials via a 
community council (the Oakland Community Council on 
Drugs); (2) a well-publicized "get tough" policy for dmg 
offenders; (3) legislative reform (regarding prison terms for 
the use of automatic weapons); (4) increased staffing; and 
(5) a multiagency approach to dmg crime, the Targeted 
Urban Crime Narcotics Task Force. 

The Targeted Urban Crime Narcotics Task Force was 
funded by the California State Assembly! to encourage the 
development of inhovative, cooperative programs among 
the various branches oftlle Alameda County criminaljustice 
system .. The underlying philosophy of the act was that 
increased efficiency and interagency cooperation would 
lead to a reduction in narcotics violations. The act laid out 
nine objectives for the Task Force, including the following: 

to reduce the elapsed time between arrest and trial in 
narcotics cases; 
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to reduce the number of narcotics crimes committed by 
defendants while awaiting trial; and 

to increase the number of trials and convictions in 
narcotics crime-cases in both municipal and superior 
courts.3 

The program created to accomplish these particular objec
tives-a system of prosecutor-initiated probation revoca
tion for dmg offenders already on probation for a felony 
conviction--pecame the centerpiece of the Task Force's 
programs, and has been modeled successfully in other urban 
districts in California that prosecute exceptionally high 
volumes of dmg cases.4 Due to its success, the probation 
revocation program was continued after the close ofthe Task 
Force and has become an important component of the 
Oakland District Attorney's dmg case management strat
egy. 

How Prosecutor-Initiated Probation Nevocation 
Works: The Oakland Model 

The core idea ofthe Oakland probation revocation model is 
to speed the revocation process in order to achieve two goals: 
first, to prevent felony probationers who are arrested on 
felony dmg charges from being immediately rereleased into 
the community;5 and second, to minimize the court and 
prosecution costs associated with repeat offenders. The 
District Attorney also believes that by shortening the time 
between arrest and punishment, deterrence may be en
hanced and the danger of nonappearance (and the resulting 
loss of court, prosecutor, and police time) is eliminated. To 
this end, the prosecutor is prepared to resolve probation 
violations at the first appearance. Due in part to the ex
tremely low evidentiary standard required in probationary 
hearings under California law (only a preponderance of 
evidence indicating a violation is needed), the vast majority 
of defendants are willing to accept additional probationary 
conditions, including jailor prison terms, at their first 
appearance.6 As discussed below, should a defendant refuse 
the prosecutor's offer at the first appearance, he or she will 
be given two subsequent opportunities to settle before the 
first evidentiary hearing. According to thejudge'in charge 
ofthe dmg-offense probation revocation docket, these quick 
settIements·-all to some term of incarceration-have al
lowed the courts to process more cases while insisting on 
some jail time for dmg offenders and reducing the court's 
case backload by half. 

Key actors. Establishment of the Oakland probation revo
cation program required a great deal ofinteragency commu
nication and cooperation. but it now operates with a mini-
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mum of supervision from the Deputy District Attorney in 
charge of filing revocation petitions. The primary actors 
from each agency are 

a vice officer whose duty is to review the arrest rep0l1s 
and rap sheets of defendants arrested on drug charges 
during the previous night; 

a secretaJY (from the District Attorney's office) to 
retrieve the files of defendants found to be on felony 
probatitlll, and to process probation violation petitions; 

a deputy district attorney in charge of probation revo
cations, whose duty is to review the files, make charging 
decisions, complete the probation vIolation petitions 
and arrest packets, and appear in court; 

an inspector from the District Attorney's office (who is 
a peace officer under California law) whose duty is to 
check all documents, rearrest those in violation of 
probation, and nullify the new charges for those against 
whom no new charges are to be filed; 

a lab capable of delivering overnight drug analyses; 

a court docket dedicated to the processing of drug
related probation violations; and 

a public defender to advise all defendants at first 
appearance and any subsequent hearings. 

Since timing lies at the heart of the effectiveness of this 
program, all ofthe actors must cooperate to fulfill their roles 
promptly and consistently. Aside from initial hesitance on 
the part the police-who worried that their arrests were 
being compromised by a system designed to avoid the 
prosecution of new charges-the District Attorney's office 
has encountered little difficulty obtaining the necessary 
ongoing cooperation. 

Procedure. The bulk of arrests for narcotic offenses in 
Oakland occur at night, often as tile result of undercover 
buy-bust operations.7 Although a few of these defendants 
make bail the same night, the majority are held over for first 
appearance the following morning. Early each morning, an 
officer from the Oakland Police Department Vice Division 
reviews the arrest reports from the previous night to ascer
tain which of the felony dmg arrestees are on active felony 
probation. Between 8:30 and 9:00 AM the Vice Officer 
telephones the District Attorney's drug unit secretary and 

. relays the felony probation docket numbers ofthose arrestees 
who fit tile progranl's profile. The drug unit secretary then 
pulls each of tIlese files from their computer system and 
delivers them to the Deputy District Attorney in charge of 



the probation revocation program. Before 9:00 AM, the 
Deputy reviews the probation files ofthe new arrestees and 
phones the Vice Officer to discuss the facts of the new 
allegations. Based on tIus information, a decision is made 
whether to file the new charge or to nullify the arrest and 
seek a probation revocation on the basis of the previous 
conviction. Revocations generally are sought unless one of 
tIle following factors is present: 

a large amount of contraband; 

. a codefendant situation, which would raise questions of 
equity if the nonprobationer were charged alone; or 

the seizure of monies, wluch would trigger forfeiture 
proceedings. 

In some instances, the decision is made both to file the new 
charges and to seek probation revocation. 

In cases where a probation revocation is to be filed, the 
Deputy fills out a simplified "Petition to Revoke Probation" 
foml (see appendix G), which includes information about 
the offense leading to the original probation, the date and 

. type of probation violation alleged, and the police report 
number. In addition, the Deputy encloses the police repOlt, 
attach'es a brief summary of the facts to the front of ilie file, 
and sets an agreed-on time for the d~fendant' s first appear
ance in Sup'erior Court. (The Djst1~ct Attoniei s pr~cedural 
guidelines state that tllis date is to be set a minimum of2 and 
a maximum of 5 days ahead; it appears iliat the common 
practice is to accelerate this tirst appearance to 48 to 72 
hours following ilie arrest, exc~pt in the case of :weekend 
arrests.) The completed file is tIlen passed to the department 
secretary. 

Meanwhile, . the Vice Officer, who has been told by tIle 
Deputy which arrestees are to be included in the revocation 
program, delivers the arrest packets for these individuals, as 
well as information concerning tIleir court dates, to the 
District Attorney's Inspector. As a matter of convenience, 
the Inspector's office is close ~o that ofthe Vice Officer. One. 
special characteristic of inspectors under California law is 
iliat they are peace officers and tIlerefore can order tIle re
arrest of defendants under the petitions to revoke probation. 
The Inspector is also responsible for filing under' section 
8495 of the Penal Code to nullify'the most recent arrest of 
probationers against whom no new charges are to be filed. 
Once ilie form is filed nUllifying ilie new arrest, the defen
dant continues to be held under a "no bail hold" arising from 
his re-arrest for the alleged probation violation. The key 
element here is that the defendant's release and re-arrest are 
effected entirely on paper-no prisoner is moved (the 

- -

Deputy in charge of the program has observed that an officer 
comfortable with automation could accomplish the same 
procedure entirely by computer, thus eliminating the need 
for an investigator on site). The Inspector then delivers the 
arrest reports, including a presumptive lab analysis of the 
drugs taken as evidence, to the District Attorney's dmg unit 
secretary at Superior Court~ Since the petition to revoke 
probation cannot be filed without a lab report, a presumptive 
dmg test, such as the Valpox test for the presence of co caine , 
is performed in the field by the arresting officer. A petition 
for revocation is filed on the basis of the field analysis, but 
is confirmed by more extensive lab analyses. To date, 
presumptive testing in the field has yielded only one false 
positive. 

The remainder of the preparation for court is clerical: the 
unit secretary combines the Deputy's file, the arrest report 
from the Inspector, and the petition to revoke probation. 
Five copies of the completed file are prepared and distrib
uted as follows: the original is filed with tIle Criminal 
Court's clerk; one copy is left on file at the District Attorney's 
office; one is earmarked for the defendant (including the 
petition only); one is retained for the defense attorney; and 
one is sent to the probation department. Again, itis reason~ 
able to assume that even greater efficiency could be achieved 
if this information could be made available electronically to 
most of the crinlinaljustice agencies involved (such as the 

. court, the Public.Defende.r, and tile Probation Department). 

All of these steps are accomplished before the 11 :00 AM 
revocation calendar. The.department in charge of probation 
revocation hears petitions from tile District Attorney twice 
daily, except on Fridays, and is presided over by one judge. 
In general, initial appearances are heard at the first sitting 
(11:00 AM), and hearings (the defendant's third appear
ance before the court) are held in the afternoon. However, 
defendants who are set for hearings in the afternoon are, as 
a matter of practice, given a final opportmuty to accept the 
District Attorney's settIement offer at the morning session. 
(The second opportunity for defendants to settle is provided 
at an informal meeting of the court to set the time of tIle 
hearing, which usually occurs in the second week after 
'arrest.) The opportunity for the defendant to accept the 
District Attorney's offer at the morning court session is 
de.signed to allow enough tiine to cancel the witnesses called 
for ilie afternoon hearing, who are usually police officers. 
This is considered a courtesy to the police officers and is also 
a cost savings, since the officers are not only removed from 
their duties but also paid overtime when called to testify. 

The defendant's time in court at first appearance is short. 
Under most circumstances/the Deputy is prepared to make 
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an offer of either jail or prison time (depending on the 
severity of the ori,ginal offense).s The Public Defender is 
present, and briefly discusses the prosecution's offer with 
the probationer and informs the probationer of his right to 
a hearing and to consult an attorney. If the probationer is 
willing to accept the District Attorney's offer, he is usually 
sentenced immediately. In practice, the entire process may 
take less than 5 minutes of court time. 

Key Elements of the 
Probation Revocation Program 

Offices that arc interested in setting up a probation revoca
tion prog'ram on the basis ofthe Oakland model would need 
the following: 

the ability (manual or computerized) for law enforce
ment or the Probation Department to ascertain promptly 
whether a defendant is on felony probation; 

a method of making an arrest on the probation violation 
before the defendant is out of custody; 

agreement among the participating agencies to support 
the goals of the program, in particular, cooperation 
between the District Attorney IS office and the Proba-
tion Department; , 

a separat'f docket dedicated to hearing probation reyo
cations initiated by the District Attorney arising from 
drug vio~ations; and 

ajudge orjudgeswho support the aims of the program, 
and who are alert to the potential for abuse that exists 
in such a system. 

All participants agreed that the supportofthejudiciary, and 
a separate dmg-related probation revocation docket, are 
also essential to the success of the program. 

Obstacles to Implementation 

Legal issues: Concerns about due process. On first exami
nation, some legal scholars and analysts of the criminal 
justice system are uncomfortabl,e with the probation revoca
tion process as it has evolved in Oakland. 9 Rosann Greenspan, 
one of the evaluators ofthe Targeted Urban Crime Narcotics 
Task Force and a longtime observer of the probation revo
cation program, has expressed frustration over the infre
quency of evidentiary hearings and the summary nature of 

. the sentencing process: 
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For a number of reasons, almost no evidentiary 
hearings proceed. In sixteen months, I observed 
only one evidentiary hearing. Several hearings 
were scheduled, but once the individual saw that 
the D.A. had brought a witness, he most often 
changed his mind aud waived the hearing. Given 
the low burden of proof, and admissibility of 
hearsay evidence, it is generally admitted that 
almost any evidence will lead to a violation. Gen
erally the probationer's only hope is that the 
prosecution's witness will not appear. 10 

Greenspan's criticisms, however cogent, are not intended to 
suggest that any legal impropriety exists in the procedures 
used. II In fact, the procedures used are supported by ample 
case law, both at the State level and, in some cases, by 
Fe~~ralprecedent.12ItismldeniablethatthelowerevidentialY 

standards and swiftness of the process create an aura of 
infonucllity to the proceedings. Unfortunately, there can be 
no more reassuring answer to those who object to the . 
evidentiary mles and search and seizure standards set out by 
the State of California than that probationers do in fact, by 
their own consent, possess fewer ri'ghts than defendants 
entering a court for the first time. 

A second procedural concern about the-process in Oakland 
arises from the brevity of the consultation with the Public 
Defender when the client accepts the prosecution's offer at 
the first appearance. There are some possible solutions to 
this concern. It seems clear that a greater opportunity for 
consultation with.defense counsel would improve the intan
gible sense offair procedure sunounding the revocations. In 
particular, a slight lengthening of the revocation process to 
accommodate greater participation by the Public Defender 
and the Probation Department would be likely to ease 
concerns about safeguarding the due process rights of the 
probationers without significantly eroding the efficiency of 
the program. (For example, the process might be e:-..iended 
by the District Attorney by withholding offers· until the 
probationer's second appearance before the COUlt.) 

Potential for abuse. The probation revocation program is 
vulnerable to abuse at a number of levels. In the first 
instance, tlle decision to revoke probation-and thus to 
incarcerate-is frequently based on the written report of one 
police officer. Since the arresting officer is rarely called to 
testify, both the Deputy in charge and the judge need to be 
particularly mindful of any inconsistencie~ in the report and 
alert to the issue of police harassment. Second, there is the 
issue of unintentional 'abuse of the program due .to 
understaffing or lack of cooperation in one or more agencies. 



If, for example, the Public Defender or the Probation' 
Department is unable to provide adequate protection and 
support for the probationers, the program may easily be
come prosecution driven, and the due process rights ofthe 
probationers may be compromised. 

Finally, at C! systemic level, some commentators are con
cerned that probation and parole revocation are becoming 
too easy a tool for understaffed prosecutors, and that the 
volume of cases generated from these proceedings are 
flooding the corrections system. This danger dictates that 
participants in such programs must be alert to the implica
tions of the program for other c.riminal justice agencies in 
their area. Furthermore, revocation must be used selec
tively. The Deputy District Attorney in charge of both drug
related and nondrug probation revocations in Alameda 
Counly advocated a more discriminating use of probation 
revocation as a prosecutorial tool. He observed that revoca
tion seemed to be a more appropriate prosecutorial approach 
to victimless drug offenses than to the disposition of violent 
crimes, due to his reluctance to nullify charges that involve 
victims. 

Similarly, the judge in charge of the probation revocation 
docket seemed well aware of tile demands and limitations of 
the local and State corrections systems and was attempting, 
in his sentencing, to balance the aims of the program with 
the needs of the whole system. The District Attorney of 
Alameda County, John Meehan, emphasized that probation 
revocation should not beviewed as a panacea to understaffing 
in the prosecutor's office, but rather as one effective compo
nent of a more comprehensive drug-crime reduction strat
egy. 

Organizational issues. The Oakland probation revocation 
model is premised on the ability of prosecutors in California 
to file probation revocations directly, withoutthe assistance 
of a probation officer. In Alameda County, the Senior 
Deputy District Attorney who authored the program, Ken
neth Kingsbury, was a fomler probation officer and there
fore already had an excellent understanding of procedures 
involved in probation revocation and contacts within the 
Probation Department that could speed implementation of 
the program. Nonetheless, this structure should not create 
an impediment to the development of similar programs in 
States where prosecutors are not empowered to initiate 
probation revocations. Discussions with Alameda Cotmty 
prosecutors suggest that close cooperation between the 
Probation Department and the prosecutor in charge of 
revocations could achieve many of the same benefits and 
efficiencies. 

Benefits o/the Probation Revocation. Program 

Prosecutor-initiated probation revocation can, if thought
fully organized and administered, provide a means for the 
understaffed urban prosecutor to , 

speed the reincarceration offelons in violation oftheir 
terms of probation; 

minimize or eliminate court time and trial preparation 
in relation to new charges against probationers (with 
certain exceptions-see below); 

reduce the number of crimes committed by defendants 
awaiting trial; 

reduce the Probation Department's work load by em
ploying simplified revocation petitions; and 

respond to the community's perception that suspects 
are back on the streets selling drugs within hours of 
their an-est, and thus increase the perceived effective
ness of street -level law enforcement. 

. For the prosecutor whose office already has direct access to 
local criminal justice data systems and good interagency 
communication links, the job of setting up and maintaining 
a probation revocation program for drug offenses would be 
greatly simplified. But however the program is organized, 
prosecutor-initiated probation revocation for drug offenses 
offers a means of managing high volumes of street-level 
drug cases whUe ensuring that~fOI: the arrestee-<irug 
involvement is equated with a swift and serious response 
from tlle criminal justice system. 

The King County Special 
Deputy Program: A Case 
Study in Seattle, Washington 

The multiplicity of drug prosecution programs in place in 
Seattle (see chapter 3) requires ample staffing. An impor
tant component of the King County Prosecuting Attorney's 
approach is to seek innovative means of increasing his 
office's prosecntorial resources so that the quality of pros
ecutions can remain high despite the demands of a large 
drug caseload. One way in which fue Prosecuting Attorney 
adds to his staffing re.;;ources is through a well-established 
program that prepares private-sector attorneys to prosecute 
selected drug crimes on a pro bono basis. The key elements 
of this program are detailed below. 
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Background 

In the second half of the 1980's, there was a more than 
fivefold increase in the number of drug prosecutions in King 
County: in 1986,450 drug cases were filed by the Prosecut
ing Attorney's office; by 1989, that number had risen to 
2,504. At the same time, the number of locally funded 
deputies dedicated to prosecuting those cases rose only 
modestIy, from 7 to 16. Today, tile drug unit numbers close 
to 20, but only 12 of those deputies are :full-time trial 
attorneys. (The rest are assigned to filing cases, training, 
working WitIl the police, calendaring, or administration.) 
Since it is the policy of tile King County Prosecuting 
Attorney not to engage in routine plea bargaining, the 
percentage of cases that come to trial in SeattIe is among the 
highest in the nation. In 1992, 13 percent of all King County 
drug arrests went to triaLI3 The use of Private Sector 
Associates-graduates of the Special Deputy Program
has enabled the King County prosecutor to augment his 
prosecutorial resources to keep pace with tile influx of cases 
while maintaining a high trial rate for drug prosecutions. 
AltIlOUgh this is only the second year of the program's 
operation, the head of the Special Drug Unit's Trial Divi
sion, Jon Love, reports that the private attorneys do well 
after they learn tile basics of cOlirt procedure and that they 
provide a valuable contribution to the unit. 

The idea for the program grew out of one private firm's 
interest in providing attorneys for pro bono prosecutions. In 
the past, lawyers ftom private firms had occasionally as
sisted with other types of prosecutions, such as cases involv
ing drunk drivers. A number of informal contacts already 
existed between the prosecutor's office and local private 
firms as a result of former deputy prosecutors leaving tile 
public sector and entering private practice. The active 
interest and participation ofthese former deputy prosecutors 
has proved to be a crucial link in the success ofthe Special 
Deputy Program. 

Training Private-Sector 
Attorneys To Be Prosecutors 

The Special Deputy Program is designed to address the 
interests and needs of both the drug unit and tile private 
firms that participate. The benefits for private firms are 
several. First, associates in the program are given 20 hours 
of intensive trial training, including bOtIl lectures and a 
moot-court-style workshop to prepare them for the court
room. In addition to training, associates are virtually guar
anteed the opportunity to acquire trial experience because 
the drug unit carefully screens to ensure that Private Sector 
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Associates receive cases tImt are most likely to go to trial. 
This training and courtroom experience makes the program 
a very attractive resource for private firms whose new 
associates commonly have little or no trial experience. As a 
result, the roster of private firms interested in the program 
is continually growing; this year, the number ofparticipat
ing attorneys was e:-,:panded by 20 percent. In most firms, 
associates try one or two public-sector cases per year, but one 
firm now places an associate with the drug uni t full-time for 
3 months. 

WitIlin each firm, a former deputy prosecutor acts as a 
liaison between the Prosecuting Attorney's office and the 
private attorneys who are participating in the program that 
year. In general, the attomey who acts as liaison is credited 
by his or her firnl with a certain number of pro bono hours 
for assistance to tile other attorneys in the program. During 
the course of a year, a typical Private Sector Associate would 
be likely to try one or two drug cases, although some may try 
as many as three or four. For this work, Ule private attorney. 
would be allotted approximately 100 pro bono hours by his 
or her firm. The in-house liaison commonly fields day-to
day inquiries about trial preparation' from these associates 
and coordinates and tracks the pro bono drug cases being 
handled by the firm. This administrative function of the 
former prosecutor is particularly valuable to the drug unit 
because it reduces the burden of program administration, 
which could otherwise outweigh the value of the private
sector assistance received. 

The trial attorneys in the dmg unit find the program to be 
helpful in two ways. First, it acts as a safety valve to relieve 
the pressure of unexpected fluctuations in caseload. Second, 
cases tIlat have evidentiary weaknesses, and thus would 
require extensive trial preparation, may be referred to a 
private sector prosecutor who is able-and motivated-to 
devote a greater amount oftime to the case. The primary cost 
ofthe Special Deputy Program lies in the work hours needed 
to prepare and conduct the intensive training session on 
drug-crime prosecution. This 3-day seminar is given twice 
yearly by the drug unit administrator in charge of the trial 
division. The seminar consists of lectures and a mock trial, 
which is preceded by detailed discussions of jury selection, 
the preparation of opening statements, direct examination, 
and closing arguments. 14 While it may not be economical to 
devote this degree of training to private-sector attorneys 
who are likely to spend only 1 or 2 years in tile pro bono 
program, the Prosecuting Attorney makes double use of the 
seminar by requiring it as part of the training of all new 
members of the Drug Unit, especially tIlOse deputies who 
have had no felony trial experience. 



Ethical Considerations 

There have been no serious concerns about the involvement 
of private-sector attorneys in the prosecution of drug crimes 
in Seattle; however, the Massachusetts Bar Association 
Committee on Professional Ethics was recently called on to 
evaluate possible conflicts of interest arising from similar 
programs there. IS The first part ofthe committee's opinion 
dealt WitIl a proposed program that was to be structured very 
similarly to the Private Sector Associates program in Se
attle. Private attorneys were to be appointed to handle 
criminal appeals while still employed at their respective 
firms. The potential conflict lay in the fact that the private 
firms participating in the program would also be engaged ill 
criminal defense work within the saine county district 
courts. Thus, a volunteer might be involved WitIl criminal 
defenses and prosecutions at the same time. In this instance, 
the committee was of the opinion that one lawyer was 
prohibited from participating simultaneously in botl1 pros
ecutions and defenses in district court in the same county. 

The second program considered by the ethics committee 
proposed to place private attorneys as full-time prosecutors 
in tl1e District Attorney's office for periods of6 to 8 months. 
The question here was whether "non-participating mem
bers of tlle lawyer's firm would be vicariously disqualified 
from handling criminal defense work in the county while 
any employee of tlle firm is participating in the program." 16 
In this case, the committee found that safeguards could be 
instituted to avoid vicarious disqualification. Specifically, 
they advocated screening government employees andformer 
government employees from situations that might result in 
vicarious disqualification, as well as screenillg attorneys 
working on public appellate work from the firm's private 
criminal defense work. The committee also recommended 
that in such cases informed consent be obtained from public 
prosecutors and defendants and that disclosure be made in 
court. Finally, the committee observed that a firm would be 
barred from representing a defendant who was being pros
ecuted by a volunteer from that same finn. 

Various State bars may take slightly different views on tl1ese 
issues, but it is important for prosecutors who are consider
ing incorporating private-sector attorneys into their staifto 
be aware of the potential for conflict. TheMassachusettsBar 
Association Committee on Professional Ethics concluded 
its opinion with the warning tl1at in the use of private-sector 
prosecutors, "[d]istrict attorneys, private firms, and this 
committee are all operating in relatively unchartered [sic] 
waters, and great care should be taken to monitor tlle 
operation of volunteer programs like tl1ese."17 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

The deluge of drug prosecutions that began in mostjurisdic
tions in the second halfofthe 1980's has forced prosecutors 
to reexamine not only their case processing methods but also 
the traditional role of the prosecutor within the criminal 
justice system and the community.! Ofthe 22 prosecutor's 
offices contacted for this study, all but one had reorganized 
their staffs 1.0 focus special at.tention and expertise on dmg 
cases. Some prosecutors sought ways to tailor traditional 
case processing approaches to better suit dmg cases; others 
began to exercise their power as policymakers and commu
nity leaders, going beyond tlle traditional scope of the 
prosecutor, to implement a comprehensive attack on the 
drug problem in their area. 

The majorfinding ofthis study is that those prosecutors who 
have adopted the broadest definition of their mission
seeking not only to excel as jurists, but also to strike at the 
roots of the dmg problem in tlleir community-report the 
greatest degree of control over their drug caseloads. In 
practical terms, these are the jurisdictions that have partic
ipated in multiagency and community efforts to address the 
drug problem at all levels, ranging from drug education and 
the deterrence of users to the aggressive prosecution of high
level dmg sellers. For the purposes of this report, tllis 
prosecution strategy has been called "comprehensive prob
lem reduction." In chapter 3, we have described four 
jurisdictions with an array of programs, but one, unifying 
managerial approach. Comprehensive problem reduction, 
as illustrated by these case studies, has three key elements: 
problem definition, formulating an appropriate response, 
and defendant targeting. 

Problem Definition 

A comprehensive problem-reduction strategy begins with 
tlle prosecutor's efforts to reach out to existing allti-dmg 
abuse efforts-both those in the community and those of 
other criminal justice agencies. The goal oflhis initial stage 

is to open lines of communication to all groups and agencies 
that have an interest in drug crime in order to understand the 
scope and character of the drug problem in the jurisdiction. 
Prosecutors may find that significant work already has been 
done on defining the drug problem in their area. (See 
appendix D for an example of how one community is 
isolating and tracking drug abuse indicators.) For example, 
sufficient information may be available to prosecutors by 
joining a local antidrug coalition. If no such group exists, 
founding a full-scale effort such as Portland's Regional 
Drug Initiative (RDJ) is not essential. Some prosecutors 
successfully rely on information from ad hoc coalitions of 
criminal justice, social service, and community groups 
concerned with the drug problem; others schedule regular. 
private meetings with important actors (such as police and 
neighborhood groups) to discuss current concerns and 
trends in drug crime. 

Because problem definition and policy evaluation is an 
ongoing process, most prosecutors who follow this st.rategy 
find it important to have a full-time community liaison 
within their office. The liaison's duties are frequently fluid 
and diverse, ranging from managing contacts with commu
nity groups, to coordinating the office's drug education 
efforts, to lobbying for law reform and drafting model 
legislation. A close relationship with the police is equally 
important to the prosecutor's ability to understand and 
assess the local drug problem. In addition to participation in 
task forces that include the police, some prosecutors have 
created special initiatives to increase police-prosecutor 
communication. For example, in Seattle, Case Develop
ment Deputies-deputy prosecutors who are assigned to 
work within a specific police department-aid police with 
investigations and forfeitures, and provide police with up
to-the-minute legal advice and training (see chapter 3). 
Perhaps more important, Case Development Deputies act as 
infornlal liaisons to law enforcement and are positioned to 
see the drug problem from a police perspective as well as 
from that of a prosecutor. 
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Formulating an 
Appropriate Response 

Creating programs to respond to the particular needs of 
one's community may demand that prosecutors take a fresh 
look at the way their office handles cases, and, in particular, 
that they begin to view their role more broadly. A broad view 
ofthe prosecutorial role recognizes that heavy drug caseloads 
arise from inadequate deterrence of drug users and seeks to 
reduce future drug caseloads by supporting drug education 
or by encouraging diversionary programs that require treat
ment for drug users (such as the drug courts discussed in the 
Miami and Portland case studies). The broader prosecutorial 
view also sees prosecution as part of the criminal justice 
process, rather than as a discrete event. Thus, in formulating 
programs to deal with the drug case load, prosecutors not 
only look for efficient dispositions but also consider the 
impact of a given prosecutorial approach on other criminal 
justice agencies (seeking to avoid programs that exacerbate 
problems such as court backlogs, or limited resources in 
corrections and probation). In short, prosecutors who view 
their roles broadly look for procedures that are not only 
efficient for their offices but also compatible with the needs 
of the criminal justice system as a whole. 

Prosecutors interested in comprehensive problem reduction 
must attempt to build good working relationships with the 
full spectrum of criminal justice and social service agencies 
in their jurisdiction, As seen in chapters 3 and 4, some ofthe 
most successful approaches to managing large drug caseloads 
are ones that require the cooperation or participation of two 
or more agencies (e.g., the prosecutor, the courts, and the 
Probation Department to create a special drug docket for 
users or probationers; or the prosecutor, police, Federal 
agents, and U.S. Attorneys to pursue higher-level drug 
cases). The importance of these multi agency efforts is that 
they provide greater flexibility for the prosecutor to treat 
different defendants appropriately. For example, the pros
ecutor may wish to "crack down" on mid- and high-level 
drug sellers, while seeking treatment or other diversionary 
dispositions to deter first-time offenders or users. 

In addition to the creation of multiagency antidrug prou 
grams, prosecutors may conclude that State or locallegisla
tive reform is needed to complement their efforts to fight 
drug abuse within the jurisdiction. Some prosecutors report
ed campaigns to streamline administrative law or court 
procedures that slowed the disposition of drug cases unnec
essarily; one wrote model legislation to curb drug-related 
loitering (se~ chapter 3); and several prosecutors lobbied for 
increased or mandatory penalties for drug crimes. As dis-
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cussed in chapter 3, another innovative use of legislative 
reform has been to draft or support legislation for a local 
sales tax to benefit criminal justice agencies or antidrug 
efforts. 

Defendant Targeting 

Once the prosecutor has outlined a comprehensive ap
proach, intensive case screening is necessary to ensure that 
defendants are placed in appropriate programs. A wide 
variety of approaches to case screening are currently in use. 
In most drug units, after a case is received, additional case 
screening is performed by a deputy or deputies within the 
unit. In the Oakland probation revocation program, case 
screening begins with a Vice Officer, who alerts the District 
Attorney's office within hours of the arrest of any dmg 
defendant who may be eligible for the special docket. In 
Seattle, case screeners are alert to cases that might be 
appropriate for prosecution by private-sector volunteers 
under the Special Deputy Program. In a number of jurisdic
tions where mandatory sentencing is in effect, prosecutors 
reported a special effort to screen for repeat offenders. 
Whatever the screening procedure, the success and accuracy 
of the method must be evaluated from time to time. For 
example, in Portland, eligibility criteria for the STOP 
program were initially drawn so narrowly that the special 
docket was not operating at full capacity. At the time of the 
site visit, a reevaluation of the criteria was under way, and 
it was expected that a wider range of defendants could be 
offered treatment under STOP. 

Implementing a Comprehensive 
Problem-Reduction Strategy 

Comprehensive problem reduction requires no specific set 
of programs. Instead, it requires the prosecutor to answer 
some difficult questions: What is the character of the dmg 
problem in this community? Do the cases received by this 
office reflect those problems? What is an effective and 
appropri~te response to the full spectruin of dmg offenses 
received by this office? Ideally, a prosecutor's answer to the 
last question will be guided by a comprehensive drug-crime 
reduction plan. This plan may favor innovative or tradition
al prosecutorial methods, according to the philosophy of the 
elected prosecutor. A comprehensive problem-reduction 
strategy may be built around existing programs by identify
ing which types of cases are already being bandied appro
priately, and then instituting new programs only where gaps 
exist. To be successful, however, a comprehensive problem-



reduction strategy should incorporate cooperative eff0l1s 
with a wide range of agencies and actors including, but not 
limited to, community groups, police, the courts, treatment 
professionals, Fedetal agents, and U.S. Attomeys. A com
prehensive problem-reduction effort should also aim to 
correct institutional or legal obstacles that prevent the 
prosecutor, police, or other criminal justice agencies from 
combating the drug problem in appropriate ways. Thus, 
local or State-level law reform efforts may be the essential 
step toward implementing a comprehensive problem-re
duction strategy in your area. 

Endnote 

1. An account of HIe evolution of prosecutors' thinking 
about their role and mission between 1986 and 1990 was 
developed by the Harvard University Executive Session 
for State and Local Prosecutors at the John F. Kennedy 
School of Govenunent. See Ronald Goldstock, "The 
Prosecutor as Problem-Solver: Leading and Coordinat
ing Anticrime Efforts," Criminal Justice, 7 (1992): 3-
9,48-49. 
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Appendix A 

High Drug Arrest Areas 

Table 2 organizes the top 50 metropolitan areas, in terms of 
cocaine arrests, into five geographic groups based on their 
proximity to the four major cocaine import cities (New 
York, Los Angeles, Miami, and Houston). The arrest data 
are from the FBI's Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) pro
gram for 1989. Metropolitan area refers to the Census 
Bureau's designation of specific urban areas as Standard 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs). SMSAs consist of 
core cities of 50,000 population or more and surrounding 
suburban counties. The five geographic areas are defined as 
follows: 

New YorkArea: all SMSAs in New York, New Jersey 
and on the eastern seaboard from Boston to Norfolk. 

Los Angeles Area: all SMSAs in California and Port
land, OR. 

Miami Area: all SMSAs in Florida and in States on the 
southeast seaboard. 

.. Houston Area: all SMSAs in Texas plus Phoenix and 
New Orleans. 

Non-coastaIArea: all SMSAs in interior States exclud
ing States on the southwest border. 

Police arrest data reported to the UCR do not track heroin 
and cocaine offenses separately. Thus, the arrest counts in 
table2inc1udearrestsforheroin. Datafrom individual State 
and local police departments, however, indicate that by 
1989 cocaine arrests far outnumbered those for heroin. In 
the State of Florida, for example, 1989 arrests for cocaine 
offenses numbered 54,155, while arrests for heroin num
bered 179. 

Cocaine Arrests Population 
Rate per 100,000 

Population 

NEW YORK AREA SMSAs 

New York 
NYC 
Nassau 
Rochester 
Sub Total 

80,783 
6,831 
2,170 

89,784 

8,586,420 
2,644,912 

982,433 
12,213,765 

940.82 
258.27 
220.88 
735.11 

(continued) 
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Rate per 100,000 
Cocaine Arrests Population Population 

NEW YORK AREA SMSAs (cont'd) 

New Jersey 
Newark 12,417 1,889,840 657.04 
Jersey City 8,045 543,246 1,480.91 
Bergen 6,464 1,294,794 499.23 
Middlesex 3.176 980,189 324.02 
Monmouth 3,024 971,371 311.31 
Trenton 4,613 331,639 1,390.97 
Atlantic City 1,940 309,796 626.22 
Sub Total 39,679 6,320,875 627.75 

Northeast Seaboard South 
Philadelphia, PA 13,911 4,934,532 281.91 
Baltimore, MD 13,793 2,378,992 579.78 
Washington, DC 18,541 3,767,093 492.18 
Norfolk, VA 3,070 1,399,252 219.40 
Richmond, VA _2,361 855,894 275.85 
Sub Total 51,676 13,335,763 387.50 

Northeast Seaboard North 
Springfield, MA 2,423 533,762 453.95 
Boston, MA 7,968 2,868,381 277.79 
Sub Total 10,391 32402.143 305.43 

Total 191,530 35,272,546 543.00 

LOS ANGELES AREA SMSAs 

Southern California 
Los Angeles 80,720 8,815,101 915.70 
Anaheim 10,315 2,316,738 445.24 
Oxnard 4,313 664,433 649.12 
Riverside 11,891 2,337,883 508,62 
Bakersfield 5,319 533,763 996,51 
San Diego 16.122 2,433,139 662.60 
Sub Total 128,680 17,101,057 752,47 

(continued) 
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Rate per 100,000 
Cocaine Arrests Population Population 

LOS ANGELES AREA SMSAs (cont'd) 

Northern California 
San Francisco 12,498 1,632,084 765.77 
Oakland 18,042 2,059,402 876.08 
San Jose 10,635 1,469,902 723.52 
Stockton 3,196 467,761 683.25 
Sacramento 5,400 M21,863 379.78 
Sub Total 49,771 7,051,012 705.87 

Central California 
Fresno 5,136 631,072 813.85 

Northwest 
Portland, OR 3,642 1,211,615 300.59 

Total 187,229 25,994,756 720.26 

MIAMI AREA SMSAs 

Florida 
Miami 10,133 1,873,078 540.98 
Ft. Lauderdale 7,989 1,242,448 643.00 
Palm Beach 2,255 865,507 260.54 
Tampa 6,880 1,696,397 405.57 
Orlando 2,726 653,982 416.83 
Sub Total 29,983 6,331,412 473.56 

Southeast Seaboard North 
Atlanta, GA 11,153 2,777,665 401.52 
Charlotte, NC 2,861 1,126,294 254.02 
Greensboro, NC 2,322 938,114 247.02 
Sub Total 16,336 4,842,073 337.38 

Total 46,319 11,173,485 414.54 

(continued) 
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HOUSTON AREA SMSAs 

Texas 
Houston 
San Antonio 
Dallas 
Ft. Worth 
Sub Total 

Southwest Border 
Phoenix, AZ 

Gulf Coast 
New Orleans, LA 

Total 

NON-COASTAL SMSAs 

Interior Cities 
Cleveland 
Chicago 
Denver 
Detroit 
Oklahoma City 
Dayton 

Total 

Cocaine Arrests 

6,702 
2,818 
5,509 
5,173 

20,202 

3,907 

5,285 

29,394 

6,386 
5,724 
2,620 
2,556 
2,506 
1,917 

21,709 

Population 

3,276,259 
1,335,208 
2,404,726 
1,359,379 
8,411,572 

2,069,480 

1,299,252 

11,780,304 

1,853,974 
6,200,170 
1,640,296 
4,371,314 

958,530 
953,334 

15,977,618 

Rat.e per 100,000 
Population 

204.56 
211.05 
229.09 
370.72 
240.17 

188.79 

406.77 

249.52 

344.45 
92.32 

159.73 
58.47 

261.44 
20l.08 

135.87 

Note: Detroit and Chicago cocaine arrests represent partial reports. Florida figures are reported offenses which represent 80 
percent of arrests. 

Sources: Unifonn Crime Report computerized database "Age, Sex and Race of Defendants Arrested" and the 1989 Annual Report 
of the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, Crime in Florida (Tallahassee, FL, 1989). 
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Appendix B 

Sample Affidavit Defining PADT Areas 



-----~~--

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR KING 
COUNTY 

STATE OF WASHINGTON) 
) 

COUNTY OF KING ) 

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF ORDERS TO 

STAY OUT OF DRUG AREAS 

John R. Pirak, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 

I am a Captain with the Seattle Police Department and I have been the 
Commander of the East Precinct since January of 1989. 

As Commander of the East Precinct I am familiar with the level of illegal drug 
trafficking activity and location of illegal drug trafficking activity in specific areas within 
the East precinct. The basis for my identification of specific areas listed below that 
should be designated to be protected against drug trafficking includes the following: 

1. Over the two years I or members of my staff have often attended meetings with 
various individuals and members of groups in the East Precinct such as the following: 

Broadway Improvement Association 
Garfield Community Council 
Central Area Neighborhood Ai. ~OOation 
Miller Park Community Council 
East Precinct Crime Prevention Coalition 
Block Watch Captains 
Pratt Park Neighborhood Council 
Yesler Terrace Community Council 
Judkins Rejected Community Council 

The individuals who have complained to me or my staff are either residents or business 
persons. They represent a wide cross section of the business community and residential 
community in the affected areas in the East Precinct of the City of Seattle. Their 
complaints about illegal drug traffic have been considered by me in developing a list of 
specific areas in the East Precinct seriously impacted by drug trafficking. 
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2. On a regular basis I have met with members of the Seattle Police Department 
who are very familiar with the areas listed. They have described the level of il1c..,'l1 drug 
trafficking associated with each area or have made arrests based on their direct 
observations of drug trafficking in the areas.' The members of the Department consulted 
by me and my staff include members of the East Precinct Anti-Crime Team, the regular 
patrol units assigned to work in these areas, sector sergeants for the East Precinct as well 
as the Community Police T~l for the East Precinct. 

3. I am also aware that Narcotics Activity Reports (NAR complaints) made by 
residents who live or work in these areas lend support to the public concern that these 
areas are locations that need the special attention of the Police Department and the City 
Prosecutor and the Municipal Court in to order keep convicted drug traffickers from 
returning to areas where the level of drug trafficking has had a substantial negative 
impact on the local communities involved. NAR complaints and other in person 
complaints of narcotic activity have been verified by the direct observations of Seattle 
Police Department officers or arrests for illegal drug trafficking have been made as a 
result therefrom. 

Attached to my affidavit and incorporated by this reference is a description of the 
area(s) inside of the East Precinct of the City of Seattle where drug trafficking is 
p~ntly a serious problem as determined by me following my survey of the individuals 
and groups described above. These areas include the listed streets, the immediately 

. adjoining sidewalks and alleys, and properties which abut the streets described in the 
attachment referroo to by this reference. 

J R.Pirak 

Subscribed and sworn to before me thi~1Jay ~~ ,199 •. 

:2~T~ 
Notary Public in for e 
State of Washington, residing 
at~ 
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ATTACHMENT 

The following eleven areas wi'thin the East Precinct are "drug 
trafficking areas" as describl~d above. The areas described 
include the full width of str~ets, alleys, parks, and parking 
areas within the area described, using streets as boundaries: 

10 East Madison street to East Olive Street between 27th 
Avenue (East) and 32nd Avenue (East). 

2. East Mercer Street to East Thomas Street, between 24th 
Avenue East and 26th Avenue East. 

3. East Republican Street to East Olive Street, between 19th 
Avenue (East) and 23rd Avenue (East). 

4. East Pine Street to East Marion Street, between 18th 
Avenue and 24th Avenue. 

5. East Cherry Street to East Jefferson Street, between 21st 
Avenue and 23rd Avenue. 

6. East Columbia street to East Jefferson Street, between 
23rd Avenue and Martin Luther Kin,g Jr. Way. 

7. East Jefferson Street to South Lane Street, between 18th 
Avenue (South) and 23rd Avenue (South). 

-
8. South Main Street to South Lane Street, between 23rd 

Avenue South and Martin Luther King Jr. Way South. 

9. East Yesler Street to South King Street, between Martin 
Luther King Jr. Way (South) and 30th Avenue (South)o 

10. East Alder Street to South Washington Street, between 8th 
Avenue (South) and 12th Avenue (South). 

11. East Denny Street to East Pike Street, between Interstate 
5 and Belmont Avenue. 
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Appendix C 

Seattle Ordinance Authorizing 
Off-Limits Orders 

(Revised Code of Washington State 10.66) 



CHAPTER 10.66 

DaUG TRAFFICKERS-OFF-UMITS ORDERS 

s.ction 
10.66.005. Findings. 
10.66.010. Definitions. 
10.66.020. When order may be issued. 
10.66.030. Hearing-Summons. 
10.66.040. Ex parte temporary order-Hearing-Notice. 
10.66.050. Additional relief-PADT area. 
10.66.060. Bond or security. 
10.66.070. Appearance of party. 
10.66.080. Notice of order to law enforcement agency. 
10.66.090. Penalties. 
10.66.100. Additional penalties. 
10.66.110. Jurisdiction. 
10.66.120. Venue. 
10.66.130. Modification of order-Notice to law enforcement agency. 
10.66.900. ScverabiUty-1989 c 271. 

WESTlAW EIecaroolc Ilaean:h 
See WESTI..A W Electronic: Research Guide followina the Preface. 

10.66.005. Flndlq. 
The legislature finds that drug abuse is escalating at an alarming 

rate. New protections need to be established to address this drug 
crisis which is threatening every stratum of our society. Prohibit~ 
ing known drug traffickers from frequenting areas for continuous 
drug activity is one means of addressing this pervasive problem. 
Enacted by Laws 1989, ch. 271, § 213, eff. May 7, 1989. 

10.66.010. Deftnltlona 
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, the definitions in 

this section apply throughout this chapter: 
(1) "Applicant" means any person who owns, occupies, or has a 

substantial interest in property, or who is a neighbor to property 
which is adversely affected by drug trafficking. including: 

(a) A "family or household member" as defined by RCW 10.99.-
020(1), who has a possessory interest in a residence as an owner or 
tenant, at least as great as a known drug trafficker's interest; 

(b) An owner or lessor; 
(c) An owner, tenant, or resident who lives or works in a desig

nated PADT area; or 

.. 
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10.116.010 CRIMINAL PROCED11U 

(d) A city or prosecuting attorney for any jurisdiction in this state 
where drug trafficking is occurring. 

(2) "Drug" or "drugs" means a controlled substance as defined in 
chapter 69.50 RCW or an "imitation controlled substance" as de. 
fined in RCW 69.52.020. 

(3) "Known drug trafficker" means any person who has been 
convicted of a drug offense in this state, another state, or federal 
court who subsequently has been arrested for a drug offe~ in this 
state. For purposes of this definition. "drug offense" means a 
felony violation of chapter 69.50 or 69.52 RCW or equivalent law in 
another jurisdiction that involves the manufacture. distribution, or 
possession with intent to manufacture or distribute, of a controlled 
substance or imitation controlled substance. 

(4) "Off·limits orders" means an order issued by a superior Or 
district court in the state of Washington that enjoins known drug 
traffickers from entering or remaining in a designated P ADT area. 

(5) "Protected against drug trafficking area" or "PADT area" 
means any specifically described area, public or private, contained 
in an off·limits order. The perimeters of a PADT area shall be 
defined using street names and numbers and shall include all real 
property contained therein, where drug sales, possession of drugs; 
pedestrian or vehicular traffic attendant to drug activity, or other 
activity aiiOCiated with.drug offenses confirms a pattern associated 
with drua &raffic:kiDg. ... The area may include the full width of 
streets, alleys and sidewalks on the perimeter. common areas, 
planting strips, parks and parking areas within theJ area described 
using the streets as boundaries. 
Ended by Law. 1989, cb. 271~ § 214, cff. May 7, 1989. 

10.66.020. Wbe.n order may be Juued 
A court may enter an off·limits order enjoining a known drug 

trafficker who has been associated with drug trafficking in an area 
that the court finds to be a P ADT area, from entering or remaining 
in a designated PADT area for up to one year. This relief may be 
ordered pursuant to applications for injunctive relief Qr as part of a 
criminal proceeding as follows: 

(1) In a civil action, including an action brought under this 
chapter; 

(2) In a nuiunce abatement action pursuant to chapter 7 A3 
RCW; 

,(3) In an eviction action to exclude known drug traffickers Of 

te"",nts who were evicted for allowing drug trafficking to occur on 
the premises which were the subject of the eviction action; 
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DRUG TRAFFICKERS 10.66.050 

(4) As a condition of pretrial release of a known drug trafficker 
awaiting trial on drug charges. The order shall be 5n effect until 
the time of sentencing or dismissal of the criminal charges; or 

(5) As a condition of sentencing of any known drug trafficker 
convicted of a drug offense. The order may include all periods of 
community placement or community supervision. 
Enacted by Laws 1989. ch. 271. § 215. eff. May 7. 1989. 

10.66.030. Heart.ns-Sa'mmooa 
Upon the filing of an application for an offollmits order under 

RCW 10.66.020(1). (2), or (3), the court shall set a hearing fourteen 
days from the filing of the application. or as soon thereafter as the 
hearing can be scheduled. If the respondent has not already been 
serv~ with a summons, the application shall be served on the 
respondent not less than five court days before the hearing. If 
timely service cannot be made, the court may set a new hearing 
date. 
Enacted by Laws 1989. ch. 271, § 216, cff. May 70 1989. 

10.66.040. Ex pute temporary order-Hearins-Notlce 
Upon filing an application for an off-limits order under this 

chapter, an applicant may obtain an ex parte temporary off-limits 
order, with or without notice, only upon a showing that serious or 
irreparable harm will result to the applicant if the temporary 
off-limits order is not granted. An ex parte temporary offolimits 
order shall be effective for a fixed period not to exceed fourteen 
days, but the court may reissue the order upon a showing of good 
cause. A hearing on a one-year off-limits order, as provided in this 
chapter, shall be set for fourteen days from the issuance of the 
temporary order. The respondent shall be personally served with a 
copy of the temporary off-limits" order along with a copy of the 
application and notice of the date set for the full hearing. At the 
hearing, if the court finds that respondent is a known drug traffick
er who has engaged in drug trafficking in a particular area, and that 
the area is associated with a pattern of drug activities, the court 
shall issue a one-year off-limits order prohibiting the respondent 
from having any contact with the PADT aru. At any time withi17! 
three months before the expiration of the order. the applicant may 
apply for a renewal of the order by filing a new petition under this 
chapter. 
Enacted by Laws 1989, ch. 271. § 217, eff. May 7, 1989. 

10.66.050. Addldoaai rebel-PAnT area 
In granting a temporary off-limits order or a one-year off-limits 

order, the court shall have discretion to grant additional relief as 
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CIUMINAL .aOCEDfJRE 

the court considers proper to achieve the purposes of this chapter. 
The PAnT area defined in any off-limits order' must be reasonably 
related to the area or areas impacted by the unlawful drug activity 
as described by the applicant in any civil action under RCW 
10.66.020(1), (2), or (3). The court in its discretion may allow a 
respondent, who is the subjcct of any order issued under section 
214 of this act I as part of a (,,~lvil or criminal proceeding, to enter an 
off-limits area or areas for health or employment reasons, subject to 
conditions prescribed by the court. Upon request, a certified copy 
of the order shall be provided to the applicant by the clerk of the 
court. ' 
Enacted by Laws 1989, ch. 271, § 218, eft. May 7, 1989. 

11InIMr'. Hoe.: The reference 10 "section 21.4 of this act" appears to be erroneous 
as aa:tion 214 is. defmition section. Section 21S. codified as RCW 10.66.020. relata 
to the ilu •• nee of oif·limi&l ordf.n. 

10.66.060. Boad 01' MeUrlty 
It. temporary off·limits order or a one-year off-limits order may 

not issue under this chapter except upon the giving of a bond or 
security by the applicant. The court shall set the bond or security 
in the amount the court deems proper, but not less than one 
thousand dollars, for the payment of costs and damages that may be 
incurred by any party who is found to have been wrongfully 
restrained or enjoined. It. bond or security shall not be required of 
the state of Washington, municipal corporatiolll, or political subdi· 
visions of the state of Washington. 
EDac:Ied by LaWi 1989. ch. 271, i 219. eft. May 7, 1989. 

10.66.070. Ap~ of party 
Nothing in this chapter shall preclude a party from appearing in 

person or by counsel. 
En"Nd by Laws 1989. ch. 271, § 220. eft. May 7. 1989. 

lo.66~. Notice of order to law emoreemeDt lIIacy 
A ~opy of .\8 off-limits order granted under this chapter shall be 

forwarded by/ the court to the local law enforcement agency with 
jw.isdiction (~ver the PAnT area specified in the order on or before 
WI next judJcial day following issuance of the order" Upon receipt 
of ~e orcler. the law enforcement agency shall promptly euter it 
into an appropriate law enforcement information system. 
Eucaed by Laws 1989, cb. 271. § 221, eft. May 7. 1989. 

10.66.090. Peulta .. 
(i) Any person who willfully disobeys an off-limits order issued 

under this chapter shall be pUlty of a arou misdemeanor. 
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DRUG TRAFFICXERS 10.66.900 

(2) Any person who willfully disobeys an off-limits order in 
violation of the terms of the order and who also either: 

(a) Enters or remains in a PADT area that is within one thousand 
feet of any school; or 

(b) Is convicted of a second or subsequent violation of this 
chapter. is guilty of a class C felony. 
Enacted by Laws 1989. ch. 271. § 223. cff. May 7, 1989. 

10.66.100. Additional peualtla 
Any person who willfully disobeys an off-limits order issued 

under this chapter shall be subject to criminal penalties as provided 
in this chapter and may also be found in contempt of court and 
subject to penalties under chapter 7.20 RCW.I 
Enaclbi by Laws 1989. ch. 271, § 222. eft. May 7, 1989. 

I Jlevtaer'a Note: Chapter 7.20 RCW was repealed by 1989 c 37) § 28. For later 
ena«:tmenl. iCC cilapacr 7.21 llCW. 

10.66.110. Juriadlctton 
The superior courts shall have jurisdiction of all civil actions and 

all felony criminal proceedings brought under this chapter. Courts 
of limited jurisdiction shall have jurisdiction of all misdemeanor 
and gross misdemeanor criminal actions brought under this chap
ter. 
Enacted by Laws 1989, ch. 271, § 224, cff. May 7, 1989. 

10.66cl20. Venue 
For the purposes of this chapter, an action may be brought in any 

county in which any element of the alleged drug trafficking activi
ties occurred. 
Enacted by Laws 1989, ch. 271. § 22S. cff. May 7. 1989. 

10.66.130e Modification of order-Notice to law enforcement 
agency 

Upon application. notice to all parties, and a hearing, the court 
may modify the terms of an off-limits order. When an order is 
terminated. modified, or amended before its expiration date, the 
clerk of the court shall forward. on or before the next judicial day, 
a true copy of the amended order to the law enforcement agency 
specified in the order. Upon receipt of an order, the law enforce
ment agencY shall promptly enter it into an appropriate lawen
forcement information system. 
Enacted by Laws 1989. cb. 271. § 226. eff. May 7, 1989. 

10.66.900. SeverabWty-1989 c271 
See note following RCW 9.94.\.310. 
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. REGION Dl.{UG INITIATIVE .. 
. . 

Position l':Japer In Opposition 
To The Legalization ot Drugs 

Portland, Oregon 
September, 1990 

Executive Summary 
The Regional Drug Initiative Task Force (RDI) op

poses the legalization, the controlled legalization, and 
the decrimil1alization of illicit drugs. 

The reasons RDI opposes any form of legalization 
are grouped into three areas: health, workplace, and 

~ 
REGIONAL 
DRUG INITIATIVE 

The Regional Drug Initiative (RDI) is a 
private task force of concerned policy 
makers ftom business, education, gov
ernment, health care, law enforcement, 
treatment providers and community 
groups. !WI is committed to establish£ng 
a drug-free community. 
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criminal justice. The use of drugs and the impact on 
health is one of grave concern, not only because of the 
deleterious effects of drugs, but also because of the 
long-term demands placed on health care systems and 
the associated fmancial cost. Worker safety and pro
ductivity issues dominate the list of concerns from 
employers. The business community has shown the 
positive effects of strong drug control programs in the 
workplace. It is essential to business that public policy 
supports its efforts to promote drug-free work environ
ments. A policy oflegalization runs counteno business 
efforts in this arena. 

The impact of drug use in this country is readily 
apparent when looking at the criminal justice system. 
However, the responsibility for having a positive im
pact on this country's drug problem does not rest solely 
with the criminal justice system. To charge the criminal 
justice system with full responsibility for the problem is 
to ignore the medical and workplace impacts of drug 
use. Removing legal prohibitions and lowering drug 
costs would clearly create a broader and more frequent 
demand for drugs which would, in turn, result in a 
surge of drug-related medical and workplace incidents. 
The RDI Task Force has concluded that legalization of 
drugs would not only displace society's costs from the 
criminal justice arena to the health care system and the 
workplace, but would increase those costs extensively. 

This is not to ignore the importance of and the 
need for expanding treatment capacity, improving 
treatment programs, and making treatment more avail
able for those in need. A policy of legalization would 
be equivalent to exposing the population to a highly 
contagious and debilitating disease without providing 
an effective cure. Treatment can be effective, but re
lapse is not uncommon. While it is recognized that 
criminal sanctions by themselves do not cure drug 
abuse, they serve as both a precipitating factor for entry 
into treatment and as a coercive force in maintaining 
people in treatment. 
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The issue of legalization of drugs has been raised 
in several arenas over the past few years. Because of 
these discussions and the frequent requests received 
by the Regional Drug Initiative for information on the 
topic, the RDI Task Force directed a review of informa
tion available in the preparation of a position paper on 
the legalization of drugs. 

The RDI Task Force opposes the legalization, the 
controlled legalization, andlor the decriminalization of 
illicit drugs. These three aspects of the "legalization" 
argument are frequently intermingled. 

':Fi~tUliHo~ ;' '.' / 
~" ,~, ~ . .' 

For the purposeS of this paper each of these terms 
is defined as follows: 

Complete Legalization - Illicit drugs would be treated 
as a commercial product with little or no restriction on 
selling, advertising, or use. All legal sanctions and 
controls would be eliminated. No federal, state, or 
regulatory body would be required to oversee produc
tion, marketing, or distribution. 

Controlled Lega/{zation - Production and distribution 
of dlugs would be regulated and controlled. Limits 
on amounL~ and age of purchaser would be required. 
There would be no criminal or civil sanction for 
possessing, manufacturing, or distributing drugs un
less these activities occurred in violation of the regu
latory system. 

Decriminalization- Decriminalization restructures (:ur
rent criminal sanctions maintaining criminal penalties 
for manufacture and distribution but eliminating crimi
nal sanctions for use. It recommends civil sanctions for 
possession of small amounts of drugs. (1) 

:~onsequen,£es. '. . .... 
While it is difficult to project into the future with 

unerring accuracy, there are some logical conclusions 
that can be drawn when considering the possibility of 
a policy which would legaHze drugs. For example, 
legalization would eliminate a set of crimes currentlv 
enforced by the criminal justice system - - an appare~t 
consequence. Other consequences also require con
sideration. 
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Legalization would produce both greater availa
bility of drugs throughout the generni population and 
an iCtcrea~)ed access to drugs by the general popula
tion. Wi!.h both availability and access increased, it is 
a logical consequence that use would increase. In ~ 
New ~ essay "Crackdown" authors James Q. 
Wilson andJohnJ. DiIulio,Jr., on tile issue ofincreased 
use, cite cocaine as just such an example. When 
cocaine was used in its powdered form, it was expen
sive and use was by the more affluent groups in 
society. \"V'hen it became available as crack cocaine, it 
was significantly cheaper and consequently more 
widely used. In fact, with the advent of crack cocaine, 
use increased sharply. (2) 

Just as price serves to regulate use, so too, do 
social norms and values. A public policy oflegalization 
would remove the current legal taboos from drug use, 
taboos which currently serve to restrict use. The elimi
nation of these legal sanctions would lead to increased 
use. The U,S. experience with Prohibition is an ex
ample of the consequences of removing a legal 
sanction. Though Prohibition, when In effect, did not 
eliminate alcohol consumption, it reduced alcohol 
consumption Significantly. What followed after tile 
repeal of Prohibition was an increase in alcohol 
consumption. (3) An even more telling and ,current 
example of increased drug use comes from Zurich, 
Switzerland. In an effort to curb AIDS the Zurich Public 
Health Deparunent established a needle exchange 
program located in Platzspitz Park, known as "Needle 
Park" because the city has given it over to drug users. 
1he exchange program dispensed 2,000 free syringes 
and needles a day in 1986 when the program began, 
It currently dispenses 8,000 a day, According to Dr. 
Albert Wettstein, Zurich's public health officer, 
-. 1 • WI lilL 

"Tbis free and un#mited access has given us a 
spiraling number of users and a/though it has cut 
down on the percentage of AIDS victims, it has 
quadrupled the number of drug users in the past 
fouryears, .. Our burglary rate and the number 
of prostitutes has a/so increased, and tbat is a 
direct result of tbis dnlg usage. II (4) 

Health-lsSlles /' '. . 
, . ~ ' ... ' , 



TIle Office for Substance Abuse Prevention esti
mates that 375,000 newborns annually face the possi
bility of health damage due to their mother's drug 
abuse. (4) Oregon has seen a rise in annllal births of 
drug-affected babies. In 1987 there were 154 reports 

Drug-Affected Babies: Annual Births 
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of drug-affected babies with 88 of them in Multnomah 
County. Contrast this with 1989 when there were 
532 such births, almost 300 of them in Multnomah 
County. (5) 

As doctors see more and more crack damaged 
infants, many of them premature, a clear picture of the 
drug's effects is emerging. A mather's crack use triggers 
spasms in the baby's blood vessels, restricting flow of 
oxygen and nutrients. Fetal growth, including head and 
brain size, may be impaired, strokes and seizures may 
occur and malformations of kidneys, genitals, intes
tines, and spinal cord may develop. (7,8) Larger 
cocaine doses can rupture the placenta, putting both 
mother and fetus in further danger. At birth these babies 
show tremors, irritability, and extreme lethargy. W'hile 
some symptoms may disappear shortly after birth the 
underlying damage remains and exhibits itself in devel
opmental delays, lack of motor control and extreme 
sensitivities to normal day-to-day stimuli. (9) 

~~onScllool Settings 

Schools are beginning to address the problems of 
children who are exposed to drugs before birth, as well 
as those children who are raised in a drug-using 
environment, Many c."Cperience emotional as well as 
developmental problems. School officials are becom-

== 

ing aware that drug-affected children as a group have 
a higher likelihood oflowerintelligence, short attention 
spans, and hyperactivity. Drug-affected children also 
exhibit an inability to adjust to new surroundings easily 
and have difficulty in following directions. All these 
traits can lead to failure in school settings (10). Studies 
on adolescent drug use suggest· that it can impede 
physical development, as well as learning abilities (11). 
These children present a challenge to our school 
systems if they ate to become productive members of 
our communities and work forces in the future. In a 
comprehensive review of over 30 years of research Drs. 
J. David Hawkins and Richard Catalano have identified 
fifteen risk factors which predispose adolescents to 
drug abuse. Included in the list of risk factors are: 1) 
parental drug use/favorable attitudes toward usej 2) 
friends who use drugs; 3) favorable attitudes toward 
drugs; 4) laws and norms favorable toward usej and 5) 
availability of drugs. All of these risk factors will be in
creased with legalization and sanction by society of use 
of currently illegal drugs. (12) 

p ;Ysicat Effects . 
TIle physical effects of drug use on adults are well 

documented. Cocaine use causes a number of medical 
complic.~tions including acute myocardial infarction, 
cardiac llrrhythmias, acute rupture of the ascending 
aorta, central nervous system complications such as 
seizures and strokes, obstetrical complicatio~, intesti
nal and other miscellaneous complications. (13) As a 
direct resulr. of the drug-induced judgment impairment 
which leads to both unsafe sexual practices and shar
ed needle use, increased numbers of AIDS cases are 
being seen. Dr. David Smith, Director of the Haight 
Ashbury Free Clinic in San Francisco, reports that his· 
program is seeing an alarming rise in AIDS patients in 
both crack cocaine and "ice" users, neither of which is 
administered intravenously. The impact of increased 
drug use on the medical care system is profound. 

Tragic consequences of drug use by pregnan1 
women is only one aspect of the impact of drug use in 
the health arena. Oregon, like other states, has expe
rienced an increase in the number of incidents of 
physical abuse and threat of harm to children during 
1989. The Children's Services Division ascribes these 
increases to th~ growing problems of substance abuse 
within families. Suspected drug and alcohol problems 
within families of child abuse victims has more than 
tripled in Oregon since 1983 and is the second most 

Continued to 4 IJ 
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commonly found stress indicator in families of child 
abuse victims. (14) This is consistent with the national 
trend. In 1988 an estimated 73% of all children beaten, 
tortured, and starved to death in the United States died 
at the hands of adults using drugs. (15) 

. :llo3:txle.rBabies . 
" . " 

The "boarder-baby" phenomena alone is telling. 
The Child Welfare League of America, Inc., conducted 
a survey of hospitals throughout the United States. 
Fifty-four of 92 hospitals reported having 304 boarder 
babies; babies who had been medically cleared for dis
charge but had no home to which they could be 
released. These babies ranged in ages from newborn 
infants up through 2 years of age. Some of them had 
never left the hospital. (16) 

D,rng Abuse ~arning 
Netwprk . - .- _ ' 

Annual data from the Drug Abuse Warning Net
work (DAWN) clearly illustrates the burden carried by 
both private and public hospitals due to drug-related 
hospital p.mergency room visits. Hospitals in the 27 
metropolitan areas participating in DAWN reported 
160,170 drug-related emergency room episodes and 
6,756 deaths from drug abuse in 1988. 

The result of any form oflegalization would be an 
increase in drug use.(18) Increased use would result 
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in a larger number of births of drug-affected babies and 
an increase in the as~.ociated health problems of adoles
cents and adults further taxing the health care system. 
Legalization wculd aggravate already serious health 

problems. A public policy supporting legalization fails 
to protect the general population from increased 
health problems, and fails to protect the most fragile 
and innocent of the victims of drug use, infants, and 
children • 

rkplace Issues " 

According to a 1983 Research Triangle Institute 
report drug abuse cost this nation nearly $00 billion, $24 
billion fot drug related crime, and $33 billion for lost 
productivity, injuries, and other damages. (19) There 
is ample evidence of damages caused by drugs in every 
business and industry. ABC's 1988 production, "Dnlgs: 
A Plague Upon the Land," cited several examples: 

• In Durango, Colorado, a commuter airliner crashed 
leaving nine dead. The pilot tested positive for co
caine. 

• Forty-eight train wrecks in the past decade were 
directly attributable to drug and alcohol abuse. In 
one incident, the fatal crash of two commuter 
trains In Mount Vernon, New York, all five railroad 
workers involved tested positive for iIIe.gal drug 
use including the engineer who was killed in the 
wreck. 

• Sixteen people were killed and 170 injured onJan
uary 4, 1987, when a Conrail engine rear-ended a 
passenger train. The engineer ran several warning 
signals before merging into the path of the high 
speed Amtrack passenger train. He later tested 
positive for marijuana. 

• A bus company found that 30% of the applicants 
for experienced driver positions tested positive for 
drug use. 

• In a Whirlpool plant in Ohio an undercover invest
igation, instigated by workers concerned about 
safety on the job, resulted in 84 individuals ar
rested on felony drug charges. 

• One medical treatment center estimates that be
tween 10% and 20% of medical personnel are drug 
or alcohol abusers. 

• One truCKing company began drug testing at the 
request of their drivers. On the day of the test 50% 
of the drivers tested positive for drugs. (20) 

DL-______________________ ~ _______________________ ~ 
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DruiPolicy 1llIpacts-. . . 

Oregon employers have Qecome increasingly 
aware of national trends relating to employee drug use 
on the job. In the metropolitan Portland area, some 
businesses have pioneered efforts to address drugs in 
the workplace issues before they could become prob
lematic. These businesses achieved positive results by 

Worker's Compensation Costs 
Hoffman Construction Company 

$l.u,-,u.lJW'-I- - - - - - - - - - - --

7VIJ.V<JU-'- - - -

• 1984 
SOURCE: Oregon Business Council 

establishing drug policies and programs. Hoffman Con
struction experienced a 17% reduction in worker's 
compensation cIa4ns. In 1987, three years after adop-

. tion of a strong drug control program, HotTman's 
workers' compensation losses dropped from 5986,000 
to S 118,000. (21) Northwest Natural Gas Company ex
perienced similar success with a 27% drop in days lost 
from accidents and a 14% reduction in iliness absentees 
following implementation of a drug and alcohol policy 
and a smoking policy as part of the employee health 
and well ness program. An Omark Industries Chainsaw 
Division has seen their cinJg test failure rate drop by 
12% to 15% (22). 

Business and industry have not taken a position 
favoring legalization of drugs. On the contrary, in 
Oregon there has been an aggressive effort by the 
Regional Drug Initiative and the Oregon Business 
Council (OBC) to inform and persuade all businesses to 
realize their responsibility and provide dmg-free 
workplaces. Since Februa'ry 1989, OBC companies 
providing an Employee Assistance Program or rehabili
tation opportunities have increased from 87% to 100%. 

to provide safe work environments and to return drug 
abusing employees as productive members of the 
workforce. Drug-free workers and work sites are essen
tial to the United States competing effectively in inter
national business markets. 

Crime atld the 
Criminal]usti'Ce ~ystem. 

Perhaps the loudest argum~nt favoring legaliza
tion of drugs is based on the highly visible impact of 
drug use on criminal justice systems across the country. 
Nowhere else has the impact been more concentrated 
or more easily counted. The public sector impact is far 
more open to public scrutiny than the impact on private 
care systeffi!), the medical establishment, or business 
operations. The intellectualized examinations of the 
high cost of prosecuting drug crimes often put forth by 
proponents of legalization fail to take into account the 
high cost of not prosecuting drug crimes and ignores 
both the human factor and the insidious and addictive 
nature of drugs. 

Pro~bition ' . 

Legalization proponents appear to have adopted 
the position that the drug problem is not one of drug 
use, but of drug prohibition. (23) They further argue 
that prohibition has been and continues to be inetTec
tive. However, the experience this country had with 
the Volstead Act of 1920 and the 18t11 Amendment, 
commonly known as Prohibition, actuaIl}' supports the 
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effectiveness of prohibition. TI1e amendment prohib
ited the conunercial manufacture and distribution of 
alcoholic beverages; it did not prohibit use or produc
tion for one's own consumption. During the period of 
Prohibition. alcohol consumption actually declined 
dramaticallv. The best estimates are that consumption 
of alcohol declined by 30% to 50% during the Prohibi
tion years. Contrary to many popularly held opinions, 
the violent crime rate did not increase dramatically 
during prohibition, although organized crime may 
have become more visible. Prohibition did not end 
alcohol use; however, it succeeded in reducing by one
third the consumption of a drug that had wide historical 
and popular S:1:1ction. The real lesson of Prohibition is 
that government can affect the consumption of drugs 
through laws. (24) 

Emorceme.qt Co . and' 
"Impacts .... y . .. ." . . 

The cost of enforcement of drug laws is not insig
nificant. For 1990 the total Federal budget authority for 
anti-drug programs is 57.9 billion. if one is to measure 
the depth of conunitment to the Drug War by the 
federal spending authority attached to it, the United 
States has yet to wage a war on drugs in the financial 
sense. For example, in the late l%O's the annual price 
tag for the Vietnam War was S35 billion per year. (25) 
More federal money is put into public transportation 
subsidies than into drug enforcement. There are more 
police personnel committed to protecting the members 
of Congress than there are Federal drug agents. (26) 

Other countries have had experiences with drug 
epidemics in .the past. Those that have been most 
successful have applied strong enforcement in con
junction with public education and user rehabilitation. 
(27) Some examples include: 

• Japan routed an amphetamine epidemic after 
World War II and a growing heroin problem in the 
late 'SO's and early '60's through aggressive law 
enforcement and the stigmatization and rehabili
tation of users. 

• Great Britain discovered that allowing doctors to 
prescribe heroin created a large black market and 
led to an increase in its drug problems. (29) 

• Spain relaxed drug laws in 1983 and h3S expert
enced 3 recent spurt in coe3ine and heroin 3d
diction. A crackdown on drug pushers is now 
underway. (30) 

.. 

III Amsterdam, frequently cited by pro· legalization 
elements as a city successfully coping with a drug 
problem. is rethinking its liberal drug policies as 
legalization has led to an increase in certain 
crimes. (31) 

Liberalizing drug laws would result in an increase 
in drug use, drug addiction, and drug related criminal 
activity. Particularly with cocaine, Dr. Frank Gawin at 
Yale and Dr. Everett Ellinwood at Duke report the 
following: 

" ... a substantial percentage of all high dose 
binge users become uninhibited, impulsive, 
hypersexual, compulsive, irritable, and hy· 
peractive. Their moods vacillate dramati
cally, leading at times to Violence and 
homicide. 11 (32) 

The responsibility for having a positive impact on 
this country's drug problem does not rest solely with 
the criminal justice system. To charge the criminal 
justice system with full responsibility for the problem is 
to ignore the medical and workplace impacts,of drug 
use. Just as business has demonstrated an increasing 
ability to manage the impact of drugs in the workplace 
by strong drug control policies so too can government. 
Tough drug enforcement, detection, and education 
programs in the military, for example, have brought 
about a 62% drop in drug use among U.S. Navy 
personnel. (33) 

Many proponents of legalization hold the mis
taken belief that drug users commit crimes solely to 
support expensive drug habits. They argue that a 
reduction in the cost rf drugs would cause a decrease 
in the level of drug related crime. UnfortunatelY, the 
more likely outcome would be that cheaper legal drugs 
would increase the level of both violent person crimes 
t.nd property crimes. In Philadelphia, for example, 50% 
of the child abuse fatalities involve parents who are 
heavy users of cocaine.(34) In 3cruality, cheaper legal 
cocaine would result in more children murdered as 
well as more babies born drug-affected. A'recent De
partment of Justice report ;\lowed that more than 8()o/o 
of criminals atrested for violent felonies were on drugs 
when they committed their crime. Rapes, assaults. and 
murders that are unrelated to a need for drug funds are 
included in these statistics. (35) m L--______ _ __ ____________ Je.! ____ • ______________________ • ______________ ~ 
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Another element in the argument for legalization 
is an assumption that the black market in drugs is not 
only the major problem, but would disappear alto
gether with legalization. Unless the government was 
prepared to provide all drugs to anyone of any age at 
any time day or night-an unconscionable public 
position-a black market would continue to exist. Ac
cording to Dr. Arnold M. Washton, 

It .. .in short, any attempt to limit legal distri
bution would encourage a thriving black 
market for willing buyers who prefer to ac
quire their drug supplies without rules or 
hassles. Formanyofthesamereasons, legali
zation of heroin has failed in Great Britain 
and Italy. It is unlikely that legalization of 
cocaine/crack would fare any better here in 
the u.s. " (36) 

Removing legal prohibitions and lowering drug 
costs clearly would create a broader and more frequent 
demand for drugs. Increased drug use would result in 
a surge in incidents of random violence and higher 
crime rates. 

ConcluSions' . 

After careful review of the available materials both 
favoring and opposing the legalization of drugs, the 
RDI Task Force has concluded that legalization of 
drugs would not only displace society's costs from the 
criminal justice arena to the health care system and the 
workplace but would increase those costs extensively. 
Legalization ot' drugs would result in more, not less, 
use. Greater lise of drugs would escalate drug-related 
damage to individuals and to communities and busi
nesses. A policy of legalization would be equivalent to 
exposing the population to a highly contagious and 
debilitating disease without effective cures. 

n!eatiDent: ., . . . ..... 
This is not to ignore the importance of 'and the 

need for expanding treatment capacity, improving 
treatment, and making it more available to those. in 
need. In his Commentary essay, • Against the LegaH:za
tion of Drugs;' james Q. Wilson states, "One thing that 
can often make it (treatment) more effective is compul
sion." Douglas Anglin of UCLA in common with many 

other researchers, has found that the longer one stays 
in a treatment program, the better the chances of a re
duction in drug dependency. But he, again like most 
other researchers, has found that drop-out rates are 
high. He has also found, however, that patients who 
enter treatment under legal compulsion stay ir. the 
program longer than those not subject to such pressure. 
His research on the California Civil Commitment Pro
gram, for example, found that heroin users involved 
with its required drug testing program had over the 
long-term a lower rate of heroin use than similar addicts 
who were free of such constraints. If for many addicts 
compulsion is a useful component of treatment, it is not 
clear how compulsion could be achieved in a society 
in which purchasing, possessing, and using the drug 
were legal.' (37) Treatment can be effective but 
relapse is not uncommon. While it is recognized that 
criminal sanctions by themselves do not cure drug 
abuse, they serve as both a pr0cipitating factor for entry 
into treatment and as a coercive power in maintaining 
people in treatment (38) 
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Reprinting of this Index in wilole or in part is permitted with acknowledgement of 
the source. The Drug Impact Index was developed by the Regional Drug Initiative 
and the Western Regional Center for Drug Free Schools and Communities and first 
puhlished in Portland. Oregon in June. 1990. This June 1991 version i.~ the second 
edition. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the Drug Impact Index is to document and illustrate the extent of the 
local drug problem. It relies solely on data that already exist through established 
surveys or standard reporting systems. It is intended \() be used by the public for a 
general assessment of the problem. not as a technical measurement or evaluation 
device. 

No single measure can provide an ad.;quate picture of the impact of drugs on a IllC:11 

community. However. a number of indicators can provide good representations of 
important aspects of Ihe problem. Indicators were selected for this Index using four 
majortriteria: firsl.lhatlhe indicator is reliable-that it c.1n be measured cunsistently 
from year to year: second. that the indicator is valid-that it measures what it intendS 
III measure; third. that it is practical to collect: and fourth. that it provides an 
accurate representation of a major aspect of the community drug pro~lem. 

The RDI Drug Impacllndex is an effort to walk the fine line hetween the too simple 
and the too complex. It was not designed to provide precise quantitative measure
ment. but is intended to provide the reader with a sense of the severity and breadth 
of the local drug problem. It is also intended to reflect any important trends. such 
as major increases or decreases in illegal drug use. It is anticipated that additional 
indicators will be added to future versions of Ihis Index. 

This is the second edition of the Drug Impact IndelC. first published in 1990. A 
companion volume. Del'eloping a Community Profile: A Handbaok far Usinr: Pre
exisring Data in Prel'ention Planning. descrihes the process used III develop this Index 
and provides guidance for communities wishing to develop similar community 
assessment tools. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

For purposes of this Index. "drugs" are considered to be those substances for which 
use is categorically illegal-either because all use is illegal (e.g. cocaine) or bCC.1USC 

~ of age restrictions (e.g. alcohol use by minors). Abuse of legal subs!ance.~ is not 
addressed. 
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INDICATOR #1 

Annual i'lumber of deatils from drug overdoses as reported by the State Medical Examiner's 
Office. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

These (I."a reflect the number of deaths resul!ing from use of heroin, cocaine. methamphel
amines. or a combination of those drugs. They do not include deaths resuliing from overdoses 
of prescription drug.~. 

Annual Deaths from Drug Overdose 

NUmber of Deaths 

lOOf 
80 

60 

\; / ~o 40 

20 

0 
Year 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 j -I Statewide -- 70 30 67 76 82 

Multnomah ety -e- 38 45 51 
Source: State Medical Examiner 

REMARKS: 

Deaths due to drug overdoses continue to increase each year, both locally and throughout the 
state. Variations in drug overdose deaths may be due to the introduction of new drugs. for 
example Mexican tar heroin in 1986 and crack cocaine in 1988. In 1990, 59 of the 82 deaths 
statewide were from heroin overdoses. 
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INDICATOR #2 

Annual number of births of drug-affected babies as reported to the Slate Children's Services 

Division. 

./ 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

The numbers for all ye3rs are probably artificially depressed due to underreporling. 
Underreporting may result from the absence of consistent testing or reporting procedures. 

Drug-Affected Babies: Annual Births 

Number of Births 
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Multnomah ety -e-

1986 

106 
42 

Source, Chlldren's Services Division 

REMARKS: 

1987 

154 
88 

1988 

356 
222 

532 
291 

386 
209 

The number of births of drug-affected babies, which was increasing at an alarming rate, is 
showing [he first signs of decrease during 1990. This may reflect [he generallendency thaI drug 
use has pealced and i.~ now in somewhat of a decline. 
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INDICATOR #3 

Percent of arrestees testing positive for one or more illegal substances as reporteo by the Drug 
Use Forecasting (DUF) Project of the National Institute of Justice. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

These data are based on resul!s of voluntarily obtained urine samples and anonymous interviews 
of male and female arrestees booJced into the Mulmomah County Detention Center for nondrug 
offenses. Data from 1987. the first year of the DUF Project, do not include female arrestees, 
though years 1988 and later do. Starting in 1989, juvenile detainees were tested under these 
same conditions. The figures used for this indicator renect the percent of those testing positive 
for one or more illegal drugs. No slatewide data are available. Mullnomah County is one of 
several sites nationwide selected by the National Institute of Justice to participate in the DUF 
Project. 

Arrestees Testing Positive for Drugs 
Multnomah County 

Percent of Arrestees 

Year 

80r 

I , 
I 

60, 

r 

I 
40r 

I 
I 

I 20r 
I 

o! 
/AdUlts ~ 
Juveniles ~ 

1986 

Source: Oregon TASC/OUF 

REMARKS: 

1987 

76 

--

~ 

, 
1988 1989 I 1990 

70 71 1 63 

I 
27 21 

The high percentage of adult arrestees testing positive for one or more illegal drugs verifies the 
widely held belief in high rates of drug use by the criminal defendam population. For both 
groups, there is an encouraging decrease in 1990 levels compared to earlier years. Subsequem 
interviews of the juvenile detainees found 62% reponing tobacco use and. coincidentally. 62% 
reporting alcohol use in the 30 days prior [0 the intelVlew. This supports the belief that lobacco 
and alcohol are the drugs of choice for juveniles. 
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INDICATOR #4 

Annual number of hospilal emergency room visil5 for drug or alcohol related causes. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

lbe Oregon Stale Board of Medical Examiners and Oregon Foundation for Medical Excellence 
are currenlly work:ng 10 implement a program for collecling information cn alcohol and drug 
related hospilal emergency room visits. Research has shown Ihis 10 be a critical indicatOr. and 
the Regional Drug Initiative is working 10 support Ihe Implementation effort. 

Hospital Emergency Room Visits 
Alcohol or Drug-Related 

Number of Visits 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Source: Oregon Emergency Data Network 

REMARKS: 

Currently. no local or slatewIde dala are available. 
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INDICATOR #5 

Prevalence of drug use in the last 3l) days among public school students in grades 8 and 11. 

Student Drug Use in Last 30 Days 
Grade 8 

40.0 

30.0 

20.0 

10.0 

0.0 
Year 

Ma"iua". - Po,"ao" _I 
Marijuana - State CJ 
Cocaine - Portland _ 

Cocaine - State _I 

22.3 

12.1 

6.2 

3.2 

Percent of Students 

24.6 
12.6 

4.4 
3.6 

2.1 
4.5 

0.0 

1.7 

Source: "Orug Use by Oregon Public School Students" 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

This is a self·reporting survey conducted throughout the state of Oregon in even·numbered 
years. The indicator is prevalence of use in the 30 days prior to the survey because it is thought 
to be one of the most consistently reliable data elements. It also corresponds to a data element 
in the nalional survey published by the Nalional Institute on Drug Abuse. Marijuana and cocaine 
are Ihe two most commonly used illicit drugs. 

Student Drug Use in Last 30 Days 
Grade 11 

40.0 

30.0 

20.0 

10.0 

0.0 
Year 

Mlirijuana - Portland _ 

Marijuana - State D 
Cocaine - Portland _ 

Cocaine - State -
37.8 

28.6 

18.6 

9.0 

Percent of Students 

33.1 
26.5 

7.2 
6.4 

14.4 
12.9 

2.2 
2.7 

Source: "Orug Usa by Oregon Public Schoot Studanu" 

REMARKS: 

Lower 1990 levels reflect a general pattern of reduced drug use noted both locally and statewide. 
The decreases observed are more extreme ttan would be expected and may be more fully 
understood after an;;lyzing data from future years. 
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INDICATOR #6 

Prevalence of alcohol use in the last 30 days among public school students in grades 8 and 11. 

Student Alcohol Use in Last 30 Days 
Grade 8 

Percent of Students 
70~.-----------------------------------------. 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

o 
Year 

State _ 

Portland CJ 
38.3 
48.5 

36.6 
51.4 

Source: "Drug Use by Oregon Public School Students" 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

22.8 

15.8 

Because alcohol is an illegal drug for juveniles, its use is included as 2n indicator. Use in the last 
30 days was selected for the same reasons mentioned for Indicator #5. 

12 

Student Alcohol Use in Last 30 Days 
Grade 11 

Percent of Students 
70,--------------------------------------, 

60 

5,1) 

40 

3~ 

20 

10 

o 
Year 

State _ 

Portland CJ 
59.6 
66.6 

58.3 
52.1 

Source: "Drug Use by Oregon Public School Students" 

REMARKS: 

44.1 

37.2 

Lower 1990 levels reflect a general pallem of reduced drug use noted both locally and slate""de. 
Portland's student use levels have dropped below state levels. 
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INDICATOR #7 

Number of adull arrcslS for drug offenses from Ihe Uniform Crime Rep0rl. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

This indicalor is consislemly colleCled on a local, slale, and naliona! level and is available for all 
slales. 

Adult Arrests for Drug Offenses 

Thousands of Arrests 
12.-------------------------------------------

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
Year 

Statewide _, 7,073 9,001 10,646 11.443 9,195 

Multnomah ety L:J 1,941 2,786 3,572 4.385 3,519 

Source: Uniform Crime Reporting System 

REMARKS: 

Adult arreslS for drug offenses at Ihe JocaJlcvcJ follow Ihe same pallem as Ihose Ihroughoul Ihe 
Slale. Lower rales arc seen for Ihe firsl lime in 1990. 
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INDICATOR #8: 

Number of juvenile arrcsts fer dn.g offenses from Ihe Uniform Crime Repo". 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

This indicator is ainsistenlly collected on a local, Slale. and nalional level and is availl!ble in all 
sl31cs.luvenile arrcsts also retleCllhe amount of law enforccmem resources devoled 10 juvenile 
crime and may vary v.;clely from community 10 community. 

1" 

Year 

Juvenile Arrests for Drug Offenses 

Number of Arrests 
1000~----------------------------------' 

800 

600 

400 

200 

o 

-o 
703 
100 

732 
118 

755 

123 
781 

178 
631 

181 

Source: Uniform Crime Reporting System 

REMARKS: 

The subslanlial decrease in 1990 drug·relaled juvenile arrcs: ralcs Ihmughoullhe Slate parall~ls 
the decline in many OI!ler indicalors of drug usc. Allhough local ralcs did not decrease m 1990. 
there was no subslantial increase as in previous years. 
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INDICATOR #9: 

Number of parents !ramed in ·Preparing for Ihe Drug (Frre) Years· in Ihe Ponland 
metropolitan area as reported by Poriland Public Schools. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

In the 1988-1989 school year. in collaboration with Ihc Oregon Office of Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse Programs, Ponland Public Schools began a speCIal prevemionprogram for parents of 
children in 4th through 7th grades. This represents one indicat(,1r of parental inVOlvement in drug 
prevention activities. 

lR 

Year 

l City of Portland 

Number Participating in Parent Training 
··Preparing for the Drug (Free) Years' 

Number of parr nta participating 
1000 

800 ------
600 

400 

200 

01 r , 

1987-88 ~8-89 _ 1 __ 1989-=-~ __ , \ 

1 870 1 __ 814_J 

Source: Portland Public Schools 

REMARKS: 

In the firs! year of operation. 870 parents participated in "Preparing for Ihe Drug (Free) Years." 
During the serond year. 814 parents participated. The Regional Drug Initiative WIll be working 
to increase future participation in thi, training, which consists (jf rIVe sessions which aim at 
increasing paremal skills in supponmg drug prevenllon in the home. 
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INDICATOR #10 

Percent of positives in prc-employment drug tests as reported by Oregon Medical Laboratories. 

TECHNICAL NOTE: 

Percent of pn:-employment tests reading positive was chosen as the most representative available 
measure of workforce drug use. Currently, this indicator is based on all Oregon pre~mployrnent 
tests analyzed by Oregan MedIcal Laboratories (OML). OML was certified by lh~ National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) in January, 1991 and is currently the only Oregon laboratory 
so cemficd. It is anticipated that data from Other laboratones \\.t1.1.te included in future years. 
zs they become N IDA cerutied. 

20 

Positives in Pre-Employment Drug Testing 

Percent Testing Positive 
14.-------~~------------------------~ 

Sourc.: Oregon Medical Laboralorles 

REMARKS: 

Percentages noted are similar to those occurring nationally. They lire smaller than actual use 
levels (for example, random testing of employees) because drug users can choose to delay pre
emplO';ment tests until they feel they will test negative. This 1990 data point represents tesung 
of approximately 24,000 job applicants. 
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REFERENCES 

Indicator # I 

Indicator #2 

Indicator #3 

Indicator #4 

Indicator #5 

Indicator #6 

Indicator #7 

Indicator #8 

Indicator #9 

Indicator #10 

Ore~n Dntl( Relaud Dearh Totals 1986-1990 and Mlllmomah County Dror: 
Relared Dearh Totals 1988·1990. Multnolnah County Medical Examiner'S 
Office. 301 N.E. KnOlt St_ Ponland. OR 97212. 

.vumba- o{ Dn/P; Alficted Infanrs. prepared by Tracey L Krieger. Budget & 
Planning Section. DHRlChildren's SelVla:s Division, March 8. 1991. 

Data presented arc averagcs of quarterly "Drug Use Fo=mg' {DUF}' 
data from TASCofOregon.lnc.. 1727 N.E. 13th. Room 202. Ponland. OR 
97212. Data lor 1990 arc based on "Data Collcwon Summary" tables.. 

;':0 data arc available at IhlS time. An Oregon Emergency Dala Nerworlt to 
provtde Ihese dala IS in the planrung stages.. 

Dn/!f Use by Drtl!On Publit: School Srudtflrs. by Douglas M. Egan. Ph.D~ 
Lewts and Oarll: College. for Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs. 
Department oi Human Resources. 1178 Chemeketa St. NE. Salem. OR 
97310. 

Sec :ciercnce lor Indicator #5. 

Reporr c.{ CriminDJ O/lema and Arrms (annual). uw Enforcement Data 
System. 155 Cottage St. NE. Salem. OR 97310. 

Sec reiercnce ior IndlcalOr #7. 

Porrland Publit: Schools Alcohol and Drug Prcx:ram Aru=lI Repon /989-
1990. Ponland Public Schools. Ponland. Oregon. 

Perronal communu::mon. Oregon Medical Laboratones. Eugene. Oreg9"-

For general mformauon on assemollng emung data from sources such as these. sec D~/oping 
a C011UTllUUlV Profile: A Handbook/or Usin!f fu-azsM!( Dara in Pm~ntlDn Plannmg. whIch can 
be ordered from cl!her address on the back cover. 

Additional COplCS of IhlS Dn/Ii; Impacrlnda document em also be ordered from either address 
on the baclc cover. 
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Appendix F 

Sample Drug Diversion Program 
(STOP) Forms 



IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF ~ruLTNOMAH 

STATE OF OREGON, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) Case No. C 
) 

v. ) D.A. No. 
) 
) ORDER 
) 

Defendant. ) 

Defendants petition to enter pretrial drug treatment is: 

1. ________ __ Denied 

2. ________ __ Allowed, and based on the agreements 

and waivers therein: 

a) This case is transferred to the Circuit Court for all 

further proceedings on the Information of the District Attorney. 

b) Defendant shall pay to the Multnomah county Circuit 

Court a stipulated compensatory fine for the benefit of the City 

of Portland Drug Treatment Trust Account in the amount off $300. 

The diversion fee of $300 is payable at the rate of 

_______ per month or in full within _________ weeks/days. 

Payment schedule to be set at further proceedings. 

c) Defendant shall report to the Portland Addiction and 

Acupuncture Center and begin the program of drug evaluation and 

treatment within 24 hou.rs of the date of this order. 

d) Defendant shall report for the next S.T.O.P. hearing on 

at 9:00am in Courtroom ______ _ of the Multnomah 

county Courthouse. 

DATED: 

1 - ORDER KARL H. HAAS, Circuit Court 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE STATE OF OREGON 

FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH 

DRUG DIVERSION PROGRAM DECLINED 

STATE OF OREGON YS 

CASE NUMBER: 

DA NUMBER: 

C 

I have been advised of the Circuit Court's Drug Diversion Program 
by the Count as well as my attorney. I fully understand the 
opportunity i , affords me and the responsibilities it would incur 
upon me. I further understand that an election to participate 
must be made today and an election to not participate will result 
in my case being placed on the regular drug trial docket for 
trial. 

I hereby elect to not participate in the Circuit Court ~rug 
Diversion Program. 

Sign Name Date Print Name 

A.ttorney for Defendant Date Print Name 

Form - 3 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE STATE OF OREGON 
FOR THE COUNTY OF MULTNOMAH 

NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS 

The circuit Court Pretrial Drug Treatment Program provides persons 
who have been charged with the offense of Possession of a 
Controlled Substance I, or II with an opportunity to attend 
treatment dLcing pretrial release from confinement. Upon 
satisfactory completion of that treatment; the Court will dismiss 
the charges with prejudice. You may file a motion to set aside the 
record of arrest. This program is a privilege you may exercise 
only once. To take part in this program, you must do the 
following: 

You must complete and sign the petition form given to you by the 
Court or by your attorney and file the petition with the Court. 
At the time of filing, you must pay a Drug Treatment Program fee 
of $300; however, the Court may make provisions for payment of the 
fee on an installment basis. 

You are eligible for this program if: 

1. You are charged with either PCS I or PCS II and you were in 
possession of only a small amount of a drug consistent with 
personal use: 

2. There is no evidence that you have been involved in 
significant and substantial drug dealing; 

3. You have no other felony crimes or 
misdemeanors pending or charged in 
inst~~ent other than traffic offenses; 

any Class A person 
the same charging 

4. Your criminal history places you in grid blocks E or below on 
the sentencing Guideline Chart but does not include any Class 
A person misdemeanors within the previous five years. 
However, the District Attorney's office may review the Class 
A misdemeanor to determine if it is of sufficient gravity to 
exclude you from the program; 

5. You have no hold from another jurisdiction (you may petition 
the court if the hold is later resolved); 

6. You have no gang affiliation; 

7. You are not charged with a DUll in the same charging 
instrument; 

Prior to your arraignment, the District Attorney will review the 
police reports and the criminal history provided by the police 
agency and will make a preliminary determination whether your case 
is one the state would be willing to dismiss if treatment is 
successfully completed. At your arraignment, the Court will be 
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notified, by the District Attorney whether your case appears to be 
appropriate for dismissal if drug treatment is completed. A public 
defender will be appointed- at the time of arraignment (if you are 
eligible for appointed counsel). 

The Court will set your case over to the next court review date to 
allow you time to make a decision whether you wish to enter the 
Drug Treatment Program. At the time you return to Court for the 
Drug Treatment option hearing, a final decision on eligibility and 
participation will be made. . 

If you agree to participate in the Drug Treatment Program and you 
a.re eligible, you must sign the Drug 'l'reatment Agreement. In this 
agreement, you agree to waive preliminary hearing and proceed on 
the District Attorney's iz:1formation. You further agree to waive 
a speedy trial and a jury trial. You waive any double jeopardy 
claims upon this or related cases. You agree that should you be 
terminated from the treatment program or elect to withdraw from it, 
you stipulate to the police reports and lab reports and proceed to 
a court trial on a stipulated facts basis. If, within 14 days of 
the day you sign the treatment agreement, you wish to withdraw from 
the program, your case will be returned to the trial docket. 

During the treat,ment program, you will be continued on release 
subject to satisfactory compliance of the drug treatment program 
agreement and any other conditions imposed by the Court. If you 
violate the terms of the release agreement, you may be returned to 
custody. During the pretrial treatment period, your case will be 
continued until successful completion of the treatment period or 
until termi.nation of the agreement. 

Entry into the Drug Treatment Program does not enti tIe you to 
dismissal of the present charge until you have completed the 
treatment indicated as necessary by the assessment, including 
compliance with all treatment requirements, paying all fees, and 
performing other conditions imposed to the satisfaction of the 
Court. If you successfully comply with all Drug Treatment Program 
requirements, the Court will dismiss the charge with prejudice. 

If you decide that you do not wish to take part in the Drug 
Treatment Program and you prefer to go to trial or enter a plea of 
guilty, you must sign and file with the Court a waiver of your 
opportunity to participate in the program. The waiver will be kept 
in the Court's record to clearly show that you had an opportunity
to participate in the Drug Treatment Program _and freely and 
voluntarily chose not to do so. Your case will then proceed to 
trial (or plea) in the. usual manner. 

If you choose to enter the Drug Treatment Program and then later 
choose not to continue in the program, any fees which you have paid 
to the Court are not refundable. 

Rev 9/17/91 
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MULTNOMAH COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT 

DRUG TREATMENT PETITION, WAIVER AND AGREEMENT 

Defendant/Petitioner Name~ ________________ ~~ __ ~ ________ ~~~ __ _ 
Last First Middle 

Address ____ ~~ __ ~--__ --~~~~------~~~-------~~~----~~-----
street Apt # City State Zip 

Mailing Address (if different) __________________________________ __ 

Phone ( ____________ DOB _______________ case No. C __________ _ 

AGREEMENT AND WAIVER 
If this petition is allowed by the Court, the petitioner agrees to 
give up the rights and to carry out the agreements listed below and 
explained in the "Notice to Defendants." 

1. I hereby give up the right to a preliminary hearing, Grand 
Jury Indictment, and agree to proceed upon the District 
Attorney's information. 

2. I hereby give up any former jeopardy rights in.any subsequent 
action upon this charge or any other offenses based upon the 
same criminal episode. 

3. I hereby give up my right to a speedy trial. I also give up 
my right to d jury trial. 

4. I hereby agree that should the treatment program be term:i.nated 
after 14 days from today either by the Court or me, I will 
proceed to a Court trial based solely upor. the facts in the 
police report and laboratory reports, which I hereby stipulate 
to. 

5. It is agreed by the Court that if the petitioner wishes to 
withdraw from the treatment program within 14 days of today, 
this Agreement will be voided and the case will be return@,d 
to the trial docket and will proceed based on the Info~~ation 
of the District Attorney. 

6. I agree to satisfactorily complete il diagnostic evaluation for 
the development of my drug/alcohol treatment program as 
ordered by the Court. 

7. I agree to complete the treatment program to the satisfaction 
of the Court. 

8. I agree to not knowingly associate with any person possessing 
or using illegal drugs. 

9. I agree to not work with any police agency on drug cases or 
on cases where I may come into contact with illegal drugs. 

?orm - 2 
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10. I agree to pay a program fee of $300 on a payment plan sel~ up 
by the Court. The program fee is payable to the court as a 
stipulated compensatory fine. 

11. I agree that any failure on the treatment program such as 
positive urinalysis tests, missing treatment or any failure 
to abide by th? terms of this agreement may resul t in a 
Failure to Comply hearing which can result in modification of 
the treatment program, revocation of your pretrial release or 
termination from the program. 

12. I agree that as a part of the treatment program the Court may 
also require me to seek and maintain employment and obtain 
.employment counseling and aGED. 

13. I agree the Court may require me to appear in Court once aach 
month regardless of my compliance and success in the treatment 
program. 

14. I agree the Court may eerrninate me from the treatment program 
upon commission of a new crime or other violation of the 
treatment program or failure to satisfy the conditions imposed 
by the Court. 

15. The Court agrees that upon successful completion of the 
treatment program for a twelve (12) month period, the Court 
will dismiss the charge with prejudice and the District 
Attorney may not prosecute it in the future. You may then 
file a motion to set aside the record of arrest. 

16. I further agree that the Court may extend the treatment 
program for an additional three (3) montbs to allow me to 
successfully complete my requirements. 

17. I further agree to k.eep my attorney I the treatment provider 
and the Court advised of my current address at all times 
during the treatment program. 

r have read the above statement of the rights I must give up and 
the agreements I must make, as well as the "Notice to Defendants." 
I understand what I have read and do hereby knowingly give up these 
rights and enter i~to these agreements with the Court. 

Petitioner's Signature 

Attorney for Defendant 
(Petitioner) 

Deputy District Attorney 

92 Prosecutorlal Response to Heavy Drug Caseloads 
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Sample Petition to Revoke Probation 



FOR COURT USE ONLY 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF ALAMEDA 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 

v. 

Defendant. 

PETITION TO REVOKE PROBATION 

Docket No. 
Department No. 
PFN No. 
CEN No. 

The undersigned petitioner, based on information and belief, respectfully represents 
the following: 

That on or about , the defendant was placed 
on probation for a period of months following his conviction of violation 
of Section • Conditions of probation included an order that 
the defendant obey all laws of the community and be of good conduct. 

That defendant has violated the terms and conditions of his probation in that he 
committed a violation of Section of the Health and 
Safety Code, on or about , in the County of Alameda. as 
set forth in PoHce Report "':N.-o-,---------- , a copy of which has been 
attached hereto and incorporated by reference. 

WHEREFORE, petitioner prays that probation be summaril~ revoked and a hearing 
set on this matter. 

I certify under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed at Oakland, California, on ____________ _ 

Thomas Burke 
Depu ty District Attorney 

ORDER 

Good cause therefore appearing, it is hereby ordered that probation be revoked 
and a bench warrant issued. bail. 

Judge of the Superior Court 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENTS--{:RIMlNAL JUSTICE-FISCAL ASSIS'l'ANCE 

CHAPTER 1 

S.B. No. 6918 

AN ACT Relatinr to Ioea.I so.emment; aBIet'ldlq IlCW 82.14.0&0, 8%.IUlli., U.84.*, 43.84."%, 
63.29.110, 46.IUli, 4UO.Z'10, IIUZ.~, IU8.!ot, 17.%8.%52, 35.~OM. 3&.58.111, 3UUIO, 
36.58.150, 36.M.H'. 36.$8.4841. 36.61.141, 3i.83.I3t. 5i.04.06t. 57.H .... 17.38.130, 70.44.IMt, 
70.94.091. 84.52.010. 84.52.043. 84.62.05%, 84.6%.163, 84.5%.0641, 84.61.120. 43.i35._. 8UUI0. 
8UUI., 42.1'1.310. aM 81_ (1edW1l U. chapter 43, lAw. of I"'); reeDIIdt ... IIIMI 
_1141111 RCW 3I.18.6Jt; awWl ... new MdJoa &0 cllafCer 8U4 RCW; ..wI ... _ IIedioM 

. &0 chapter 8%.14 RCW; acWl .... new III!dIoiB &0 cIaIqMB U.%t RCW: lMWJa,. new eecUoIl &0 
chapter 84.52 RCW; repeaIl ... RCW UJIUIJ. Sl.I8.U5, 3Ut.145. III'MII 84.5%.08; ~ 
new Hd.kHta; ....u.c &II(III'OIIriadOM; pI'VritIlq uplratlo. Uta; ,...,wI .. efl'ectPe daia; 
Ff'O'\4I.Iar. c:oat.IJllHt dfecUve Ute; .... tkdariat .. ~. 

BE IT ENACTED BY '(HE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON: 

Part I 
Part II 
Part. III 
Part IV 
Part V 
Part VI 
Part VII 
Part VIII 
Part IX 
Part X 

Part XI 

INDEX 
Criminal Justice Funding 
Local Sales Tu DiBtributionl 
Unclaimed Property 
Parking Viol&tiona 
Six-Year Levies 
Initiative 62 Rewiona 
Sales Tax Equalization for New Cities 
GAIl Tax Reconciliation 
Local Sales Tax 
Task Force on City and County 
Finances 
MiacellaneoUIJ 

NEW SECTION.' See. 1. The legislature finds and declarell that local government 
crimiiUil justice systems are in need of uailltance. Many counties and cities are unable to 
provide sufficient funding for additional police protection, mitigation of congested court 
SYlltems, and relief of overcrowded jails. 

In order to ensure public safety, it is necesaary to provide fUlCalassilltance to help local 
governments to respond immediately to these criminal jUlltice problems, while initiating a 
review of the criminal justice needs of cities and counties and the re8Oun:es available to 
address those needs. 

To provide for a more efftcient and effective response to these problems, t.lie legislature 
encourages cities Ilnd counties to coordinate strategies against crime IIInd use multijuris
dictional and innovative approaches in a!.kiressing criminal justice problems. 

The legislature intends to provide fLBCal assistance to counties and cities in the manner 
provided in this act until the report of the task force created under section 1001 of this act 
is available for conaideration by the legislature. 

PART I 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE FUNDING 

NEW SECTION. 8flc. 101. A new section ill addt!d to chapter 82.« RCW to read as 
follows: 
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On the last day of July. the state treasurer b88ed upon information provided by the 
department of licensing shall make the following apportionment and distribution of motor 
vehicle excise taxes deposited in the general fund, except taxeB collected under ReW 
82.44.020(6), in addition to the distributions under ReW 82.44.150. 

(1) A sum equal to 7.4729 percent thereof shall be allocable to the county criminal 
justice assistance account for distribution under section 102 of this act; 

(2) A sum equal to 1.4946 percent thereof shall be allocable to the municipal criminal 
justice assistance account for distribution under section 104 of this act; 

(3) A sum equal to 1.4946 percent shall be allocable to the municipal cr.minal justice 
account for distribution under section 105 of this act. 

This section expires September 1, 1990. 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 102. A new section is added to chapter 82.14 ReW to read as 

follows: 
(1) The county criminal justice assistance account is created in the state treasury. The 

account shall consiBt of all motor vehicle excise tax receipts deposited into the account 
under chapter 82.44 ReW. 

(2) The moneys deposited in the county criminal justice aasistance account for distribu
tion under this section shall be distributed at such times as distributiona are made under 
ReW 82.44.150 and on the relative basis of each county's funding factor as detennined 
under this subsection. 

(a) A county's funding factor is the sum of: 
(i) The population of the county, divided by one thousand, and mUltiplied by two-tenths; 
(ii) The crime rate of the county, multiplied by three-tenths; and 
(iii) The annual number of criminal cases filed in the county superior court, for each one 

thoulWld in population, multiplied by five-tenths. 
(b) Under this section and sectioll8 104 and 105 of this act: 
(i) The population of the county or city shall be as last detennined by the offICe of' 

financial management; 
(ii) The crime rate of the county or city is the annual occurrence of specified criminal 

offenses, as calculated in the most recent annual report on crime in Washington state as 
published by the Washington association of sheriffs and police ehlefs, lor each one 
thousand in population; 

(iii) The annual number 01 criminal eases filed in the county lIuperior court shall be 
detennined by t..'le moet recent annual report of the court.a of Washington, .. published by 
the office of the administrator for the rourta. 

(iv) Distributions and eligibility for distributions in the 89-91 biennium IIhall be bued 
on 1988 figures for both the crime rate as described under (ii) of this subsection and the 
annual number of criminal cases that are filed aa described under (iii) of thia Bubsection. 
Future distributionll shall be baaed on the moat recent figures for both the crime rate as 
described under (ii) of this subsection and the annual number of criminal cases that are 
filed as described under (iii) of this nuboection. 

(3) Mon0YII distributed under thill section shall be expended exclusively for criminal 
justice purpoeea and shall not be used to replace or IIUpplant existing funding. 

(4) This section expires January 1, 1994. 
NEW SECTION. Se1l. 103. A new section is added to chapter 82.14 ReW to read as 

fofiOws: 
(1) The moneys appropriated for distribution under this section shall be distributed at 

such times as distributions are made under ReW 82.44.150. Such moneys shall be 
distributed to the counties of the state ratably on the basis of population as last 
detennined by the office of financial management. 

(2) MoneYII distributed under this section shall be expended exclusively lor criminal 
justice purposes and shall not be used to replace or auppllmt exiating fundin,. 
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(3) This 8ection expires July 1, 1991. 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 104. A new section is added to chapter 82.14 RCW to read as 

followlI: 
(1) The municipal criminal justice ll88istance account is created in the state treBIIUry. 

The account shall consist of all motor vehicle excise tax receipts deposited into the 
account under chapter 82.44 RCW. 

(2) No city may receive a distribution under this section from the munieipal criminal 
justice assistance account unless: 

(a) The city haa II crime rate in excesa of one hundred twenty-five percent of the 
state-wide average 118 calculated in the most recent annual report on crime in Wuhington 
state as published by the Washington 9.IIlIOciatioD of IIheriffs and police chiefs; 

(b) The city has levied the tax authorized in RCW 82.14.030(2) at Ute maximum rate or 
the tax authorized in RCW 82.46.010(2) at the maximum rate; and 

(c) The city has a per capita yield from the tax imposed under RCW 82.14.030(1) at the 
maximum rate of 1e811 than one hundred fifty percent of the state-wide average per capita 
yield for all cities from lIuch local sales and use tax. 

(3) The moneys deposited in the munieipal, criminal justice account for distnbution 
under this Deccon shaltbe distributed at such Wnes u distributiona are made under RCW 
82.44.160. The distributions shall be made as follows: 

(_) Thirty pereent of the moneys llhall be distributed ratably based on population u last 
determined by the offICe of rmancial management to thOlle cities eligible under lIubseetion 
(2) of this section that have a crime rate determined under lIubseetion (2)(8) of this section 
whieh is greater than two tirneII Ute state-wide avenge crime rate. No city may receive 
more than flfty percent of any moocys distributed under this lIubsection (a). 

(b) The remainOOr of the moneys shall be di8tribut.ed to all cit.iee eligible under 
subsection (2) of this section ratably baaed on population as last detennined by the offICe 
of finaneial management. 

(4) No city may receive more than thirty percent of all money\1l distributed under 
8ubsection (8) of this section. 

(5) Moneys distributed under this section ehall be expended exelusively for criminal 
justice purposes and shall not be UBed to replace or supplant existing funding. 

(6) Thia section expm. January 1, 1994. 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 105. A new section is added to chapter 82.14 RCW to read as 
~~ , 

(1) The moneys depoeited in the munieipal criminal jusUee ... istauce lIt.COunt for 
distribution under this section shall be distributed at 8ueh timea DB distributions are made 
under RCW 82.4-4.150. Such moneys shall be di8tributed to the cities of the .tate as 
follow8: 
. (a) For flllCAl year 1991, each city with a population of UDder ten thousand shall receive 

• diatribution of three thousand two hundred flfty dol...... Any remaining moneys shall 
be distributed to all eities ratably on the basil of population as last determined by Ute 
office of financial management. 

(b) For rlllCAl year 1992 and thereafter, each eity with a population of under ten 
thousand shall reeeive a distribution of two thouund seven hundred fifty dollars. Any 
remaining moneytl 8han be distributed to all cities ratably on the basil of polpulation as 
last detennined by the offICe of financial management. 

(2) Moneys diatributed under thia &ection .haIl be expended exelUlively for criminal 
juatiee purposes and shall not be used to replace or supplant existing funding. 

(3) This section expires January 1, 1m. 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 106. For the bienniull'l ending June 80,1991, the lltate t.reasur

er shall tranllfer ilie following sums from the state general fund: 
(1) Seven million five hundred thousand dollars to the county criminal justice assistance 

account; ~d 
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(2) Ten million dollars to the municipal criminal justice assilltance account. 

PART II 

LOCAL SALES TAX DISTRIBUTIONS 

Sec. 201. Section 6, chapter 94, Laws of 1970 ex. sess. as last amended by section 81, 
chapter 57, Laws (]of 1985 and RCW 82.14.050 are each amended to read as follows: 

The counties, met.r9politllR-mWlMHpal GOrpilFaLiORS and cities, and transportation authori
ties under RCW 82.14.045 shall contract, prior to the effective date of a resolution or 
ordinance imposing a sales and use tax, the administration and collection to the state 
department of revenue, which shall deduct a percentage amount, as provided by contract, 
not to ex~ two percent of the taxes collected for administration and collection expenses 
incurred by the department. The remainder of anY'1,:, •. :;1 of any tax authorized by thill 
chapter which is collected by the department of rever.~', shall be deposited by the state 
department of revenue in the local sales and use tax account hereby created in the state 
treasury. Moneys in the local sales and use tax account may be spent only for 
distribution to counties, mllta:opoiitaa mURigipa.i 09l'pOt'8ti0Il8, Mil cities, and transporta
tion authorities imposing a aales and use tax. All administrative provisions in chapters 
82.03,82.08,82.12, and 82.32 RCW, sa they now exist or may hereafter be amended, shall, 
insofar sa they are applicsble to state sales and use taxes, be applicable to taxes imposed 
pursuant to this chapter. All earnin of investments of balances in the local sales and 
use tax account shall be c i to e oca sa cs an use tax account an IBtrl u to 
the counties, cities, and transportation authorities monthly. 

Sec. 202. Section 7, chapter 94, Laws of 1970 ex. sess. as laat amended by aection 11, 
chapter 4, Laws of 1981 2nd ex. sess. and RCW 82.14.060 are each amended to read sa 
follows: 

lJiRlQn~ly MonthlY the state treasurer shall make distribution from the local sales and 
uee tax account to the counties, m&t.\>Qp9litrul mUllioipal OQFpClAUODI lUI" cities~g 
trane~rtation authorities the amount of tax collected on behalf of each county, mll~ 
LIm iRIligipal wrporaU9n 9r city. or transportation authori~, lesa the deduction provided 
for in RCW 82.14.050. The state tresaurer shall make theistribution under this sedion 
without appropriation. 

In the event that any ordinance or resolution imposes 8 sales and use tax at a rate in 
excess of the applicable limits contained herein, such ordinance or resolution shall not be 
considered void in toto, but only with respect to that portion of the rate which is in excess 
of the applicable limits contained herein. 

Sec. 203. Section 43.84.090, chapter 8, Laws of 1965 sa last amended by section 5, 
chapter 106, Laws of 1990 and ReW 43.84.090 are each amended to read sa follows: 

Except as otherwise provided by ReW 48.250.030 aMt 67.40.025, and 82.14.050, twenty 
percent of all income received from such investments shall be deposited in the state 
general fund. 

Sec. 204. Section 51, chapter 57, Laws of 1985 sa amended by section 12, chapter 419, 
Laws of 1989 and RCW 43.84.092 are each amended to read as (ollows: 

Except as provided in ReW 43.84.090, all earnings of investments of surplus balances in 
the state tresaury shall be deposited to the treasury income account, which account is 
hereby established in the state treasury. 

OR IIF bef91'& July 20 gf gallA y_ Except 118 provided in ReW 82.14.050, the state 
treaaurer shall distribute all, on or before JU~ 20 of each riill' the earninp credited to 
the treasury income account as of June 30 to e funds for e fiscal year in which it W811 
earned. Except as otherwise provided by statute, the atate treaourer shall credit the 
various accounts and funds in the state treasury their proportionate share of earnings 
based upon each fund's aversge daily bal&nce for the period: PROVIDED, That earnings 
on the balances of the forest reserve fund, the federal forest revolving fund, the liquor 
excise tax fund, the treasury income account, the suspense account, the undistributed 
receipts account, the state payroll revolving ~unt, the agency vendor payment nlvolv
ing fund, and the local lesaehold excise tax account, aad tile 19IIal 881811 and 101811 lax 
~ shiilfbe credited to the state treasurer'a service fund: PROVlDgD FURTHER, 
That earnings on the balances of the agency payroll revolving fund, the special fund 
salary and insurance contribution increRSe revolving fund and special fund semimonthly 
payo"j) revolving fund shall be credited to the state general fund. 

NEW SECTION. Sec. 205. Sections 201 through 204 of this act shall not be effective 
(or earnings on balances prior to July 1, 1990, regardless of when a distribution is made. 
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THE COST: 
An increase of one-tenth of one 
percent in the sales tax. 

• A penny on a $10 purchase. 

• A dime on a $100 purchase 

* Cost to an average 
.family is $11 annually. 

- The September 18 ballot 
measure would raise a needed 
$20 million annually to be used 
only for lLublic safety purposes. 

KINGCOUNIY 
PROPOSITION NO.2 

KING COUNIY 0.1% SALES AND USE TAX 
FOR CRIMINAL JUSfICE PURPOSES 

Shall KIng County, exclusively for criminal 
jusUce purposes, be authorized to Impose a 
sales and use tax with a rate equallo one
tenth of one percent (0.1 %) of the selling price 
(m the case of a sales tax) or value of the 
article used (In case of a use tax), all as 
provtded In KIng County Ordinance 
No. 9576? 

x 
YES NO 

"A bargain like this doesn't 
happen often and county voters 
can't afford to pass it up." 

- Seattle Times, Aug. 2, 1990 
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SUPPORT 

c.o.P.s. 
(Citizens Organized for Public Safely) 

Vote "Yes" 
on Prop. 2 

Stop Crime, 
Before it 

Stops Us. 
Paid by Citizens Organized ror PuhHc Safely 

l'.O.Uux4117, Seattle, WA !JtI101·Q·1l7 
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The increases in crime and violence 
have placed the criminal justice system 
in a seriousjin(;mcial crisis. We can 
choose to fund these needs or we can 
watch the system collapsefrom inade
quatefunding . .. 

NonnMaleng 
King County Prosecutor 

THE FACTS: 

Since 1984, in King County -

- Protection orders issued by 
judges for victims of family 
violence increased 21 fold. 

- Vehicle theft in has increased 
146%. 

- Felony drug filings by the 
Prosecutor's Office increased 
550%. 

- Se:K.ual assault and child 
abuse special assault 
investigations increased 
151%. 

THE EFFECTS: 

Prosecutors are struggling 
under the increased caseloads which 
have been at overload levels for many 
months. 

In June, King County Superior 
Court faced the threat of having to 
drop the charges in criminal cases 
because there weren't enough 
prosecutor's, judges and court rooms 
available to take the cases to trial. 

Crime coalitions and citizens 
throughout the county have re
quested additional police presence in 
their neighborhoods to provide a 
deterrence to crime. 

"When you call the pollce to !:Sic them to 
drive by your daughter·s house. and they 
tell you they don't have a car available 
that day, you know we've got a serious 
problem." 

Ida Ballastotes 
Friends of Diane 

Proposition 2. 
"Crime-busting doesn't come cheap, but 
a sensible improvement in criminal 
jus~ice for King County and it's cities 
can come dirt cheap with the imposition 
of a small increase in the sales tax." 

- Scanle P.I., Aug. 3, 1990 

If passed: 
County revenues would be used to: 

- Hire elg~t (8) more judges. 

- Hire 22 deputy prosecutors. 

- Hire 42 King County Pollee 
Officers. 

- Hire six (6) special assault 
investigators. 

- Create a county-wide program for 
family violence victims. 

- Establish an information sharing 
network for pollce agencies. 

- Establish a communIiy police team 
for crime prevention. 

- Increase courtroom security. 

And, fundIng for many other critical 
public safety needs. 

City revenues would be used to 
meet the critical public safety needs 
of that city. 




